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Abstract 
The overall, coordinated management of different operational tasks in a chemical 
plant can improve operational efficiency. These operational tasks can be 
hierarchically categorised, from the lowest to highest level, as: data acquisition; 
regulatory control; monitoring; data reconciliation; fault detection and diagnosis; 
supervisory control; scheduling; and planning. Although each of these tasks is 
responsible for a particular function, they are dependent on each other, which is why 
an approach wherein all the different tasks can be integrated into a single unified 
framework is desirable. While integration has important benefits such as a significant 
reduction in operator workload and improved decision making, its realisation 
presents considerable challenges. Few previous works have addressed this topic and 
even fewer have investigated recent computing paradigms which may greatly assist 
in the development of a unifying framework. 
  Multi-agent systems were introduced and investigated in this study as a possible 
means for achieving integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. Multi-agent 
systems are the subject of a sub-field of computing research known as agent-based 
computing. Agent-based computing represents a relatively recent and powerful high-
level computing paradigm. 
  Initially, a number of software applications were developed for the purposes of 
this study to assist realisation of the operational tasks. To simplify the process of 
system development and provide guidance for those unfamiliar with multi-agent 
systems wishing to adopt the proposed technique, an extensive methodology was 
devised. The operational tasks were then integrated using the proposed methodology 
to form an integrated multi-agent system, with the pilot plant at Murdoch University 
being used as a test base for the solution. The results were positive and demonstrated 
that the proposed agent-based solution was able to effectively account for the pilot 
plant setting. It was concluded that, in addition to presently available integration 
techniques and base technologies, the agent-based approach to integration of 
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Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Integration of operational tasks in chemical plants involves the development of an 
automated framework which links together and coordinates the different operational 
tasks. Operational tasks refer to those tasks which can be automated and commonly 
include: gathering data (data acquisition); maintaining the plant’s output in the face 
of disturbances (regulatory control); monitoring the status of the plant (process 
monitoring); detection and removal of errors present in the gathered data (data 
reconciliation); detecting faults and diagnosing their underlying causes (fault 
detection and diagnosis); maximising profit while satisfying operational constraints 
(supervisory control); and the scheduling of resources and planning of the plant’s 
future (scheduling and planning). While these operational tasks are, to a large extent, 
autonomous, they are also dependent on each other for providing necessary 
information at certain points in time and thus need to be linked and allowed to 
communicate in a coordinated manner. 
  Integration of operational tasks in chemical plants offers numerous benefits. With 
the growing complexity of current systems, as well as the traditional expense, time 
constraints and limited availability of human expertise, an integration framework can 
be of great assistance. That is, by automating the coordination of the operational 
tasks and presenting the plant operator with an aggregated overview of the system, 
there is a significant reduction in operator workload. Consequently, the operator is 
able to make more accurate and better informed decisions. In addition, the 
integration framework can help reduce the information overload that exists in 
modern plants by communicating only important meta-level results to the operator. 
Other benefits, which essentially relate to the reduced operator workload, include: 
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improved plant performance and decreased plant running costs; reduced human 
error; and increased plant safety. 
  While integration has numerous benefits, its achievement is non-trivial. There are 
a number of factors which complicate its attainment. For example, there is the issue 
of heterogeneity: the software applications that automate the operational tasks are 
often not designed to be interoperable. That is, they may, for example, differ in terms 
of programming language, internal representation or developer. In addition, these 
software applications may be spread over multiple computers, which may be running 
on different operating systems. The issue of heterogeneity, therefore, greatly 
complicates the linkage of the operational tasks. Another complicating issue is that of 
scalability: a rigid integration framework may inhibit the addition or removal of 
system components in the future. The integration framework must, therefore, be 
flexible enough to allow the addition or removal of components. There are other 
issues, but heterogeneity and scalability are two good indicators of the complex 
challenges faced in the development of an integrated system. 
  Past research has focused predominantly on identifying solution methods for the 
individual operational tasks with very little emphasis on their integration. This has 
largely been due to technological limitations, especially in the area of computing. 
However, with the rapid advancement of computing technologies and software 
development paradigms, the achievement of integration is now becoming a more 
realistic goal. A number of recent trends in computing naturally lend themselves to 
addressing the integration of operational tasks in chemical plants and are, therefore, 
worthy of investigation. 
 
1.2 Scope of the Study 
The overall objective of this study was the development of an automated integration 
framework for the coordination of operational tasks in a chemical plant. The more 
particular objectives are summarised as follows: 
1.  To examine and structure the available literature directed towards the 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. 
2.  To identify and review current trends and technologies in computing which 
have a role to play in the integration of the software applications realising the 
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3.  To identify and describe a suitable computing technique or paradigm which 
can help to overcome the limitations of previous solution methods. 
4.  To develop the individual operational tasks and subsequently perform an on-
line application and evaluation of the proposed technique in the pilot plant at 
Murdoch University. 
Note that in objective 4, the development of the individual operational tasks refers to 
the implementation of typical solution methods rather than necessarily novel ones. 
 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
A literature review that surveys the most important and relevant research 
publications addressing the integration of operational tasks in chemical plants is 
provided in Chapter 2. This review also identifies relevant technologies and 
emerging trends which have had and will have impacts on this area of research. 
  Chapter 3 details relevant aspects of a multi-agent system, which is proposed as a 
suitable tool for achieving the integration of operational tasks in chemical plants and 
is investigated in subsequent chapters. 
  Based on Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 indicates why a multi-agent system is 
being proposed as a suitable tool and develops an appropriate research procedure for 
testing the multi-agent system approach. Chapter 4 also gives a description of the 
pilot plant at Murdoch University, which is used as a testing environment for the 
multi-agent system approach. 
  Chapters 5 to 7 detail the step-by-step development, verification and evaluation 
of the integrated multi-agent system. Chapter 5 outlines the development of the 
individual operational tasks. Chapter 6 presents a methodology for the development 
of multi-agent systems using the JADE multi-agent system development toolkit. 
Chapter 7 applies the methodology in Chapter 6 for the integration of the operational 
tasks developed in Chapter 5. The resulting integrated multi-agent system is also 
verified in Chapter 7 and evaluated with respect to the findings in the literature 
review. 
  Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the study, discusses the significance of the results 
obtained and points to future work that could be pursued. 
 
  
 Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the literature pertaining to the integration of operational tasks in 
chemical plants. Since this is a relatively new area of research, the literature directly 
addressing this topic is very limited. Consequently, the scope of the literature review 
is intentionally quite broad and seeks to address the problem at a more abstract level. 
  Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively define the operational tasks in chemical plants 
and what integration refers to in this context. Section 2.4 gives a review of all the 
major works in the literature pertaining to this topic. In doing so, it draws attention to 
the shortcomings of these existing techniques. The chapter concludes with a 
discussion of the software architectures and technologies enabling integration in 
Section 2.5. This section looks at the problem of integration as primarily one of 
software application integration and hence, one which should be dealt with from a 
software perspective. 
 
2.2 Operational Tasks in Chemical Plants 
The chief objective of process control is to maintain a process at the desired 
operating conditions, safely and efficiently, while satisfying environmental and 
product quality requirements (Seborg, Edgar & Mellichamp 2004). To satisfy this 
objective, a number of important activities referred to herein as operational tasks are 
carried out while the plant is operational. 
  Operational tasks in chemical plants are traditionally represented using a pyramid 
as shown in Figure 2.1. This classic pyramid model of process plant operations 
accounts for all the common operational tasks carried out in a chemical plant, 
ranging from top-most strategic planning down to the lowest-level sensors and 
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actuators which are responsible for data acquisition. The inverse relationship 













Figure 2.1: Classic pyramid model of process plant operations 
(Reklaitis & Koppel 1996) 
  The lower-level tasks including data acquisition and regulatory control are 
mandatory functions in a chemical plant, while the higher-level tasks such as 
scheduling and planning are not mandatory but can be very profitable if applied. The 
decision to implement the higher-level tasks depends largely upon the application 
and company policy (Seborg, Edgar & Mellichamp 2004). 
  The operational tasks are outlined below, starting with the low-level tasks and 
progressing to the high-level tasks. For a comprehensive review of recent works 
pertaining to the individual operational tasks, the reader is referred elsewhere (Power 
2004). Nevertheless, some standard techniques used in implementing these 




In data acquisition, process data is acquired from the plant through measurement 
devices (sensors and transmitters) and transferred to an interfaced computer in the 
control system. The data is then used either directly or indirectly as a foundation for CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  7 
every other task. Typical process variable measurements include temperature, 
pressure, flow, density, liquid level and composition (Ogunnaike & Ray 1994). 
 
Regulatory Control 
Regulatory control occurs when the control system functions to counteract the effect 
of disturbances in order to maintain the process variable outputs at, or near, their set-
points (Ogunnaike & Ray 1994). This is achieved by applying standard feedback and 
feedforward control techniques or advanced control techniques if necessary (Seborg, 
Edgar & Mellichamp 2004). 
 
Monitoring 
The main objective of monitoring is to determine the status of the plant. This 
involves mapping the data into meaningful descriptions of events taking place (Davis 
et al. 1996). In practice, monitoring also refers to the detection of abnormal situations 
and the isolation of faults. It is, therefore, often considered part of fault detection and 
diagnosis and there is an overlap with the literature on fault detection and diagnosis. 
  In this study, monitoring is considered to be separate from fault detection and 
diagnosis. Specifically, it refers to the determination of whether the plant is at steady-
state and also includes other functions, namely sensor limit checking, statistical 
analysis and exponential filtering of data. 
 
Data Reconciliation 
On-line process variable measurements are corrupted by unavoidable errors (caused 
by power supply fluctuations, signal conversion noise, etc.) during measurement and 
transmission of data. Two types of errors are usually present: random errors and 
gross errors (Romagnoli & Sánchez 2000). Random errors are small and are due to 
normal process fluctuations. Gross errors, on the other hand, are large and are due to 
incorrect calibration or malfunction of instruments, process leaks, etc. 
  Data reconciliation is the process of adjusting or reconciling (i.e. removing 
random errors from) the process variable measurements to obtain more accurate 
estimates of flowrates, temperatures, compositions, etc. that are consistent with 
material and energy balances (Romagnoli & Sánchez 2000). The main difference 
between data reconciliation and other filtering techniques is that data reconciliation 8   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
explicitly utilises the process model constraints and obtains estimates of process 
variables by adjusting process measurements so that their estimates satisfy the 
constraints (Narasimhan & Jordache 2000). 
  Gross error detection is the process of detecting gross errors in the measurement 
data. In addition to detecting gross errors, this procedure can also include: 
identification of the type and location of the gross error; location and identification of 
multiple gross errors which may be present simultaneously in the data; and 
estimation of the magnitude of the data (Narasimhan & Jordache 2000). Gross errors 
invalidate the statistical basis of data reconciliation procedures and hence, must be 
identified and removed prior to performing data reconciliation (Romagnoli & 
Sánchez 2000). 
 
Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
A  fault can be defined as an unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic 
property or variable of a chemical plant (Isermann & Ballé 1996). Standard process 
controllers (e.g. PID controllers) which are capable of compensating for many types 
of disturbance are not adequate for handling the changes in the process caused by 
faults (Russell, Chiang & Braatz 2000). Faults include: gross parameter changes in a 
model; structural changes; malfunctioning sensors and actuators; external obstacles 
such as clogging or outflows; and defects in construction such as cracks 
(Venkatasubramanian 1994). 
  Fault detection involves determining whether a fault has occurred, while fault 
diagnosis involves identifying which fault occurred, i.e. the cause of the out-of-
control status (Russell, Chiang & Braatz 2000). The tasks of fault detection and 
diagnosis are vital for ensuring plant safety. 
 
Supervisory Control 
During plant operation, optimum conditions can fluctuate frequently due to changes 
in equipment availability, process disturbances and economic conditions (e.g. cost of 
raw materials). Consequently, it can be very profitable to recalculate the optimum 
operating condition on a regular basis (Seborg, Edgar & Mellichamp 2004). 
Supervisory control (also referred to as real-time optimisation) involves the on-line 
calculation of set-points allowing the unit or plant to achieve best performance CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  9 
(based on economic models of the plant), while satisfying operational constraints. 
The optimised set-points are implemented on-line in the plant. 
 
Scheduling and Planning 
The highest-level operational tasks are scheduling and planning. Scheduling involves 
the determination of the timing and sequence in the execution of manufacturing tasks 
so as to achieve production targets in an optimal fashion (Reklaitis & Koppel 1996). 
The time frame in this case is usually days to weeks. Planning is the allocation of 
production resources and assignment of production targets over a suitable time scale 
(Reklaitis & Koppel 1996). The time scale for planning is long term, typically in the 
range of weeks, months or years. Thus, scheduling and planning tasks are complex 
optimisation problems that are based on both engineering considerations and 
business projections (Seborg, Edgar & Mellichamp 2004). 
 
2.3 Definition of Integration 
The term integration in this context refers to an automation architecture that unifies 
the various levels of the hierarchy defined in the pyramid model (see Figure 2.1). 
Integration can thus be seen as a goal which results in the various levels of the 
hierarchy interoperating with minimal human intervention. 
  In the past, much attention has been directed to integration of operational tasks 
from a manufacturing perspective, as made evident by the formation of the field 
known as Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) (Harrington 1973). The goal of 
CIM was and still is to produce a unified control and planning system, based on 
computer technologies, that will implement the full pyramid as a logically integrated 
whole (monolithic implementations are obviously impractical). This will make the 
manufacturing part of the business more agile, allowing high-level planning to be 
automatically propagated to the plant floor. 
  While a great deal of work has been carried out on integration from a 
manufacturing perspective, very little attention has been directed to integration from 
the point of view of the chemical process industries (see Section 2.4). Though there 
are some similarities between manufacturing and chemical processing, there are also 
some fundamental differences. These differences mainly arise because of the 
different nature of the operational tasks and this is why integration of chemical 10   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
processes is defined as a separate problem. Note, however, that in terms of 
integration, the end goal is the same, i.e. creation of an automation architecture that 
unifies the various levels of the hierarchy defined in the pyramid model. 
  Since the tasks defined in Section 2.2 are often carried out by several different 
software applications (often referred to as intelligent systems), integration essentially 
becomes an issue of automated interoperation (i.e. coordinated information transfer) 
between different software applications. These software applications that realise the 
operational tasks act separately but may have common goals and rely on each other 
for decision making. 
  As mentioned above, the software applications which realise the operational tasks 
are often referred to as intelligent systems (Stephanopoulos & Han 1996; Reklaitis & 
Koppel 1996). It has been pointed out correctly by Stephanopoulos and Han (1996) 
that the adjective ‘intelligent’ in the term intelligent systems is misleading and by no 
means refers to the software having human-like intelligence. Rather, it implies a 
software application that automates engineering tasks that are usually carried out by 
people and, therefore, expands automation to tasks not covered by traditional 
numerical algorithms. 
  Achieving interoperation between software applications is a non-trivial task and 
is, in part, made difficult due to the following challenges: 
•  applications run on multiple computers; 
•  applications run on multiple platforms; 
•  applications are geographically dispersed; and 
•  applications are often not designed with integration in mind. 
Summing up the above points, a major challenge to achieving interoperability 
between the applications realising the operational tasks is heterogeneity on a number 
of levels. Thus, in tackling the problem, techniques which can account for this 
feature must be considered. 
 
2.4 Integration of Operational Tasks in Chemical Plants: 
Previous Studies 
Whilst there has been extensive work done at the individual operational tasks level, 
there has, surprisingly, been very little work done on the integration of the 
operational tasks in chemical plants. Part of the reason may be that many plants CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  11 
perform integration using currently available technologies, but do not make their 
results available in the public domain (this issue is discussed further in Section 2.5). 
Nevertheless, on close observation of the literature, three areas of research work 
addressing integration of operational tasks in chemical plants, as defined herein, have 
been identified. These are discussed in the following sections. 
 
Work at Purdue University 
Researchers at the School of Chemical Engineering at Purdue University can be 
considered the first to formally identify the need for organised research to address the 
objective of integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. The first conference 
on the subject was held in 1987 (eds Reklaitis & Spriggs 1987). It was during this 
time that the term Computer Integrated Process Operations (CIPO) was coined. This 
term refers to the area of process systems engineering that involves the application of 
computing technologies to link, support and execute the operational tasks and 
decision processes arising in chemical plants (Reklaitis & Koppel 1996). 
  The need to address this challenge led to the founding of the Computer Integrated 
Process Operations Consortium (CIPAC 2002) at Purdue. This consortium was 
established to facilitate the investigation of integrated approaches to process 
operational management in an effort to improve chemical plant performance. In 
addition to this, a graduate course in CIPO (Doyle et al. 1997) was formed to educate 
and prepare undergraduate and graduate students in this area. The course mainly 
focused on the individual operational tasks and relied on the Gensym G2 real-time 
expert system software platform (Gensym 2006) for implementation purposes. These 
efforts are a good indication of the increasing importance of this objective. 
  Surprisingly, there has only been a single documented attempt thus far by the 
research group at Purdue to address the integration of operational tasks in a chemical 
plant as a ‘whole’. This attempt was made by Rengaswamy (1995) who focused on 
integrating monitoring, fault diagnosis, data reconciliation and supervisory control. 
While this attempt was effective in accurately defining the problem and its 
challenges (as expanded below), it fell short of providing any generic solutions or 
frameworks. This is because the author selected certain solution methods for 
realising the operational tasks and attempted to integrate them at a conceptual level. 
This approach is seen to be ineffective in general, since it is only applicable to a 12   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
system which uses the exact same solution methods. This kind of approach is also 
advocated by other researchers in the group (Doyle et al. 1997) who support the 
development of a core set of well-integrated tools which are capable of carrying out 
common operational tasks. For the reasons above, such an approach may not be 
suitable for application in other chemical plants that may already have existing 
solutions. An integration approach that makes the least possible assumption 
regarding the solution method would, therefore, be much more widely applicable. 
  Another consideration overlooked by Rengaswamy was the integration of the 
software applications realising the operational tasks at a technical level. A flow 
diagram representing the different functions (i.e. operational tasks) and the 
information flows between them was provided by Rengaswamy and is shown in 
Figure 2.2. Each of the tasks and the dependencies between them was also described 
by Rengaswamy with respect to Figure 2.2. There was, however, no mention of what 
data communication mechanism should be used in practice or any other technical 
considerations whatsoever (except for some brief references to the G2 software 
platform for the implementation of the individual operational tasks). 
  The work by Rengaswamy did, nevertheless, point out some important 
theoretical considerations worthy of discussion. Firstly, the challenges in achieving 
integration were pointed out. These included: 
•  disparity in time frame in decision making; 
•  uncertainties in different tasks; and 
•  different solution approaches. 
The first point above represents the fact that the decisions made within the 
operational tasks may occur at different frequencies using information also updated 
on a varying time basis. The second point indicates that an uncertainty in one module 
could adversely affect other modules that rely upon it. The third point signifies that 
the diverse nature of solution methods for realising the operational tasks makes their 
integration more difficult. 
  Secondly, a comparison was made with the related field of CIM and the 
differences pointed out. The differences identified included: 
•  problem domain; 
•  sub-system interactions; 
•  process monitoring; and 
•  plant safety. CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  13 
The first three differences above arise as a result of the fundamentally different (and 
more complex) nature of CIPO compared to CIM. The fourth point indicates that in 
CIM, a wrong supervisory control action might lead only to a monetary loss, while in 
CIPO it could also lead to a hazardous situation (since dangerous chemical may be 
involved). Thus, in CIPO there is a consideration of how much of the operators’ 






































































































































Figure 2.2: A framework for integrated process supervision 
(Rengaswamy 1995) 
 
  Thirdly, and probably most importantly, the desirable characteristics of an 
integrated system were identified. Of these, the three most pertinent considerations 
identified were: 
•  ability to achieve a seamless integration between the various solution 
approaches; 
•  ability to operate as an automated decision support system for operators; and 
•  ability to adapt to changes in the process. 
The desirable characteristics above, which are self explanatory, should be taken into 
consideration when developing an integrating system. 14   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  A paper published by Venkatasubramanian (1994) summarised the work of 
Rengaswamy discussed above. In addition to the summary, a wide variety of solution 
methods available for carrying out each of the operational tasks were discussed and 
the role of artificial intelligence in achieving integration was pointed out. 
Venkatasubramanian, however, did not elaborate which specific areas of artificial 
intelligence required exploration or whether any preliminary work has been 
conducted in this regard (which is arguably why ‘future directions’ was included in 
the title of the paper). 
  Reklaitis and Koppel (1996) identified the important role of intelligent systems in 
integrated process operations. In the paper, the term intelligent system was used to 
refer to software which automates engineering tasks typically performed by people as 
defined in Stephanopoulos and Han (1996) (rather than software which is 
‘intelligent’ as discussed in Section 2.3). The importance of object-oriented software 
environments for linking tools and applications was mentioned. Furthermore, it was 
discussed how the role and impact of intelligent systems had been modest up to the 
time of the paper’s publication. Since the publication of the paper, major advances 
have been made in computing technologies and other more advanced paradigms have 
become available (compared to object-oriented programming) which require further 
investigation. The paper was accurate in stating the importance then and predicting 
the future role of intelligent systems and computing technologies in achieving 
integration, even if this may now be self-evident. 
  From the discussion above, it can be seen that while significant efforts have been 
made at Purdue to address this problem, very few useful results have been attained in 
terms of integration frameworks. This may be partly due to the fact that the problem 
is also one of software integration, and hence, requires a multidisciplinary approach. 
This need has been identified and addressed to some extent by the CHEM project, 
discussed in the next section. 
 
The CHEM Project 
The CHEM project (CHEM 2004) was a three year European-Union funded project 
which began in April 2001 and was concluded in March 2004. An extensive eight-
nation consortium that included five industrial companies and five academic 
institutions contributed towards the project. The aim of the CHEM project was to CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  15 
develop and implement an advanced decision support system for carrying out a range 
of operational tasks in chemical/petrochemical plants. An integration framework 
which integrated the software tools that realised the operational tasks was created 
and tested. The benefits of such a system were outlined including improvements in 
plant safety, product quality and plant efficiency (Cauvin 2001; CHEM 2004). 
  While the CHEM project did not specifically address the problem as defined by 
the researchers at Purdue University, its ideas and aims were very similar. The 
project consisted of the development of 23 toolboxes for trend analysis and situation 
assessment; fault diagnosis and alarm management; decision support; and reactive 
planning. These toolboxes were developed by the project contributors using a 
diversity of programming languages and a variety of formats. More importantly, an 
integration architecture, shown in Figure 2.3, was developed  to allow the toolboxes 
to interoperate. The architecture is composed of an application set and an integration 
platform. The integration platform will be described as it is relevant to this study. 
  The integration platform, which is based on the G2 software platform, regroups 
the components that support the interoperability of the toolboxes. It essentially acts 
as a data warehouse and allows the toolboxes to share data and communicate 
between themselves (through a communications manager discussed below). In 
addition, the integration platform contains a user interface module, a runtime 
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Figure 2.3: CHEM integration architecture (Matania 2005) 16   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  The communications manager allows the toolboxes and other components to 
communicate via message exchange. The data exchanged between the components is 
in the XML format (see Section 2.5.1) and the communications manager ensures the 
correct routing and delivery of messages in this format. The communications 
manager for the CHEM project was built to support toolboxes developed in C++, 
Java and G2 and this was sufficient for the toolboxes employed in the CHEM 
project. The XML message communication was based on xmlBlaster (xmlBlaster 
2005) which is a type of message-oriented middleware (these technologies and the 
related terms are discussed in detail in Section 2.5.1). 
  By considering the software aspects, the CHEM project made a significant step 
towards addressing the problem of integration of operational tasks in chemical plants 
from a perspective overlooked by researchers at Purdue University. However, the 
focus on the G2 platform for integration purposes has some limitations. Whilst G2 
may be a popular and proven real-time expert system software, its ability to act as an 
effective integration platform is questionable. The reason for this is that G2 provides 
a restricted set of functions and tools for integrating different programming 
languages, which means that it may not be possible to interoperate with some 
toolboxes programmed in unsupported programming languages. This is 
understandable, since G2 was not originally designed to be an integration platform. 
Another factor regarding G2 is its cost. It would be much cheaper for a company 
wanting to integrate a small number of toolboxes, for example, to not have to 
purchase G2 solely for this purpose and instead, use a cheaper alternative specifically 
geared at integration. 
  The CHEM project made a positive step in employing currently available 
software and standards for integration purposes (such as XML and CORBA, which 
are discussed further in Section 2.5.1). However, there is no consideration or 
discussion of higher-level programming paradigms or considerations made on the 
current trends in computing. The current trends in computing towards service-
oriented architectures and autonomic computing (discussed further in Section 2.5.3) 
were not considered or discussed in the literature available on the CHEM project 
which reveals a possible bias towards the G2 platform. It is evident from the tone of 
the literature on the CHEM project that the choice to employ the object-oriented G2 
software platform indicated that no critical analysis or comparison with other 
techniques was made. CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  17 
Coordinated Knowledge Management Method 
The Coordinated Knowledge Management Method was the result of a PhD project at 
Murdoch University (Power 2004). This project was carried out parallel to and 
completed roughly the same time as the CHEM project (note that these two projects 
were entirely independent of each other). Power directly focused on the research 
conducted by researchers at Purdue University and made an attempt to address the 
shortcomings of Rengaswamy’s work. A description of the technique is provided 
below followed by a discussion. 
  The Coordinated Knowledge Management Method, shown in Figure 2.4, is based 
on a mathematical tool called a Petri net. A Petri net is essentially an abstract, formal 
model of information flow (refer to Peterson (1981) for more information on Petri 
nets). With reference to Figure 2.4, the Petri net is used to: (1) coordinate tasks, (2) 
monitor the system, (3) activate the tasks, (4) request data to be updated in the data 
structures and (5) receive notice when the task is completed. Each individual module 
(operational task) contains information (including rules, procedures, Petri nets, 
optimisation routines and neural networks), which enables it to operate 

























Figure 2.4: Coordinated Knowledge Management Method (Power 2004) 18   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
implemented using the G2 software platform. 
  Power reported that the approach employed was adequate for a small plant. As 
the plant size increased, however, the type of Petri net employed (hierarchical timed 
place Petri net) would become very large, complex and difficult to manage. Thus, the 
approach would not be suitable for an average sized industrial plant. 
  Another difficulty with the approach is that G2 was used for all aspects of the 
system implementation. Implementing everything in G2, including the operational 
tasks, introduces the assumption that anyone wishing to use the technique will be 
using this platform. It does not consider the fact that in practice, implementations of 
the operational tasks are carried out using a variety of programming languages, on a 
variety of operating systems, by a variety of programmers, etc. Moreover, as 
mentioned in the discussion of the CHEM project, a plant which has a small number 
of modules may not wish to purchase G2 solely for implementing and integrating 
their operational tasks. 
  While Power did a sound job of looking at the problem from the task integration 
point of view, very little emphasis was given to the software considerations of the 
problem. The only software aspects addressed by Power were in the creation of some 
bridges which enabled G2 to interface with components in the plant. While the 
CHEM project addresses some of these shortcomings, there is a still a lot of room for 
investigation. This point is expanded further in the following section. 
 
2.5 Software Architectures and Technologies Enabling 
Integration 
As mentioned in Section 2.3, integration of operational tasks in chemical plants is 
essentially a matter of allowing software applications which realise the operational 
tasks to interoperate in a coordinated manner. Therefore, it is instructive to look at 
software architectures and technologies enabling integration. 
  It is not possible to look at software integration techniques employed in chemical 
plants, since such literature often does not exist in the public domain. Only one 
recent instance was located (ed. Braunschweig 2005) and this was specifically 
related to interoperability between petroleum applications. The reason for such a low 
publication rate is probably because such practices are usually documented in private 
technical reports and consequently not made available to the general public. Another CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  19 
possible reason is that compared to areas such as business information technology, 
industrial computing markets have been slower to adapt to recent application 
integration technologies (Matania 2005). 
  The most practical approach, therefore, is to review currently available 
architectures and technologies individually and at an abstract level (i.e. independent 
of their specific applications). In doing so, practices and technologies currently 
employed in the very popular business oriented areas of Systems Integration and 
Enterprise Application Integration will be drawn upon. Though the practices and 
technologies employed in these two areas are generally geared at the integration of 
business applications, they have applicability (at an abstract level) to this study and 
moreover, are much more widely available (i.e. documented) in the literature. This 
approach is sufficient, since at an abstract level, chemical plants are similar to other 
contexts in terms of issues experienced in integrating software applications. 
  This section looks at software architectures and technologies enabling integration 
at three different levels: 
•  firstly, the concrete lowest-level which focuses on base technologies from the 
perspective of interoperability (Section 2.5.1); these base technologies fall 
into three categories: middleware, programming languages and operating 
systems; 
•  secondly, a slightly more general look at integration styles with respect to the 
base technologies (Section 2.5.2); and 
•  thirdly, the more abstract higher-level which looks at general architectures, 
paradigms and emerging trends in computing (Section 2.5.3). 
Each level above is more abstract than the previous. Together, they serve to give an 
overview of the current status of this field of computing which provides a basis for 
the decisions made in subsequent chapters. The claims and ideas presented in the 
discussion below are based on selected articles in the literature (Belaud et al. 2005; 
Bollinger 2000; Braunschweig 2005; Britton & Bye 2004). 
 
2.5.1 Base Technologies 
Middleware 
Middleware is an intermediate software layer that provides a mechanism for different 
types of software at different locations in a network to call each other and exchange 20   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
data (Bollinger 2000). That is, it facilitates interoperation between heterogenous 
software components. Table 2.1 lists common middleware technologies and gives a 
brief description of each. For a more detailed description of the individual 
technologies refer to Britton and Bye (2004), Belaud et al. (2005) or the references in 
Table 2.1. A comprehensive comparison of these middleware is not within the scope 
of this literature review. Nevertheless, a non-technical discussion of how selected 
middleware from Table 2.1 are relevant to interoperability and the best opportunities 
for using them is required. This will serve to give a better indication of the possible 
techniques used to achieve interoperation between software applications in the 
context of chemical plants in recent times. 
  Microsoft COM (Component Object Model) enables software components within 
a Windows-based system to communicate. COM is based on Microsoft’s earlier OLE 
and ActiveX technologies. Microsoft’s Distributed Component Object Model, or 
DCOM, has the objective of extending COM across multiple systems in a network 
and uses a distinct set of communication technologies not seen in COM. The chief 
limitation of both COM and DCOM is that they are very closely tied to the Microsoft 
Windows series of operating systems. As such, they are not particularly practical or 
useful for connecting into non-Windows systems. Another issue with COM and 
DCOM is that they have now been superseded by Microsoft .NET and Microsoft 
recommends that developers use the .NET framework for new development 
(Microsoft 2006). Thus, while COM and DCOM were very relevant as 
interoperability technologies for Windows-based systems during the latter half of the 
1990s, their use today should be carefully considered. 
  Microsoft .NET, EJB (which is part of the Java J2EE standard) and Web services 
(including XML-based technologies such as SOAP and UDDI) are all aimed at the 
development of business applications. The .NET and J2EE architectures are very 
similar, with both providing support for Web services in their own way. A Web 
service is a standardised concept of function invocation relying on web protocols, 
independent of any technological platform (Belaud et al. 2005). Since these 
technologies have a business oriented nature, they will not be discussed further here. 
For more information, refer to the literature on Enterprise Application Integration 
and Business-to-Business Integration (B2Bi). 
  Judging by its name, the OLE for Process Control (OPC) standard (governed by 
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middleware for interoperation of both hardware and software in an industrial setting 
including chemical plants. While the ‘plug and play’ vision of the OPC Foundation – 
allowing the mixing and matching of software and hardware systems – is an exciting 
vision, time will judge if it becomes a reality. A large factor that will determine the 
success of this standard is its adoption by manufacturers of industrial software and 
hardware. The best opportunities to use this standard, therefore, will come at a time if 
and when it becomes fully established in the industrial domain. A negative point 
regarding use of this standard is that since OPC is based on Microsoft OLE/COM 
and DCOM technologies, it is currently only available on Windows-based operating 
systems. This limits its use with non-Windows systems such as UNIX. Furthermore, 
the aforementioned Microsoft technologies have been superseded by the .NET 
platform. For these reasons, an initiative by the OPC Foundation to upgrade the OPC 
standard to work with newer standards such as .NET and Web services would be a 
positive step. 
  Overall, CORBA is probably the best current middleware candidate for getting a 
diverse range of heterogenous systems to interoperate (i.e. irrespective of where they 
are located or what language they are written in). In addition, it is also best for 
‘wrapping’ older legacy systems to make them accessible to newer systems and 
networks. A limitation of CORBA, however, is its complexity. To add to the 
complexity, interoperability among vendor CORBA implementations and portability 
of applications from one implementation to another is also an issue. With regards to 
its best opportunities for use, CORBA is now widely used even in traditionally 
conservative IT environments such as insurance and banking. Many commercial and 
free implementations of the standard are available for popular languages (e.g. Java, C 
and C++), thus making it relevant for use in most areas. However, due to its 
complexity and variations in vendor implementations, its application requires 
previous experience and familiarity. Furthermore, it has been reported that CORBA 
is more difficult to use with non-object-oriented languages such as C. 
  Java RMI can realise the linking together of remote systems using Java. Its use, 
however, is only limited to Java. Regarding the best opportunities for its use, for Java 
programmers, RMI is considerably easier to use than CORBA, since it follows the 
conventions of the Java language and does not require redefinition of any interfaces. 
Unlike CORBA though, RMI (being Java only) does not allow for any interaction 
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RMI is probably the easiest way to achieve interoperability between Java 
applications on different types of machines. 
  Message-oriented middleware (MOM) is a category of inter-application 
communication software that relies on asynchronous message passing as opposed to 
remote procedure calls (RPC) like in CORBA and Java RMI (the concept of remote 
procedure calls and message passing are discussed in Section 2.5.2). Companies such 
as Microsoft and IBM have implementations of MOM available (Microsoft Message 
Queuing or MSMQ and Websphere MQ respectively), while Sun Microsystems has 
defined a standard, JMS (Java Messaging Service), as part of its J2EE environment. 
Like .NET and EJB, MOM is primarily meant for business oriented applications. 
MOM is particularly relevant as an interoperability technology when asynchronous 
type message passing is desired rather than RPC which is synchronous in nature. 
That is, MOM will store a message in a queue and hold it to be delivered if the 
recipient application is down or otherwise not ready to receive the message. With 
RPC, the receiving application must be ready to accept the message the moment it is 
sent. If there is any break in the action, the message will be lost. The disadvantages 
of MOM can come in the data transformation stage, i.e. to translate the message from 
one application to another. This is usually done through adapters or other component 
technologies. An example of MOM being used in an industrial domain was in the 
CHEM project (see Section 2.4) which employed the open source Java-based 
XMLBlaster. Hence, while MOM is primarily marketed toward business oriented 
applications, judging by its application in the CHEM project, it may have potential in 
an industrial domain. 
  The FIPA agent communication language is a standard governing communication 
between special types of software programs called agents. Discussion of FIPA agent 
communication language and agents is deferred to Chapter 3. 
  This discussion has shown that the choice of middleware depends strongly on the 
environment (e.g. operating system) and the nature of the software (e.g. 
programming language) which need to interoperate. A middleware such as CORBA 
is probably more relevant for use in an industrial environment than Microsoft .NET, 
for example. The reason for this is that CORBA is designed to allow the types of 
heterogeneous software prevalent in industrial applications to interoperate, while 
.NET has more of a business focus. When choosing middleware, therefore, all 
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Table 2.1: Middleware summary (adapted from Braunschweig (2005)) 
Middleware name  Description 
COM, DCOM, COM+, OLE, 
ActiveX, DNA 
Microsoft’s original middleware and architecture 
for Windows-based software components. These 
middleware have been superseded by .NET. See 
MSDN (2006) for more information. 
.NET  Microsoft’s current web-enabled development 
platform and interoperability framework, based on 
XML, SOAP and Web services. See MSDN (2006) 
for more information. 
OPC (OLE for Process 
Control) 
An emerging software standard designed to provide 
automation applications with easy access to 
industrial plant floor data. It is based on Microsoft’s 
OLE (since restructured and renamed to ActiveX 
then COM and DCOM). The goal of OPC is to 
define a standard interface based on OLE/COM and 
DCOM that allows greater interoperability between 
automation and control applications; control 
devices; and business and office applications. The 
OPC Foundation now maintains the standard. See 
OPC Foundation (2006) for more information. 
CORBA (Common Object 
Request Broker Architecture) 
CORBA is an object-oriented middleware. It is a 
standard, not a product, developed by the Object 
Management Group (OMG). CORBA has been 
described as the glue that binds disparate 
programming technologies together. The latest 
major update was in mid-2001 with the release of 
CORBA version 3.0 by the OMG. See CORBA 
(2006) for more information. 
Java RMI (Remove Method 
Invocation) 
A Sun Microsystems technology allowing Java 
objects running on different Java Virtual Machines 
to interoperate. While RMI works only with Java, it 
can be used to link software on many types of 
systems, since Java is a highly portable language. 
See Java RMI (2006) for more information. 
EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans)  A standard developed by Sun Microsystems for 
interoperable distributed enterprise-level 
applications. Usually dedicated to Java based 




A client-server infrastructure allowing distributed 
heterogenous applications to interoperate in 
accordance with publish-and-subscribe messaging 
mechanisms. See Middleware Resource Center 
(2006) for more information. 
XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language) 
A metalanguage for designing specific markup 
languages for different types of documents and 
data. XML is used in several interoperability 
structures. See W3C (2006) for more information. 
SOAP (Simple Object Access 
Protocol), UDDI (Universal 
Description, Discovery and 
Integration) and Web services 
A variety of XML-based technologies for 
interoperating software services over the Internet, 
based on SOAP as a communication protocol and 
on UDDI directories (yellow pages, etc.). See W3C 
(2006) for more information. 24   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Table 2.1 Continued 
Middleware name  Description 
GRID middleware (e.g. 
Globus) 
Technologies enabling the sharing of computer 
power and databases over the internet. The Globus 
alliance provides the most popular middleware for 
this purpose. 
FIPA (Foundation for 
Intelligent Physical Agents) 
A non-profit organisation geared at producing 
standards for the interoperation of heterogenous 
software agents. FIPA provides several 
technologies including agent communication 




Another important consideration when it comes to interoperability is that of 
programming languages. High-portability programming languages are those which 
work identically on a wide range of operating systems and hardware platforms. This 
category of programming languages is necessarily one of the foundation blocks of 
building highly interoperable systems. 
  Historically, many of the programming languages available today began as 
attempts to provide high-portability programming. Languages such as Ada, C, C++, 
COBOL and FORTRAN are examples of languages initially intended to be highly 
portable, but which fell well short of their original goals. 
  In contrast, Java is possibly the most promising computer language for increasing 
the ability of computers to share software easily across a heterogenous network of 
many different types of computers. Java represents an ideal language for integration 
because it runs on most, if not all, operating systems (Kang 2002). This results from 
its use of computer-independent byte-code rather than the native machine language 
of the computer (such languages are referred to as interpretive). Furthermore, its 
popularity and similarity to C++ make it a much stronger candidate for general 
adoption than other similar byte-code languages (e.g. Smalltalk). 
  From the industrial perspective of chemical plants, Java is very promising and 
was even been described during the late 1990s by Atherton (1998) as having the 
potential to be the next wave of process control. Atherton discussed how Java, with 
its powerful abstractions, could meet the mounting IT challenges of process control 
systems in the next (i.e. this) millennium. Currently, however, it is difficult to predict 
the uptake of Java in chemical plants since there is no such information available in 
the literature. In any case, any type of research into the application (direct or indirect) CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  25 




Like programming languages and middleware, operating systems are also an 
important consideration when it comes to interoperability. A portable operating 
system is one which provides the same basic services across a range of different 
hardware platforms. Portable operating systems facilitate interoperability by making 
it easier to run the same application on different systems. In addition, like portable 
programming languages, they can reduce the overall cost and difficulty of creating 
new systems and upgrading older ones. 
  Linux is a free, open source, UNIX-like operating system with a range of 
features. Traditionally, commercial vendors generally avoided Linux because of its 
free, open source status. However, this situation is changing significantly with 
companies such as Microsoft recently announcing initiatives to boost interoperability 
with Linux (Sanders 2005). Linux has a good potential for interoperability for two 
reasons: (1) it is available on a wide range of platforms and (2) the public availability 
of its source code means it can be adapted to specialised use or even custom 
machines. 
  Where its use does not go against applicable standards, Linux can be utilised to 
provide a more uniform environment that can more readily include older, smaller 
systems, since in general Linux runs more effectively on such systems than other 
operating systems (e.g. Windows NT). Thus, from an industrial perspective, Linux 
should not be blindly avoided in preference of Windows-based operating systems 
from an interoperability standpoint. 
 
2.5.2 Integration Styles 
Section 2.5.1 examined the specific technologies that can facilitate interoperation in a 
particular environment. This section looks at a slightly more abstract view of 
integration. That is, it focuses on integration styles (or architectures) that are 
commonly employed in linking applications, without specifically referring to any 
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  Before discussing the different integration styles though, it is necessary to define 
a set of application integration criteria (or considerations) against which these styles 
can be evaluated. Without going into too much detail, a set of criteria is provided 
below (Hohpe & Woolf 2004): 
•  Application coupling: Integrated applications should minimise their 
dependencies (i.e. loosely coupling) so that each can evolve without creating 
problems for the others. 
•  Intrusiveness: Integration should avoid changing too much existing code and 
minimise the amount of code added. Nevertheless, new code and changes are 
often necessary to effectively integrate. 
•  Technology selection: Different integration techniques require varying 
amounts of specialised hardware and software (which can be expensive, take 
time to learn and create vendor locking). Nevertheless, creating an integration 
solution from scratch requires considerable effort. 
•  Data format: Changing existing applications to use a unified format may be 
difficult or impossible and require an intermediate translator. 
•  Data timeliness: Integration should minimise the time it takes data to move 
from one application to another. 
•  Data or functionality sharing: Some applications allow functionality (i.e. 
capabilities or behaviours) to be shared as well as data. Sharing of 
functionality provides better abstraction between the applications. 
•  Remote communication: Computer processing is typically synchronous. 
Calling a remote procedure is much slower than a local call, so the caller may 
not want to wait. Hence, an asynchronous approach is more efficient and 
effective (but more complex design, develop and debug). 
•  Reliability: Remote connections are slower and much less reliable than a 
local function call. In addition, the remote application may not even be 
running or the network may be down. Again, asynchronous communication 
enables the source application to continue knowing that the call will 
eventually get there and be processed. 
The following discussion will focus on the above criteria in evaluating the 
integration styles. 
  There is no single integration approach which can cover all integration 
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There are different ways of classifying integration styles. One widely accepted 
classification is (Hohpe and Woolf 2004): 
•  file transfer; 
•  shared database; 
•  remote procedure calls; and 
•  messaging. 
These styles all have the same aim: to integrate applications. They are discussed in 
the order presented above, since, according to Hohpe and Woolf, each style builds on 
the previous one and attempts to address its shortcomings. Moreover, while this 
order represents increasing sophistication, it also reflects increasing complexity. 
Some references will be made to the middleware discussed in Section 2.5.1. 
 The  file transfer approach, shown in Figure 2.5, involves each application 
producing files of shared data for others to consume and consume files that others 
have produced. The file format is an important decision, with XML being the current 
format of choice. Integrators have the responsibility of transforming files between 
formats, or instead leaving it up to the consuming applications to decide how they 
want to use the file. A key advantage of file transfer is that the integrators need no 
knowledge of internals of the system. That is, internal changes can be made to each 
application, provided they adhere to the conventions for the transferred files. A 
difficulty with this approach, however, is that since updates tend to occur 
infrequently, systems often get out of synchronisation. Therefore, when to produce 
and consume files is a crucial decision. 
 The  shared database approach, shown in Figure 2.6, involves each application 
storing the data it may wish to share in a common database. While the file transfer 
approach can lack timeliness and may not enforce data format, the shared database 
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Figure 2.5: File transfer integration style (Hohpe & Woolf 2004) 28   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
all applications share, so each has access to the shared data whenever necessary. 
Furthermore, widespread use of SQL (Structured Query Language) (Gruber 2000) 
has made this approach easier. Suitable design of the database schema, however, is 
often a problem involving technical and departmental (political) issues. Furthermore, 
packaged applications generally will not work with a schema other than their own. 
To add to all this, the shared database can quickly become a performance bottleneck 




Figure 2.6: Shared database integration style (Hohpe & Woolf 2004) 
 
 The  remote procedure call (RPC) approach, shown in Figure 2.7, involves each 
application making available some of its procedures so that they can be invoked 
remotely. Other applications can then invoke these available procedures to initiate 
behaviour and exchange data. While the file transfer and shared database approaches 
allow applications to share their data, this is often not enough. One of the key 
principles of application design is encapsulation, i.e. where modules hide their data 
through a function call interface. RPC applies the principle of encapsulation to 




















Figure 2.7: Remote procedure call integration style (Hohpe & Woolf 2004) CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  29 
information through direct calls, while allowing each application to maintain the 
integrity of its own data. Examples of RPC technologies include CORBA, COM, 
.NET Remoting and Java RMI. Web services and SOAP (essentially RPC using 
XML) are more platform independent and work with HTTP which reduces firewall 
issues, etc. Although RPC uses encapsulation, the applications are often tightly 
coupled and the result is a group of systems tied into a growing knot. This is 
undesirable. 
 The  messaging approach, shown in Figure 2.8, involves each application 
connecting to a common messaging system and exchanging data and invoking 
behaviour using messages. The file transfer approach keeps applications decoupled at 
the cost of timeliness, while RPC tightly couples applications. Messaging integrates 
applications in a timely, more loosely coupled way. Messaging can be used to 
transfer packets of data frequently, immediately, reliably and asynchronously. Since 
the messaging is asynchronous, sending a message does not require both systems to 
be up at the same time. Message-oriented middleware (see Section 2.5.1) can be used 
to implement a messaging system. Industry experts predict that asynchronous 
messaging will play an increasingly important role in integration. However, few 
developers have experience with messaging and many are not familiar with the 
peculiarities of messaging. 
  On the whole, overlooking its complexity, messaging provides a good balance 
between the integration criteria compared to other approaches. Furthermore, Hohpe 
and Woolf (2004) and others (Fowler 2005; Vogels 2004) have indicated that it is the 
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2.5.3 Current Trends in Computing 
Computing has evolved at a very rapid pace over the past few decades and continues 
to do so today. It is important to recognise the trends so that one can exploit more 
powerful computing technologies, architectures and paradigms as they arise. This 
section looks at the evolution of computing and identifies two current trends in 
computing which will have a direct effect on how software interoperability is 
achieved in the future: service-oriented architectures and autonomic computing. 
  Four steps can be distinguished in software system history: centralised 
architectures in the 1970s; decentralised architectures in the 1980s; distributed 
architectures in the 1990s; and service-oriented architectures which are now 
attracting lots of attention. Object-oriented programming and, more recently, 
component technology have contributed significantly towards the goal of software 
interoperation (Braunschweig 2005). These paradigms are, however, starting to lose 
popularity in preference to a service-oriented approach using Web services 
(especially in the integration of business applications). 
 The  service-oriented architecture is currently being promoted as one of the next 
evolutionary steps in software architectures and a move away from component 
technology (Belaud et al. 2005). A service-oriented architecture is essentially a 
collection of services (usually in a business context), which can communicate with 
each other. An application within this architecture is loosely coupled, distributed, 
business oriented, invoked and published (Hundigam 2004). The loosely coupled 
characteristic implies that the services are independent and autonomous. Figure 2.9 
shows a basic service-oriented architecture. 
  A service-oriented architecture represents an approach or configuration, rather 
than a specific technology. Nevertheless, many companies providing IT services tend 
to speak of Web services as the technology to support the concept of a service-
oriented architecture (and in doing so, create the wrong impression that Web services 









Figure 2.9: A basic service-oriented architecture (Hundigam 2004) CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  31 
interoperability problems (particularly in a business domain), it is difficult to 
ascertain whether – beyond the hype – they represent a significant shift from 
previous component technologies like RPC. This argument is supported in the 
literature (Staab et al. 2003). Still, the idea behind a service-oriented architecture is 
important and, as emphasised by Britton and Bye (2004), should be strongly 
considered with or without Web services. 
  Another computing paradigm recently proposed by IBM (Horn 2001) is 
autonomic computing. Autonomic computing is an approach to self-managed 
computing systems with a minimum of human interference. It takes inspiration from 
the autonomic function of the human nervous system, which controls key functions 
without conscious awareness or involvement. The four defining characteristics of an 
autonomic architecture are: self-healing, self-optimisation, self-protection and self-
configuring (Wong & Ives 2003). While the specifics of autonomic computing may 
not be directly relevant to this study, the overall notion indicates a particular trend in 
computing. Essentially, it is an indication that computing is inevitably heading 
towards complete independence of software with little or no reliance on humans. 
  While there are currently a number of trends taking place in the field of 
computing and IT, the service-oriented architecture and autonomic computing are 
arguably the most relevant to achieving integration of operational tasks in chemical 
plants (i.e. in the development of an architecture for this purpose). A service-oriented 
architecture is relevant because the operational tasks can naturally be modelled as a 
set of independent (non-business) services, communicating with each other whenever 
necessary using predefined protocols. The notion of autonomic computing (i.e. 
minimal human intervention through software autonomy) is relevant because in an 
automated system it is desirable that the automated components (operational tasks in 
this instance) be as independent and robust as possible. Thus, any new strategies for 
addressing the integration of operational tasks in chemical plants should take 
particular note of these two trends. 
 
2.6 Conclusions 
This chapter presented a broad review of the literature pertaining to the integration of 
operational tasks in chemical plants. It began by outlining the operational tasks and 
subsequently defining integration in this context. Since the operational tasks are 32   CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
often realised by a number of intelligent systems, integration was recognised as 
primarily being an issue of software application integration. That is, integration 
requires that the software applications realising the operational tasks interoperate in a 
coordinated manner and with minimal human intervention based on events taking 
place in the chemical plant. To achieve this, an automation architecture that unifies 
the operational tasks is required. It was also revealed that achieving interoperation is 
a non-trivial task principally due to the heterogeneity present in the environment 
where the software applications reside. 
  The focus of the chapter then shifted to a review of the previous studies in the 
literature directly addressing this topic. Only three major works were identified and 
reviewed in this section reflecting the fact that while there has been extensive study 
conducted at the individual operational task level, there is a significant lack of 
research from an integration standpoint. This implies that research directed towards 
the integration of operational tasks in chemical plants will be both challenging and 
worthwhile. 
  While the three major works identified contributed to extending the body of 
knowledge in this area, they also had a number of limitations. A limitation common 
to all three works was an over reliance on the G2 software platform. While G2 is an 
effective real-time expert system software, its ability to act as an integration platform 
is questionable, since it was not originally designed for this purpose. In addition, its 
relatively high cost may render it infeasible for small-scale applications. A shift, 
therefore, from G2 to other less costly and more accommodating techniques from an 
integration standpoint is warranted. Another limitation present in the existing 
techniques was a failure to consider the problem as essentially one of software 
application integration. While the CHEM project did, to some extent, look at the 
problem from this perspective, it focused on low-level technologies rather than high-
level computing paradigms and as already mentioned, included G2 as a significant 
part of its integration framework. Consequently, research which investigates the 
problem primarily as one of software application integration and focuses on high-
level computing paradigms would be very significant. 
  The chapter concluded by reviewing the software architectures and technologies 
enabling integration at three different levels. The first level was the base technologies 
enabling interoperability. It was shown here that the choice of middleware, 
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requirements. The second level was the integration styles. The four most common 
integration styes were reviewed here and it was demonstrated that messaging is, 
generally, the best integration style currently available. Technologies and practices 
from the first and second levels are probably most widely implemented in chemical 
plants for integration purposes but it is difficult to judge accurately since they are 
rarely documented in the literature. The third level was the general architectures, 
paradigms and emerging trends in computing which have the potential to influence 
interoperability. Two emerging computing paradigms related to this study were 
discussed, namely service-oriented architectures and autonomic computing. These 
paradigms are important to this study because any framework proposed for the 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants should be consistent with these 
trends. One area of research that is consistent with these two trends is multi-agent 
systems. Multi-agent systems are covered in the next chapter. 
  
 Chapter 3 
Multi-Agent Systems 
3.1 Introduction 
Multi-agent systems are introduced and examined in Chapters 4 onwards as a 
possible means for achieving integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. The 
aim of this chapter, therefore, is to provide a background to multi-agent systems in 
preparation for subsequent chapters. Whilst progressing through this chapter, it will 
become clearer as to why multi-agent systems are being proposed as a suitable 
candidate for addressing the issues raised in Chapter 2 and are consistent with the 
current trend towards service-oriented architectures and autonomic computing. 
  Section 3.2 presents some definitions followed by a discussion of the significance 
of multi-agent systems. Some applications of multi-agent systems in areas relevant to 
this study and guidelines for application are presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 
gives an overview of current multi-agent system development toolkits and 
specifically reviews the JADE toolkit since it is required for subsequent chapters. 
The chapter concludes with a critical evaluation of current multi-agent system 
development methodologies in Section 3.5. 
 
3.2 Multi-Agent Systems 
Multi-agent systems are the subject of a sub-field of computing research known as 
agent-based computing. In addition to computer science, agent-based computing 
borrows from (and sometimes contributes to) a number of other disciplines, both 
theoretical and applied. The most important links are with philosophy, logic, 
economics, social sciences and biology (Luck, McBurney & Preist 2003). Multi-
agent systems have been studied since about 1980, with the field gaining widespread 
recognition since roughly the mid-1990s (Wooldridge 2002). 
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  This section expands on the notion of multi-agents systems. The definitions of an 
agent and a multi-agent system are presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. 
Multi-agent systems are then placed into a broader context and their importance 
discussed in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 respectively. 
 
3.2.1 What is an Agent? 
The term software agent, or agent for short, is very broad and has different meanings 
to different people. Nevertheless, on close observation of the literature, it is possible 
to state that two usages of the term agent can be identified: the weak notion of 
agency and the stronger notion of agency (Wooldridge & Jennings 1995). The weak 
notion of agency constitutes the bare minimum that most researchers agree on, while 
the stronger notion of agency is more controversial and a subject of active research. 
  The weak notion of agency denotes a software-based computer system with the 
following properties (Wooldridge & Jennings 1995): 
•  Autonomy: Agents operate without the direct intervention of people or 
others, and have some kind of control over their actions and internal state. 
•  Social ability: Agents interact with other agents (and possibly people) via 
some kind of agent communication language. 
•  Reactivity: Agents perceive their environment and respond in a timely 
fashion to changes occurring therein. 
•  Pro-activeness: In addition to acting in response to their environment, agents 
are able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative. 
The stronger notion of agency is an extension of the weak notion and advocates 
additional humanistic, mental properties such as belief, desire and intention (Shoham 
1993). The attribute of mobility (White 1994), which is the ability of an agent to 
move about an electronic network, has also been linked to the stronger notion of 
agency. The stronger notion of agency is probably where the popular term intelligent 
agent originates. While agents currently possess a certain degree of intelligence 
(such as the ability to make decisions), research is still far from enabling the 
incorporation of high-level aspects of human intelligence in agents (Baard 2003). 
  The weak and stronger notions of agency elicit the fact that agents, like people, 
can possess different levels of intelligence when performing a task. For example, one 
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displaying the current temperature in a particular setting. A second, smarter 
temperature sensing agent may have the additional ability to predict future 
temperatures based on prior temperature recordings. Thus, while software agents 
must be autonomous, social, reactive and proactive, they can have different levels of 
competence (intelligence) as determined by their behavioural specifications. 
 
3.2.2 What is a Multi-Agent System? 
A multi-agent system is simply a collection of software agents which work together 
to perform a task in a particular environment. The essential concepts of a multi-agent 
system are depicted in Figure 3.1. There are two layers: the agent layer and the 
environment. The agent layer is composed of agents that interact with each other 
using agent communication language. Each agent has a sphere of influence which it 
controls in the environment. The agent obtains information from the environment 
and makes changes therein using sensors and effectors respectively. 
 
3.2.3 Multi-Agent Systems in Perspective 
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the fundamental unit of a multi-agent system is the 
agent. In order to put multi-agent systems into perspective, it is necessary to discuss 
the agent paradigm (i.e. the abstractions provided by an agent) in relation to ‘older’ 
software abstractions and then with respect to the current trends in computing. This 
will serve to demonstrate the evolution of this paradigm and the expectations for its 










Figure 3.1: Characterisation of a multi-agent system (Jennings 2000) 38  CHAPTER 3. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS 
  The agent paradigm represents a type of software abstraction which can be 
thought of as an evolution of the object-oriented paradigm (Odell 2002). 
Nevertheless, objects and agents can be viewed at different levels. 
  In the object-oriented paradigm, an object is a high-level abstraction that 
describes the methods and attributes of a software component (i.e. class). An agent, 
in contrast, is an even higher-level software abstraction which provides a convenient 
and powerful way to describe a complex software entity. That is, rather than being 
defined in terms of methods, an agent is defined in terms of its behaviour. 
Consequently, when designing a multi-agent system, it is primarily an issue of 
specifying agent behaviours (including interactions with other agents), instead of 
defining classes, methods and attributes. It is a simpler and more natural approach to 
specify behaviours than to write code. Thus, agents can be considered superior to 
objects based on the notion that the most powerful abstractions are those which 
minimise the semantic gap between the units of analysis and the constructs of the 
solution paradigm (Jennings 2000). 
  There are also other differences between agents and objects (Odell 2002; 
Wooldridge 2002). They will not be elaborated here, since the most important benefit 
of the agent paradigm over the object-oriented paradigm (and others, including 
component-based software) is the mindset and techniques they provide the designer 
with (Jennings & Wooldridge 2001). The paradigm shifts that have occurred over 
time are shown in Figure 3.2. From this figure, the inevitable shift towards the more 
natural role/goal oriented software abstractions (i.e. agents) can be observed. 
  Another way to place the agent paradigm into perspective is with respect to the 
current trends in computing relevant to this study identified in Chapter 2, i.e. service-
oriented architectures and autonomic computing. The agent paradigm is consistent 
with both these trends as discussed below. 
  With respect to the current trend towards service-oriented architectures, a multi-
agent system can be viewed as a particular kind of service-oriented architecture (or 
vice versa). In a multi-agent system, the components (i.e. agents) provide services, 
are loosely coupled, distributed and communicate with each other whenever 
necessary using an agent communication language. In service-oriented architectures, 
the services can be considered to be agents and the communication mechanism 
between the services (agents) similar to that provided by an agent communication 
language. The similarity between the two paradigms has also been pointed out in the CHAPTER 3. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS  39 
literature (Huhns et al. 2005) and it has been indicated that Web services (a service-
oriented architecture development technology, see Section 2.5.3) can possibly be 













Figure 3.2: Paradigm shifts over time (Dignum et al. 2002) 
 
  The crucial idea behind the current trend towards autonomic computing is 
complete software independence resulting in little or no human reliance. One of the 
defining characteristics of a multi-agent system is autonomy of the software 
components (i.e. agents). Thus, the idea of software independence and minimal 
reliance is common to both these paradigms. It must be noted, however, that 
autonomic computing is advocating an extremely high-level of independence and 
‘intelligence’ to be exhibited by the software components. While autonomy is an 
important factor in multi-agent systems, the level of autonomy and intelligence 
suggested by autonomic computing has not yet been reached (hence the stronger 
notion of agency still being an area of active research as discussed in Section 3.2.1). 
Consequently, both of these fields of computing can contribute to each other, or 
perhaps the autonomic computing and agent paradigms may eventually merge. 
  A further characteristic of the agent paradigm is an agent communication 
language. An agent communication language allows agents to pass messages to each 
other in a uniform format that is understood by all agents (Genesereth & Ketchpel 
1994). It is a form of messaging and can be implemented using messaging 
technologies (messaging was discussed in Section 2.5.2). In addition, since 
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the agent paradigm can also be effectively used for integrating systems as discussed 
in Section 3.3.3. 
  In summary, it can be seen that the agent paradigm is very multidisciplinary in 
nature and represents an evolution of past computing techniques (especially the 
object-oriented paradigm). Furthermore, currently emerging trends and practices in 
computing and application integration have a lot in common with the more 
established agent paradigm and there is a considerable potential for technology 
transfer and even possible merging of related fields. At any rate, the mindset 
provided by the agent paradigm is an important one and means that multi-agent 
systems can be used as an effective tool for addressing complex problems. 
 
3.2.4 The Importance of Multi-Agent Systems 
Agent-based computing is one of the most vibrant and important areas of research 
and development to have emerged in IT during the 1990s (Luck, McBurney & Preist 
2003). One indication is the formation during the mid-to-late-1990s of the 
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (or FIPA), which is a non-profit 
organisation geared at producing standards for the interoperation of heterogeneous 
agents (FIPA 2006). Moreover, many observers believe that agents represent the 
most important new paradigm for software development since object-orientation 
(Luck, McBurney & Preist 2003). Some reasons for this are provided below. 
  A major benefit of multi-agent systems is the various agents used in the solution 
inherently know how to do many things. For example, agents know how to 
communicate with each other via agent communication language. Therefore, the 
systems developer no longer has to design communication protocols and messaging 
formats. Another example is that agents are multithreaded. This means that multiple 
agents can run on a machine or be distributed with minimal effort on behalf of the 
system developer. The high-level abstractions provided by agents mean that a lot of 
time and effort is saved. That is, all the system developer is required to do is simply 
specify the behaviours of the agents and the communications between them. 
  In Section 3.2.3, two important points were raised which have undoubtedly had a 
positive effect on the importance of agents. Firstly, the abstractions provided by the 
agents are very powerful, meaning the effort required for systems analysis and design 
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language means that agents can facilitate interoperability between software 
applications in a particular environment, while also providing autonomy and 
responsiveness to events occurring therein. 
  The above discussion has revealed that the importance of agents has mainly 
arisen from the power of the abstraction provided. All the system designer has to do 
is define the behaviours and communications for the agents. Then, the rest of the 
development is straightforward since all the required mechanisms are already present 
via the agent paradigm. 
 
3.3 Multi-Agent System Applications 
Multi-agents systems have been applied to a diverse array of areas including, for 
example, telecommunication systems (Bauer & Müller 2001; Weihmayer & 
Velthuijsen 1998), electronic commerce (He, Jennings & Leung 2003; Guttman, 
Moukas & Maes 1998), information filtering and gathering (Maes 1994; Sycara et al. 
1996), entertainment (Grand & Cliff 1998) and healthcare (eds Nealon & Moreno 
2003). Multi-agents systems have also been successfully applied in manufacturing, 
process control and as an integration technology. These three application areas are 
covered in particular detail in the sections below because they are especially relevant 
to this study. In addition, general guidelines on when to employ a multi-agent system 
and multi-agent systems development issues will also be covered. 
 
3.3.1 Manufacturing 
In the area of manufacturing, it has been pointed out that the increasing complexity 
of manufacturing and business environments and their underlying tasks requires a 
fundamental change in organisational structure. The traditional centralised and 
hierarchical approaches to decision making in manufacturing are no longer deemed 
adequate, especially in a dynamic environment. 
  This has led to the development, in recent years, of distributed intelligent 
manufacturing systems employing agents (Bussmann, Jennings & Wooldridge 2004; 
Jennings & Bussmann 2003; Mařík & McFarlane 2005; Parunak 2000; Shen, Norrie 
& Barthes 2001). Mařík and McFarlane (2005) report that prototype examples of 
applications of multi-agent systems exist at all levels of a manufacturing business 
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Furthermore, in each case, these solutions employ a common strategy: a community 
of autonomous, intelligent and goal oriented units (i.e. agents), efficiently 
cooperating and coordinating their decision making to reach a higher-level or global 
goal. This strategy is in contrast with the traditional hierarchical approaches in which 
a single unit does all the decision making based on a global goal and accordingly 
passes tasks to other (lower-level) units. The contrast is demonstrated in Figure 3.3. 
 Mařík and McFarlane have identified at least three communities that are 
developing agent-based solutions in a manufacturing environment. The first 
community is investigating distributed solutions for real-time manufacturing control 
problems. An important focus of this community is on the notion of holonic-
manufacturing (ed. Deen 2003). Holonic-manufacturing describes the development 
of intelligent, ‘plug and play’ building blocks in a manufacturing operation. The 
second community is investigating distributed solutions for complex operations 
management problems such as planning, scheduling, initiation execution and 
monitoring. The third community is investigating distributed solutions for 
coordinating virtual enterprises that will integrate manufacturing, sales networks, 
suppliers, customers and third party coordinators. 
  Overall, the trend towards agent-based computing in the area of manufacturing is 
an indication that agents – being autonomous, yet having the ability to interact and 
reason – are well suited to this domain. Agent technology can, therefore, be viewed 
as a suitable alternative to the centralised systems which are currently prevalent in 



















Figure 3.3: Conventional versus cooperative decision making  
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3.3.2 Process Control 
In the area of process control, several applications utilising agents have been 
developed. This is not surprising, since process controllers are themselves 
autonomous reactive systems (Jennings & Woolridge 1998). One of the best known 
applications of multi-agents systems in the process control area to date is the 
ARCHON project (Cockburn & Jennings 1996; Jennings et al. 1996). The problem 
domains addressed by the ARCHON project have some similarities to the goal of 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. For this reason, the ARCHON 
project will be discussed in some detail below. 
  The ARCHON (ARchitecture for Cooperative Heterogeneous ON-line systems) 
project is a software platform for building multi-agent systems and also includes an 
associated design methodology (Cockburn & Jennings 1996; Varga, Jennings & 
Cockburn 1994) for building applications using this platform. It has the distinction of 
being one of the world’s earliest field test multi-agent systems and has been applied 
in several process control applications, including electricity transport management 
(Corera, Laresgoiti & Jennings 1996) and particle accelerator control (Periollat et al. 
1996). The former application will be discussed due to its relevance to this study. 
Before doing so, however, some details on the ARCHON software platform and the 
associated methodology are provided. 
  ARCHON’s problem solving entities (i.e. agents) consist of an ARCHON layer 
(AL) and an application program (known as an intelligent system as defined in 
Section 2.3). The intelligent systems (IS) can be heterogenous (in terms of 
programming language, algorithm, problem solving paradigm and hardware 
platform) and these differences are masked by a standard AL-IS interface. The 
ARCHON layer views its intelligent system in a purely functional manner, i.e. it 
expects to invoke functions (tasks) which return results. In the ARCHON 
community, there is no centrally located global authority, with each agent controlling 
its own intelligent system and mediating its own interactions with other agents 
(acquaintances). Thus, the requirements of the agent are: control tasks in the 
intelligent systems; decide when to interact with other agents; and communicate with 
its acquaintances. These requirements are carried out in four modules (within the 
ARCHON layer) and are not detailed here (see literature cited above for details). 
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  A methodology was also developed as part of the ARCHON project which 
covers the analysis and design phases of multi-agent system development. The 
analysis accounts for both pre-existing systems (i.e. legacy systems) and potentially 
new systems. The pre-existing systems and their users together already account for a 
partially automated system. The designer’s job, therefore, is to extend and enhance 
the system by providing additional cooperative action in the analysis (i.e. identifying 
interactions between the existing systems; between the existing systems and their 
users; and between the different users). Then, once the analysis is complete, to apply 
the tools provided by the ARCHON software platform, wherever they pertain, in the 
design (i.e. instantiating the ARCHON layer directly). Note that the methodology is 
simultaneously applied from two different perspectives. That is, top-down to account 
for the applications overall needs and bottom-up to look at the capabilities of existing 
systems. Considering the bottom-up approach is very important since pre-existing 
systems are incorporated and not wasted. Many current methodologies do not 

















Figure 3.4: Structure of an ARCHON community 
(Cockburn & Jennings 1996) 
  As mentioned above, one of the applications of the ARCHON software platform 
and the associated methodology was for electricity transportation management. This 
application was developed and deployed by the Spanish electric utility Iberdrola. The 
aim was to employ a decision support system which would reduce the operators 
cognitive workload in coping with hundred of alarms generated whenever an 
unexpected event occurred. To achieve this, it was necessary for a number of 
independent heterogeneous decision support systems to interoperate. The reasons 
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different problem-solving paradigms, (2) economic considerations (i.e. utilisation of 
legacy systems) and (3) natural representation of the domain (i.e. agents worked 
similarly to control engineers). In the end, seven agents were created on five different 
machines. Some agents covered pre-existing systems, while others provided new 
functionality. A number of positive observations were made once the automated 
system was complete and running: 
•  the agent system gave better results than its standalone counterparts since 
multiple types of knowledge and data were integrated; 
•  the agent system was more robust due to overlapping functionalities; 
•  some results could be provided more quickly as cooperation provided a 
shortcut; 
•  the functionalities of different domain systems could be increased 
independently, making them easier to maintain; 
•  the control engineer was provided with an integrated view of the results of 
interest; and 
•  new agents could be added in an incremental manner. 
Further reasons for using agents and specific details of the implementation are 
provided in literature pertaining to this application (Corera, Laresgoiti & Jennings 
1996; Jennings & Bussmann 2003). 
  Besides the ARCHON project, there have been other applications utilising agents 
in the process control area. These applications include: monitoring and diagnosis of 
faults in nuclear power plants (Wang & Wang 1997), power system control (Buse et 
al. 2003), spacecraft control (Ingrand, Georgeff & Rao 1992), climate control 
(Clearwater et al. 1996) and steel coil processing control (Mori et al. 1988). 
 
3.3.3 Application Integration 
It has been demonstrated in the literature that agents can also play a significant role 
in application integration (i.e. allowing programs to interoperate). Genesereth and 
Ketchpel (1994), in their seminal paper on software agents, discussed how the field 
of agent-based software engineering (a sub-field of agent-based computing) was 
invented to facilitate the creation of software able to interoperate in heterogeneous 
settings. Genesereth and Ketchpel stated that in this approach to software 
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components that communicate with their peers by exchanging messages in a 
universal expressive agent communication language. In this view, therefore, the 
criterion for being an agent is a behavioural one. That is, an entity is a software agent 
if and only if it communicates correctly in an agent communication language. This 
view accounts for heterogeneity because heterogenous software applications (written 
in different languages by different people, running on different operating systems, 
etc.) can be included in the multi-agent system provided they are able to 
communicate in agent communication language (this being the only assumption). 
  An issue with this view, however, is how to include programs that have already 
been written (i.e. legacy software). This problem is addressed through a process 
called agentification where software applications are converted into software agents. 
There are three approaches to agentification identified by Genesereth and Ketchpel 
as shown in Figure 3.5. 
  In the transducer approach, the transducer agent serves as an interface between a 
legacy system and the other agents in the system. The transducer agent accepts 
messages from the agents in the system (in agent communication language), 
translates them into the legacy systems native language, and forwards these 
equivalent messages to the legacy system. Similarly, in the reverse direction, the 
transducer agent receives the legacy systems responses and makes them available to 
the other agents in the system. 
  In the wrapper approach, some code is injected into the legacy software, provided 
the (legacy) code is available. This inserted code will allow the resource to 











Figure 3.5: Three approaches to agentification 
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  The most extreme approach involves rewriting the code to mimic (and possibly 
extend) the operation and capabilities of the legacy software, but with the added 
ability to communicate in agent communication language. Note that this approach is 
usually the last resort, when uses of the transducer and wrapper approaches are 
deemed impossible. 
  Researchers following the same line of thought as Genesereth and Ketchpel 
(1994) place a great deal of emphasis on agent communication language. 
Consequently, a large volume of work conducted in the field of agent-based 
computing has been directed towards agent communication languages (Bradshaw 
1997, p. 28), an example of which has been the development of KIF (Knowledge 
Interchange Format) and related KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation 
Language) languages (Finin, Labrou & Mayfield 1997). Agent communication 
language is the fundamental tool enabling software interoperation without human 
intervention. This is achieved by enabling high-level knowledge sharing (e.g. 
definitions, theorems and assumptions) between applications (Genesereth, Singh & 
Syed 1995; Genesereth 1997). The contrast between manual and automated 
coordination is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
  It has also been pointed out that agent communication languages stand a level 
above technologies such as CORBA and Java RMI. Labrou, Finin and Peng (1999) 
provide two reasons: (1) agent communication languages handle propositions, rules 
and actions instead of simple objects with no semantics associated with them and (2) 
an agent communication language message describes a desired state in a declarative 
language, rather than a procedure or method. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3.7. 
Overall, while the development of an expressive agent communication is a non-
trivial task, it has a lot to contribute towards achieving software interoperability. 
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  While the view of an agent proposed by Genesereth and Ketchpel (1994) may 
seem simplistic to some, it has been adopted in a number of applications requiring 
software interoperability. Some application areas include: the integration of 
concurrent engineering systems (Cutkosky et al. 1993; Khedro, Genesereth & 
Teicholz 1994); software tool integration/coordination (Corradini, Mariani & Merelli 
2004; Cranefield et al. 1999); agent based enterprise integration (Pancerella & Berry 
1999; Peng et al. 1998); integration/coordination of information systems (Kitajima, 
Masuoka & Maruyanma 2000; Sikora & Shaw 1998); and heterogeneous robot and 
software components (Baum et al. 2002). In addition, agents have also been used as 
an application integration tool in the manufacturing and process control domains 
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Figure 3.7: Levels of communication between software 
(Finin & Labrou 1999) 
 
3.3.4 Multi-Agent System Application Guidelines 
Arguably, the best way to determine whether to employ a multi-agent system as a 
solution to a particular problem is by looking at successful applications to similar 
problems in the literature. Furthermore, there are some common areas to which a 
multi-agent solution is suited (e.g. application areas defined in Sections 3.3.1-3.3.3). 
Nevertheless, some guidelines are provided in this section to help make clear when a 
multi-agent system might be the best solution. 
  The AgentBuilder website (AgentBuilder 2004) provides a good list of guidelines 
on when an agent-based solution is appropriate. Summarising these guidelines, 
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•  Distributed computation or communication between components. Agents are 
well suited for applications that reason about messages or objects received 
over a network. Multi-agent systems are also suitable for applications 
requiring distributed, concurrent processing capabilities. 
•  Automation applications. Autonomous agents, with their ability to maintain a 
description of their own processing state and that of the surrounding world, 
are capable of operating without user input or intervention. These agents can, 
therefore, be used in applications such as plant and process automation. 
In addition to the above, it is mentioned that agents are not restricted to use in 
applications where individual agents communicate with each other over a LAN (local 
area network) or the internet. That is, in some applications it makes sense to have 
multiple agents running on the same machine communicating via some form of 
interprocess communication such as RMI. This usually occurs when, for example, a 
number of different types of agents are required to cooperate on a single machine for 
a particular task (note that these agents could also be distributed across multiple 
processors if desired). 
  Milgrom et al. (2001) provide another good set of guidelines. Many of the 
guidelines presented in this reference are similar to those on the AgentBuilder 
website. Nevertheless, the guidelines are summarised briefly below: 
•  Avoid overkill. The simplest solution should always be adopted and in many 
cases the added sophistication of agents may not be necessary. 
•  The need for distributed control. Agents are a good alternative when a 
centralised control regime is deemed inappropriate. 
•  The need for complex communications. When a problem implies 
communication requirements of a more complex and flexible nature than 
those provided by classical techniques (such as CORBA or RPC), agents 
should be considered. 
•  The need to concurrently achieve multiple, possibly conflicting goals. Since 
agents are specified in terms of behaviour, it is often much easier to specify a 
series of goals to be achieved and/or constraints to be met. 
•  The need for autonomous behaviour. Agents behave more autonomously than 
other types of software systems. Additionally, they are able to take actions in 
an attempt to satisfy their assigned goals even in the absence of explicit 
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•  The need for high flexibility and adaptiveness. Agents, because of their 
intrinsic modularity, can be easily added or replaced. 
•  The need for interoperability. Agents should be considered whenever a 
problem requires that its software interacts (possibly in the future) with 
software that is unknown during the design of its implementation. 
In addition to the above guidelines, this reference presents a number of non-technical 
guidelines relating to management issues. 
  Some guidelines are provided by Wooldridge (2002), most of which have been 
covered above. One point emphasised, however, is that of legacy systems. Legacy 
systems (i.e. software that is technologically obsolete but functionally essential to an 
organisation) cannot generally be discarded due to the short-term cost of rewriting. 
Furthermore, such systems are often required to interact with software components, 
which were never envisaged by the original designers. One solution is to use agents 
to encapsulate the software and assimilate it into the multi-agent system (i.e. via 
agentification as discussed in Section 3.3.3). This solution is desirable since it does 
not require a revolution in terms of an organisation’s existing software systems. 
  It is evident from the guidelines presented above that software agents are 
appropriate for use in certain applications, while in other applications, other 
technologies may be more appropriate. The developer must carefully analyse systems 
requirements with respect to these guidelines, in addition to observing successful 
applications of agents in the literature, to ascertain whether agents are an appropriate 
solution. 
 
3.3.5 Multi-Agent System Development Issues 
Having highlighted the applications of multi-agent systems and guidelines for an 
agent-based solution, it is necessary to outline some issues influencing multi-agent 
system development. In this section, some aspects of system development made 
more complex by an agent-based approach are outlined. This is followed by a brief 
discussion of some potential pitfalls of multi-agent system development. 
  Jennings (2000) suggests that there are two major drawbacks associated with an 
agent-based approach: (1) patterns and outcomes of the interactions are inherently 
unpredictable and (2) predicting the behaviour of the overall system based on its 
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strong possibility of emergent behaviour. Both these drawbacks result primarily 
because agents are autonomous entities which behave and make decisions based on 
their own pre-determined goals (i.e. making predictions of interaction patterns and 
general behaviour very difficult at runtime). To circumvent these drawbacks, 
however, designers can implement interactions protocols which permit pre-
determined patterns of interaction. Further methods for reducing the effects of these 
drawbacks are detailed in Jennings (2000). 
  Wooldridge and Jennings (1999) discuss the potential pitfalls of multi-agent 
system development. They classify the pitfalls into five groups: (1) political, (2) 
conceptual, (3) analysis and design, (4) agent-level and (5) society-level pitfalls. 
Political pitfalls can occur if the concept of an agent is oversold or sought to be 
applied as the universal solution. Conceptual pitfalls may occur if the developer 
forgets that agents are software (in particular multithreaded software). Analysis and 
design pitfalls may occur if the developer ignores related technologies and other 
system development methodologies. Agent-level pitfalls may occur if the developer 
tries to use too much or too little artificial intelligence in the multi-agent system. 
Society-level pitfalls can occur if the developer sees agents everywhere or applies 
too few agents in the multi-agent system. Wooldridge and Jennings go into much 
more detail regarding these pitfalls. Nevertheless, it is quite clear from the 
description here that any potential multi-agent system development should be 
carefully assessed in light of these identified pitfalls. 
 
3.4 Multi-Agent System Development Toolkits 
There is no universal definition of what constitutes a multi-agent system 
development toolkit, with different vendors assuming their own definitions. 
Nevertheless, the following definition is adequate for the purposes of this study: a 
multi-agent system development toolkit is any software package, application or 
development environment that provides system developers with a sufficient level of 
abstraction to allow them to implement agents (possibly intelligent) with desired 
attributes, features and rules (Serenko & Detlor 2002). Obviously, different toolkits 
provide different features. For example, some may only provide a platform for multi-
agent system development, while others may provide additional features for visual 
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  Multi-agent development toolkits are important for a number of reasons. These 
reasons are similar to why object-oriented software developers prefer to use special 
development environments like Microsoft Visual Basic. Namely, object-oriented 
development environments often provide: 
•  a certain level of abstraction within which programmers can develop their 
objects; 
•  they incorporate visual programming features, thereby saving time and effort; 
•  they offer runtime testing and debugging of environments; and 
•  they allow programmers to reuse classes (definitions and objects) created by 
other programmers. 
Object-oriented development environments are, however, not suitable for multi-agent 
system development. The reason for this is that they do not adequately address the 
abstractions provided by the agent paradigm (e.g. agent communication language, 
agent behaviours, etc.). Another factor specifically related to multi-agent system 
development is that it is very difficult to build agents from scratch. The reason is that 
such an undertaking requires specialised skills and knowledge in a variety of areas 
including agent architecture, communications technology, reasoning systems, 
knowledge representation, agent communication languages and protocols 
(AgentBuilder 2004). These issues have led to a number of multi-agent system 
development toolkits appearing on the market recently. 
  Several different multi-agent system development toolkits are currently available. 
Examples of popular toolkits include FIPA-OS (FIPA-OS 2006), JACK (JACK 
2006), JADE (discussed in Section 3.4.1) (JADE 2006) and ZEUS (ZEUS 2006). 
Some important characteristics about these toolkits are that they are all FIPA-
compliant (JACK requires a plug-in), developed in Java and open source (except 
JACK). FIPA-OS has the distinction of being the first FIPA-compliant multi-agent 
system development toolkit. Compliance with the FIPA standards is a very important 
requirement so that agents developed using different toolkits are able to interoperate 
if necessary. 
  The use of Java for the development of these toolkits requires some discussion. A 
number of factors make Java relevant for implementing multi-agent system 
development toolkits including its platform independence (see Section 2.5.1) and 
multithreaded programming capabilities (Michaud 1998). Another reason for wide 
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programming languages currently exist. Bearing this in mind, some may argue that 
from a detailed level, an agent is a relatively complex object or component. 
However, as Caire et al. (2002) have pointed out, when an agent is viewed at a more 
abstract level, structures come into focus that are not found in conventional objects 
or components. 
  In addition to the standard Java language, current toolkits (JADE for instance) 
employ middleware such as Java RMI and CORBA (discussed in Section 2.5.1). The 
use of these middleware (like the use of object-oriented Java) shows that current 
multi-agent system development toolkits rely on these base technologies in order to 
realise the abstraction of a software agent. 
  In terms of FIPA-compliant toolkits, the JADE toolkit has the distinction of being 
the most popular and well developed currently available (Singh & Huhns 2005). A 
recent draft report by Agentcities (Willmott & Benno 2006) claims that a majority of 
users (i.e. multi-agent system developers) have adopted JADE as their platform of 
choice and other platforms have significantly less market share. In addition to this, 
JADE has good documentation, a very good GUI, a large number of users and has 
been used in a many development projects (Nguyen et al. 2002). In terms of 
performance, Chmiel et al. (2005) have shown that it is a very efficient environment 
limited only by the standard limitations of the Java programming language. A study 
conducted by Vrba (2003) compared four of the abovementioned platforms, namely 
JADE, FIPA-OS, ZEUS and JACK. Vrba concluded that the JADE agent platform 
was the most suitable open source candidate for development of agent-based 
manufacturing solutions (followed by FIPA-OS and lastly ZEUS). Camacho and 
Aler (2005) also compared a number of platforms including JADE. They ran a 
number of tests and each time JADE was amongst the top performers. Mařík, Vrba 
and Macurek (2003) have also praised the messaging speed of JADE agents and 
commented that JADE scores first among open source multi-agent system 
development toolkits. Based on these facts, it is evident that JADE is a viable FIPA-
compliant open source toolkit for multi-agent system development. 
  An overview of the JADE platform is given below, since it is especially 
important to the subsequent chapters. In providing this overview, an insight will also 
be gained into the concepts and constructs of a standard FIPA-compliant multi-agent 
system development toolkit. 
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3.4.1 An Overview of JADE 
JADE is the abbreviation for the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework, developed by 
the Telecom Italia Lab (TILAB) in Turin, Italy. As mentioned above, JADE is FIPA-
compliant, open source and developed using the Java language. It is a middleware 
that facilitates the development of multi-agent system and includes: 
•  a runtime environment where JADE agents reside and that must be active on 
a given host before one or more agents can be executed on that host; 
•  a library of classes that programmers must/can use (directly or by specialising 
them) to develop their agents; and 
•  a suite of graphical tools that allows administrating and monitoring of the 
activity of running agents. 
A number of important features of the JADE toolkit are outlined below. For more 
information, refer to the JADE website (JADE 2006). 
 
Containers and Platforms 
Each instance of the JADE runtime environment is called a container a s  i t  c a n  
contain several agents. The set of active containers is called a platform. A single 
special main container must always be active in a platform and all other containers 
must register with this main container on initialisation. In particular, the first 
container to start in a platform is the main container, while all other containers are 
normal (non-main) containers that must be told where to find (host and port) their 
main container (for registration). If another main container is started somewhere in 
the network, it constitutes a different platform to which new normal containers are 
permitted to register. 
  The concepts of containers and platforms are illustrated through a simple 
scenario shown in Figure 3.8. There are two platforms (platforms 1 and 2). Platform 
1 contains 3 containers, while platform 2 contains 1 container. JADE agents are 
identified by a unique name and provided they know each other’s names, they can 
communicate transparently irrespective of location (JADE takes care of the technical 
issues). Agents can communicate on the same container (e.g. A2 and A3 in Figure 
3.8), different containers in the same platform (e.g. A1 and A2) or different platforms 
(e.g. A4 and A5). 
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Figure 3.8: Containers and platforms in JADE (Caire 2003) 
 
In addition to the ability of accepting registrations from other containers, a main 
container differs from normal containers as it holds two special agents (automatically 
started when the main container is launched). The AMS (agent management system) 
that provides the naming service (i.e. ensures each agent in the platform has a unique 
name) and represents the authority in the platform (e.g. the AMS can be requested to 
create/kill agents on a remote machine). The DF (directory facilitator) that provides a 
‘yellow pages’ service allowing an agent to locate other agents providing services it 
requires in order to achieve its goals. These two agents are seen residing on the main 
containers in Figure 3.8. 
 
JADE Agents 
The Agent class represents a common base class for user defined agents. From a 
programmer’s point of view, a JADE agent is, therefore, an instance of a user defined 
Java class that extends the base Agent class. The internal architecture of a generic 
JADE agent is shown in Figure 3.9. There are a number of important features 56  CHAPTER 3. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS 
including a private inbox for agent communication language (ACL) messages, an 
active set of concurrent behaviours and a scheduler, which automatically manages 
the scheduling of behaviours (hidden to programmer). The concept of ACL messages 
and behaviours which are fundamental to JADE agents are described below in 
relation to Figure 3.9. 
Active Agent Behaviours

















































































A library of interaction protocols and generic agent behaviours




































Figure 3.9: Internal architecture of a generic JADE agent (Bellifimine 2001) 
 
Agent Communication Language Messages 
All agent communication is performed through asynchronous message passing. Each 
agent has a ‘mailbox’ (agent message queue) where the JADE runtime posts 
messages sent by other agents. Whenever a message is posted in the message queue 
the receiving agent is notified. 
  Messages exchanged by JADE agents are in the ACL specified by FIPA (FIPA 
2006). This format comprises of a number of fields including: 
•  the sender of the message; 
•  the list of receivers; 
•  the communication intention (referred to as the performative) indicating what 
the sender intends to achieve by sending the message (e.g. Request, Inform, 
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•  the content, i.e. the actual information included in the message; 
•  the content language, i.e. the syntax used to express the context (both the 
sender and receiver must agree on this format); and 
•  the ontology, i.e. the vocabulary of the symbols used in the content and their 
meaning (both the sender and receiver must agree on this format). 
JADE provides methods for message filtering (i.e. pattern matching for selective 
reception of messages) since the queue of incoming messages is shared by all agents. 
The developer can apply advanced filters (called message templates) on the various 
fields of incoming messages such as sender, performative or ontology. Message 
templates are very useful since they provide the agent with the capability of carrying 
out many simultaneous conversations. 
  FIPA specifies a set of standard interaction protocols such as FIPA-Request and 
FIPA-Query that can be used as standard templates to build agent conversations. For 
every conversation among agents, JADE distinguishes between the role of the agent 
that starts the conversation (initiator) and the role of the agent that engages in a 
conversation started by another agent (responder). According to the structure of these 
protocols, the initiator sends a message and the responder can subsequently reply by 
sending a not-understood or a refuse message indicating the inability to achieve the 
rational effect of the communicative act, or an agree message indicated the 
agreement to perform the communicative act. When the responder performs the 
action, it must send an inform message. A failure message indicates that the action 
was not successful. JADE provides ready-made behaviour classes for both roles, 
following most of the FIPA specified interaction protocols. 
 
Agent Behaviours 
In JADE, agent tasks or intentions are implemented through the use of behaviours. 
Behaviours are logical execution threads that can be composed in various ways to 
achieve complex execution patterns and can be initialised, suspended and spawned at 
any time. The agent core keeps a tasks list that contains the active behaviours. JADE 
uses one thread per agent instead of one thread per behaviour to limit the number of 
threads running on an agent platform. A scheduler, hidden to the developer, carries 
out a round robin policy among all behaviours available in the queue. The behaviour 
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permanently remove itself from the queue in runtime. JADE defines several ready-
made behaviours types for different types of situations such as SimpleBehaviour 
and CompositeBehaviour. 
 
3.5 Multi-Agent System Development Methodologies 
A methodology is essentially a ‘recipe’ that enables a designer to find a solution to a 
specified set of problems. This recipe supports the designer by specifying common 
aspects of the development process, while leaving some development issues to the 
creativity of the designer (Bussmann, Jennings & Wooldridge 2004). In particular, a 
software development methodology may comprise of the following elements 
(Nikraz, Caire & Bahri 2006): 
•  A process, i.e. a sequence of phases and steps that guide the developer in 
building the system. 
•  A set of heuristic rules that support the developer in making relevant choices. 
•  A number of artefacts, i.e. diagrams, schemas or documents representing in 
graphical or textual form one or more models of the system. 
•  A suitable notation to be used in the artefacts. 
•  A set of patterns that can be applied to solve common situations. 
•  One or more tools that: automate, as much as possible, the phases and steps 
specified in the process; force consistency between the models produced; 
highlight problems arising from incorrect design choices, when possible; 
generate code and documentation, etc. 
Methodologies have been immensely important to the field of object-oriented 
development (Wooldridge 2002). It has been pointed out, however, that object-
oriented methodologies cannot be applied to multi-agent system development 
problems, due to the mismatch in abstractions between objects and agents (Odell 
2002; Wooldridge 2002). This has led to the development of a number of 
methodologies specifically targeted at the development of multi-agent systems. 
  Some currently existing methodologies include Gaia (Zambonelli, Jennings & 
Wooldridge 2003), TROPOS (Bresciani et al. 2004), Promentheus (Padgham & 
Winikoff 2002), ADELFE (Bernon et al. 2003), MESSAGE (Caire et al. 2002) and 
PASSI (Burrafato & Cossentino 2002). There are some good references for multi-
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Gleizes & Zambonelli 2004). As put by Bergenti and Turci (2004), currently existing 
methodologies tackle different aspects of multi-agent system development and in 
some cases are quite complementary. A FIPA technical committee was established 
(in 2003) to help identify a methodology for the development of multi-agent systems 
that fits the greatest number of needs (Cossentino 2003). This goal has, however, 
been abandoned and the technical committee is currently working towards producing 
a framework that allows a developer to compose their own methodology based on 
their specific problem domain. This work is currently underway (Cossentino 2005). 
  While a number of methodologies currently exist, as mentioned above, there are 
still some pertinent issues prohibiting their uptake. One of these issues is the abstract 
nature of many of these methodologies. That is, they are presented without giving 
any reference as to how they are to be realised in practice using existing multi-agent 
system development toolkits. This means that the results of the methodology often 
have to be tediously adapted to the constructs provided by a specific toolkit, which 
can be very difficult and time consuming (especially if the toolkit of choice does not 
support the abstractions assumed in the methodology). Some more recent 
methodologies have realised this problem and are attempting to address it by 
providing constructs in the design phase which reduce the gap between the design 
artefacts and the toolkit implementation. An example is the PASSI methodology, 
which provides class diagrams in the design phase that can relatively easily be 
adapted to existing toolkits. 
  Another issue is that current methodologies predominantly follow a top-down 
approach, which overlooks existing systems and people (Nikraz, Caire & Bahri 
2006). Existing systems and people are important systems components which should 
not be overlooked and are a very important consideration in this study. 
  The limitations of current methodologies were pointed out in the ‘Roadmap for 
Agent-Based Computing’ in 2003 (Luck, McBurney & Preist 2003) and most 
recently in the September 2005 update (Luck et al. 2005) of this document. 
Specifically, it was highlighted in both these publications that one of the most 
fundamental obstacles to the take-up of agent technology is the limitations of 
existing multi-agent system development methodologies. Therefore, if multi-agent 
systems are to be successfully applied, the issue of suitable methodologies requires 
significant attention. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has provided a background to the field of multi-agent systems that are 
introduced and examined in subsequent chapters as a possible means for achieving 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. It began by providing the 
definitions of an agent and a multi-agent system. The field of multi-agent systems 
was then put in perspective and its significance discussed. Here, the agent and object-
oriented software abstractions were compared and it was revealed that agents are a 
more intuitive, natural and, therefore, more powerful software abstraction for 
defining systems. It was also pointed out that multi-agent systems are consistent and 
have a lot to share with the current trend towards service-oriented architectures and 
autonomic computing identified in Chapter 2. 
  The focus of the chapter then shifted to the applications of multi-agent systems. 
Three application areas were reviewed that are significant to this study: 
manufacturing, process control and application integration. The discussion of the 
successful application of multi-agent systems to these areas revealed an important 
point. That is, since these three application areas collectively have many inherent 
similarities to the goal of integration of operational tasks in chemical plants, multi-
agent systems are worthy of investigation as a possible solution tool in this study. 
The discussion of multi-agent system applications concluded with a discussion of 
some general application guidelines and development issues. Here, it was shown that 
agents are particularly well suited for applications requiring distributed computation 
or communication between components; automation (i.e. autonomous behaviour); 
and interoperability. This is consistent with the requirements of an integrated 
chemical plant defined in Chapter 2. The discussion of the development issues 
revealed a significant point regarding multi-agent development. That is, while agents 
are an effective solution tool for certain application areas, they are not a ‘silver 
bullet’ and should be well considered before being applied to a particular problem. 
  The chapter concluded by discussing multi-agent system development toolkits 
and methodologies. The discussion of toolkits revealed that they can significantly 
assist in the development of a multi-agent system by providing a number of ready-
made functions that comply with FIPA standards. Furthermore, it was pointed out the 
JADE toolkit is the best performing and most popular FIPA-compliant open source 
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given since it is required for subsequent chapters and also serves as an illustration of 
the facilities provided by a popular FIPA-compliant toolkit. The subsequent 
discussion of methodologies revealed that while they have a large role to play in 
multi-agent system development, currently available methodologies are lacking in a 
number of areas. These areas include support for existing systems and people which 
are very important to this study. Another problem is that most methodologies are too 
abstract and do not focus on any particular platform. This makes the transition from 
design to implementation often quite complex. These limitations are addressed in 
Chapter 6 with the proposal of a methodology for the development of multi-agent 
systems which focuses on the JADE toolkit. 
  
 Chapter 4 
Research Design 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 revealed that multi-agent systems have been successfully applied to areas 
with inherent similarities to the one being considered in this study. Furthermore, 
multi-agent systems can provide a natural solution to the limitations of the 
techniques discussed in Chapter 2. The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to introduce 
multi-agent systems as a possible means for achieving integration of operational 
tasks. 
  Section 4.2 gives details as to why, based on the literature review, multi-agent 
systems are being proposed as a possible solution tool. The pilot plant at Murdoch 
University, which was used as a test base for the agent-based solution, is described in 
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 concludes the chapter with an overview of the research 
procedure and a description of the remaining chapters. 
 
4.2 An Agent-Based Solution 
The literature review on multi-agent systems demonstrated that they have been 
applied effectively in the areas of process control, manufacturing and application 
integration. Furthermore, multi-agent systems are consistent with the current trends 
towards service-oriented architectures and autonomic computing. Despite this, 
however, multi-agent systems have yet to be applied (i.e. prior to this study) for the 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. Hence, the consideration of multi-
agent systems for achieving this goal is justified. The more specific reasons for 
which an agent-based solution is seen as relevant for the problem of integration of 
operational tasks in chemical plants are discussed below. 
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  The requirements of an integrated chemical plant, based on the literature review, 
and how the application of multi-agent systems has the potential to satisfy these 
requirements are summarised in Table 4.1. As can be seen from this table, multi-
agent systems naturally lend themselves to this type of problem. That is, the agents 
encapsulate the operational tasks and provide all the necessary coordination and 
communication, both within and between the operational tasks, without the need for 
any human intervention. Furthermore, the agent-based solution simplifies system 
scalability, distributed processing and facilitates information exchange between 
heterogenous systems. 
  Another approach which could have been adopted in this study was the 
application and subsequent comparison of middleware discussed in Chapter 2 for the 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. The evaluation of the agent-based 
solution was adopted over this approach for a number of reasons. Firstly, as 
mentioned in Chapter 2, the most commonly used approach for integration purposes 
in chemical plants is probably middleware (in conjunction with the integration styles 
discussed in Chapter 2), although these applications are not documented in the 
literature for proprietary reasons. The value of a comparison of middleware from an 
industrial perspective would, therefore, be difficult to assess. Secondly, middleware, 
which is the subject of an important sub-field of IT is constantly changing and 
evolving. Therefore, any efforts to compare middleware would rapidly become 
obsolete. The third reason is that multi-agent systems are based on the high-level 
agent paradigm which is a ‘mindset’ rather than a particular technology. 
Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 3, multi-agent systems are a subject of active 
research which has yet to diffuse to industry on a large-scale. This fact is further 
confirmed by the relatively small number of mature agent development toolkits and 
the immature status of agent development methodologies (as explained in Chapter 3). 
  To ascertain the effectiveness of an agent-based solution, the technique was 
applied to the pilot plant at Murdoch University, which is described in the next 
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Table 4.1: How an agent agent-based solution addresses the requirements of an 
integrated chemical plant 
Requirement  Description  How an agent-based solution 
addresses this requirement 
Automation  An operational task must be 
automated, i.e. able to operate 
autonomously. 
An agent is, by definition, an 
autonomous entity which 
operates without user 
intervention. 
Communication  Whilst an operational task is 
autonomous, it is required to 
communicate with other 
operational tasks at specific 
times (e.g. certain events) for 
important information. 
Agents can communicate in a 
flexible and expressive agent 
communication language. This 
language is supported by all the 
agents in the system. 
Multiple Functions  An operational task may 
contain multiple functions that 
must run continually (or 
periodically, for example) and 
in parallel. 
An agent is defined in terms of 
its behaviours and can have 
multiple behaviours which 
execute in parallel while the 
agent is active. In addition, 
these behaviours can be of 




The operational tasks are often 
distributed over several 
computers and this should be 
accounted for. 
The multi-agent system 
development toolkit provides all 
the necessary communication 
requirements so all that is 
required is for the agents to be 
defined. Agents can be 
distributed over multiple 
computers and often all that is 
necessary for communication is 
the names of the agents. 
Heterogenous 
Environments 
The operational tasks are often 
realised by heterogeneous 
software and hardware systems 
as well as people. 
Heterogeneous information 
environments may use 
different programming 
languages, solution tools, 
represent data with different 
representation languages and 
operate on different operating 
systems. 
An agent encapsulates 
heterogenous systems (i.e. 
software, hardware and people) 
and provides the necessary 
communication and 
coordination through a universal 
agent communication language. 
Scalability  Additional resources (software 
and hardware) should be added 
with little disruption to the 
overall system. 
Adding new components is 
relatively straightforward. All 
that has to be done is for the 
new dependencies between the 
agents to be determined and 
subsequently realised in the 
agent layer. 
Fault Tolerance  The system should be able to 
detect and recover from system 
failures. 
Agents can be equipped with 
the ability to recover from 
faults. 66  CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.3 The Murdoch University Pilot Plant 
The pilot plant at the School of Electrical, Energy and Process Engineering, Murdoch 
University, was used as a test base for the agent-based solution. The pilot plant 
provided an effective means for testing this technique, compared to the use of 
simulations, for example, because it is very similar to an actual industrial 
environment. 
  This pilot plant was also used by Power (2004) for the implementation of the 
Petri net approach discussed in Section 2.4. For the implementation of the agent-
based solution, the settings and setup of the pilot plant were almost identical to those 
used by Power. Details of the pilot plant are provided below. Note that the figures 
and tables are grouped together at the end of this section. 
 
Process Description 
The pilot plant simulates the Bayer Process which is the process of producing 
alumina from bauxite. In the interest of safety, the pilot plant is operated using an 
inert solid material (alumina hydrate) and water. The pilot plant is shown from two 
different perspectives in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
  The pilot plant is divided into four stages representing the different parts of the 
Bayer Process: 
•  the supply tanks section, which represents the feed to the plant; 
•  the ball mill section, which represents the crushing and grinding of the core; 
•  the separation section, consisting of a series of tanks, the hydro-cyclone and 
the lamella, which separate solids from liquids; and 
•  the precipitation (or heating) section, which consists of a series of heated 
tanks, where tank levels and temperatures can be controlled. 
The Honeywell SCAN 3000 overview of the four abovementioned sections is shown 
in Figure 4.3. The Honeywell SCAN 3000 is a PC-based system that performs data 
acquisition and primary control functions (Honeywell 1997). 
  The pilot plant is equipped with flow, level, pressure and temperature 
transmitters connected to an Allen-Bradley PLC (programmable logic controller), 
which allows (via SCAN 3000) the command of control valves and variable speed 
drives connected to different pumps within the plant. The operator has access to 
SCAN 3000 via the computers in the control room of the pilot plant. The pilot plant 
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control room is shown from two different perspectives in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The 
pilot plant control room can accommodate up to seven computers. Four of these 
computers are permanent and have SCAN 3000 installed; three additional computers 
were added for the purposes of this study. 
  A sample screenshot of the SCAN 3000 Precipitation (Heating) section is shown 
in Figure 4.6. Each sensor has the following attributes: 
•  PV, which stands for process variable, i.e. the current value; 
•  SP, which stands for set-point, i.e. the desired value; 
•  OP, which stands for operating point, e.g. the current pump speed; and 
•  MD, which stands for mode, i.e. manual or automatic. 
In automatic operation, the operator is able to change the SP of the sensor. In manual 
operation, the operator is able to adjust the OP of the sensor. Each sensor reading has 
a range of 0-100%, where 0% corresponds to fully closed or off and 100% 
corresponds to fully open or on. The maximum flow rates through small sized pumps 
are 5L/min, medium sized pumps are 10L/min and larger pumps are 15L/min. 
  Please refer to Maillet and Zawadski (2001) for further details on the Bayer 
Process and the pilot plant. 
 
Control Loop Configuration 
As mentioned above, the settings and setup of the pilot plant were very similar to 
Power (2004). Power implemented the Coordinated Knowledge Management 
Method (discussed in Section 2.4) on the Separation and Heating sections of the pilot 
plant. These two sections were also used in this study for the testing of the agent-
based solution. The schematic for these sections is shown in Figure 4.7. 
  The operation of the separation and heating sections are now detailed. Water 
enters the separation section through FCV-541 (a flow control valve), which controls 
the level in the non-linear tank via a proportional-integral (PI) controller. Water is 
pumped from the non-linear tank into the needle tank (a tank with a very rapidly 
varying level) by FDP-521 (a variable speed pump). FDP-521 can be used to control 
the level in the needle tank via a PI controller. Liquid is then pumped to the heating 
section by the needle tank underflow pump (NUFP-561), which controls the flow in 
FT-569 (a flow transmitter) via a PI controller. 68  CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
  The heating section consists of three heated tanks connected in series. The tanks 
are heated by helical steam coils. Three valves control the steam flow (and hence 
temperature) to the coils (FCV-622, FCV-642 and FCV-662). The tank temperatures 
are made uniform through the action of the agitators. There is no level control in 
Tanks 1 and 2: they overflow into Tank 3. The level of Tank 3, however, is 
controlled by the product pump (PP-681) through a PI controller. The process set-
points are listed in Table 4.2. The process settling times are approximately 5 minutes 
for levels and 15 minutes for temperature. Note that in Figure 4.7, LC, FC and TC 
refer to level controller, flow controller and temperature controller respectively. 
  In each control loop, proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers were 
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where P, I and D are the tuning parameters of the controller; u(t) is the output of the 
controller; e(t) is the error, i.e.  ); ( ) ( t y t ysp − ) (t ysp  is the set-point; and y(t) is the 
output of the process (measurement). In PID control, proportional action increases 
the control action when the error increases. Integral action increases the control 
action if the error has lasted for a long time. It removes the offset that the 
proportional action cannot always remove, but also introduces an oscillation around 
the set-point. Derivative action increases the control action if the error increases 
faster. It has a damping effect on the oscillations due to the interaction action because 
it tends to cancel the variations of the error. 
  As already mentioned, the parameters of the PID controllers can be changed via 
the Honeywell SCAN 3000 system. It is relatively straightforward to configure the 
control loops with different manipulated variables. An important point to note, 
however, is that the time constants for the PID controllers in SCAN 3000 are 
expressed in minutes rather than seconds. Therefore, another equivalent form of the 
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where KC,  I τ  and  D τ  are the new tuning parameters. The equivalence between the 
parameters is: 












Since, as mentioned above, PI controllers are used when operating the pilot plant, 
0 = D τ . The controller tuning parameters used in the SCAN 3000 systems are listed 
in Table 4.3. 70  CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 





Figure 4.2: The pilot plant from above 
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Figure 4.4: Control room from the outside 72  CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 


















































Figure 4.7: Flowsheet of separation and heating sections 
 
 










Table 4.3: Control tuning parameters 
Control Loop  KC I τ  
FCV-541/LT-542 5  6 
FDP-523/LT-501 4 1.2 
NUFP-561/FT-569 2  3 
PP-681/LT-667 3 3 
FCV-622/TT-623 26  10 
FCV-642/TT-643 26  10 
FCV-662/TT-663 26  10 74  CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.4 Research Procedure 
The research procedure initially involved a literature review (covered in Chapter 2) 
and the subsequent identification of multi-agent systems (multi-agent systems were 
covered in Chapter 3) as a potentially suitable tool for the integration of the 
operational tasks in a chemical plant (the reasons have been identified in Section 
4.2). The next step was the testing of the proposed agent-based approach. This 
involved: (1) the development of the individual operational tasks, (2) a methodology 
for the development of multi-agent systems and (3) the development and verification 
of the integrated system based on the multi-agent system development methodology. 
The research procedure, therefore, can be divided into three distinct phases (i.e. after 
the literature review and identification of agents as a suitable solution tool). These 
three phases are covered in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 respectively. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has outlined why, based on the literature review, multi-agent systems 
are being proposed here as a possible solution for the integration of operational tasks 
in chemical plants. It was explained that multi-agents systems, with their ability to 
encapsulate the operational tasks inside agents, inherently allow for the operational 
tasks to operate autonomously and to communicate using descriptive asynchronous 
message passing (i.e. agent communication language). They also allow for 
distributed processing; the execution of multiple functions inside a single agent; the 
ability to account for heterogenous environments; and scalability. All of these 
necessary facilities are inherently provided by the agent paradigm and, therefore, a 
suitable multi-agent system development toolkit. This leads to a significant reduction 
in the cognitive effort and overall workload of the system designer during the process 
of system development. 
  The application of multi-agent systems to this problem is very significant, since, 
despite their forecast potential, they have yet to be applied for the integration of 
operational tasks in chemical plants. It was also discussed how the testing of the 
agent-based solution is more justified and the results more valuable than a 
comparison and subsequent assessment of middleware for the integration of 
operational tasks in chemical plants. 
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  The chapter also provided relevant details of the pilot plant at Murdoch 
University which was used in this study as a test base for the agent-based solution. 
The settings of the pilot plant were almost identical to those used in the Coordinated 
Knowledge Management Method, which provided suitable grounds for comparison 
(see Chapter 7).  
 
 Chapter 5 
Development of the Operational Tasks 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the operational tasks, as defined in Chapter 2, are developed and 
tested in preparation for their integration in Chapter 7 to form an integrated multi-
agent system. An individual section is allocated in this chapter to each of the 
operational tasks from the lowest-level data acquisition to the highest-level 
scheduling and planning. It should be noted that since the overall objective of this 
study is integration of operational tasks in chemical plants, no new techniques have 
been incorporated in the development of the operational tasks. That is, standard 
techniques available in the literature were deliberately employed. 
 
5.2 Data Acquisition 
Sensors and transmitters situated around the plant performed data acquisition. The 
raw values were viewed through the Honeywell SCAN 3000 system. Specifically, a 
software link between SCAN 3000 and Excel allowed the raw sensor values to be 
captured and subsequently used by other programs. Hence, the data acquisition 
module was pre-existing and no further implementation was required. 
 
5.3 Regulatory Control 
An Allen-Bradley programmable logic controller (PLC) that was monitored through 
the Honeywell SCAN 3000 system performed regulatory control. SCAN 3000 
permitted the operator to change the control loop configurations and parameters as 
desired. Hence, the regulatory control module was pre-existing and no further 
implementation was required. 
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5.4 Monitoring 
In addition to determining whether the plant is at steady-state, the monitoring module 
has the task of exponential filtering of the raw sensor values, limit checking and 
performing statistical functions for use by the other modules. These functions are 
discussed in the sections below respectively. 
 
Steady-State Detection 
Steady-state detection has the aim of determining whether the plant is at steady-state 
over a specified duration. This is done by considering the initial point in the specified 
time duration and determining whether the sensor value goes above or below a 
certain threshold with respect to this initial point. The process is demonstrated in 
Figure 5.1. Two results are given: (1) whether the specified sensor is at steady-state 
over the specified duration and (2) if at a point the sensor is not at steady-state, the 
exact time and duration at which the sensor was not at steady-state. The code for the 
steady-state detection is performed in the steady_state_trend method of the 
Sensor Java class and is listed in Appendix A.1. 
 
Exponential Filtering 
Exponential filtering of the raw sensor values is performed according to the 
following equation (Ogunnaike & Ray 1994): 
  ) ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ˆ ) ( ˆ k y k y k y β β − + − =  (5.1) 
where ŷ(k) is the filtered value of the signal at the sampling instant k (when t = tk); 









Figure 5.1: Steady-state detection CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS  79 
value between 0 and 1). Each individual sensor has its own filtering constant defined 
by the parameter β. The level of filtering is directly proportional to this parameter. 
The exponential filtering function is performed by the ExponentialFiltering 
Java class and is listed in Appendix A.1. An example of exponentially filtered data is 
shown in Figure 5.2 for sensor FCV-541 (β = 0.9). 
 
Limit Checking 
Limit checking is another function of the monitoring module. Limit checking is 
performed according to a low and high limit for a sensor set by the operator. There 
are two functions for limit checking: (1) checking if the current value of the sensor is 
within the specified limits and (2) checking whether the sensor falls within the 
specified limits over a specified time. These functions are performed by methods 
current_limit_check and limit_trend of the Sensor Java class respectively 
and are listed in Appendix A.1. 
 
Statistical Functions 
An important task of the monitoring module is to carry out statistical functions for 
use by the other modules (i.e. chiefly the data reconciliation and supervisory control 
modules). These functions include calculating the: 
•  mean of the sensor data; 
•  variance of the sensor data; 
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•  standard deviation of the sensor data; 
•  covariance of two sensors data; and 
•  weight of a sensor. 
The above functions are performed by methods sensor_mean, sensor_variance, 
sensor_stdev, sensor_convariance and sensor_weight of the Sensor Java 
class respectively and are listed in Appendix A.1 (see Equations 5.38-5.40 for 
formulae). 
 
5.5 Data Reconciliation 
The data reconciliation module has two objectives: 
1.  To eliminate random errors (data reconciliation). 
2.  To detect gross errors (gross error detection). 




The implementation of the data reconciliation involved the application of non-linear 
steady-state data reconciliation techniques. The procedure described in the literature 
(Narasimhan and Jordache 2000; Romagnoli and Sánchez 2000) was applied and is 
detailed below. 
  The system setup is shown in Figure 5.3 with the required variables assigned. 
This diagram is based on the flowsheet of the separation and heating sections shown 
in Figure 4.7. In Figure 5.3, the variable F refers to flow; T refers to temperature; and 
Q refers to the amount of heat exchanged between the system and its surroundings 
per unit time. The processing units in Figure 5.3 are abbreviated (compare with 
Figure 4.7). A number of assumptions regarding the system were made: 
•  pumps were ignored since at steady-state the flow across them is constant; 
•  temperature of water in a stream is considered to be equal to the temperature 
of water inside the tank; and 
•  condensate (heat lost through steam condensing) was not considered. 
These assumptions simplified the calculations, while having a minor effect on the 
overall accuracy of the data reconciliation. CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS  81 
  In the development of the data reconciliation module, a number of mass and 
energy balances were required to be calculated. These were calculated according to 
the equations below, based on Figure 5.4. For total mass balance: 



















Figure 5.3: System setup 
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ρ ρ  (5.3) 
where ρ is the density of the material in the system; ρi is the density of the material in 
the ith inlet stream; ρj is the density of the material in the jth outlet stream; V is the 
total volume of the system; Fi is the volumetric flow rate of the ith inlet stream; Fj is 
the volumetric flow rate of the jth outlet stream; hi is the specific enthalpy of the 
material in the ith inlet stream; hj is the specific enthalpy of the material in the jth 
outlet stream; U, K, P are the internal, kinetic and potential energies of the system 
respectively;  Q is as defined above; and Ws is the work exchanged between the 
system and its surrounding per unit time. By convention, a quantity in the mass and 
energy balances is considered to be positive if it flows into the system and negative if 
it flows out. 

















Figure 5.4: A general system with its associated interactions 
(Stephanopoulos 1984) 
 

























where ANLT is the cross-sectional area of the non-linear tank and hNLT is the height of 
the liquid level in the non-linear tank. For the needle tank: 





NT − =  (5.5) 
For CSTR 1: 







CSTR − =  (5.6) 
For CSTR 2: 







CSTR − =  (5.7) 
For CSTR 3: 
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  Next, the total energy balances were calculated. The total energy of liquid in the 
tank is: 
  P K  U E  + + =  (5.9) 
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where H is the total enthalpy of the liquid in the tank. Furthermore, 
  ) (T-T Ahc ) (T-T ρVc H ref p ref p ρ = =  (5.12) 
where cp is the specific heat capacity of the liquid in the tank and Tref is the reference 
temperature where the specific enthalpy of the liquid is assumed to be zero. 
Assuming Tref = 0, 
  T Ahc H p ρ =  (5.13) 
Thus, for CSTR 1: 
  air steam p p
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For CSTR 2: 
  air steam p p
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For CSTR 3: 
  air stream p p
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The constants for Equations 5.15, 5.17 and 5.19 are: λ is the latent heat of 
vaporisation of steam; v1, v2 and v3 are the valve openings of steam entering CSTR1, 
CSTR2 and CSTR3 respectively; At is the CSTR tank area (At = ACSTR); Tair is the 
pilot plant air temperature; and U is the overall heat transfer coefficient between the 
liquid in the tanks and the air. For steady-state operation: 
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That is, a total of 8 equations. 
  The measured and unmeasured variables are listed in Table 5.1. The total number 
of variables is 22. Based on Table 5.1, the number of measured variables is 9, while 
the number of unmeasured variables is 13. All unmeasured variables are observable CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS  85 
which means that they can be estimated by using the measurements and steady-state 
process constraints: 
Table 5.1: Measured and unmeasured variables 
Variable(s) Measured 
F1 no 
F2 yes – FT-523 








T11 yes – TT-623 
T12 yes – TT-643 







v1 yes – FCV-622 
v2 yes – FCV-642 
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If  x is a (9 × 1) vector of measured variables and u is a (13 × 1) vector of 
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Thus, the degrees of freedom are  5     4 9 = − , which means redundancy in the 
measurements exists and hence, data reconciliation is possible. Furthermore, 
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Now, the following should be solved: 
  (y – x)Ψ  
Min
x
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where  ε + = x y ;  x is as defined above; y is a (n  × 1) vector of values of the 
measurements of x; ε is the vector of random measurement errors (assumed to follow 
a normal distribution); and Ψ
 is a (n × n) variance-covariance matrix. Equation 5.26 
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The units of the measured variables are provided in Table 5.2. 
  Equation 5.26 is in the form of a least-squares minimisation problem. Therefore, 
in order to solve it, optimisation techniques must be employed. Non-linear 
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programming techniques are required since they can explicitly handle non-linear 
constraints, inequality constraints and variable bounds as exist in this case. 
Sequential quadratic programming, which is a non-linear programming technique, 
was employed to solve Equation 5.26 subject to the equality constraints in Equation 
5.27 and variable bounds in Equation 5.28. The details of the solution are provided 
below. 
 Assuming: 
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The number 15 was selected above because it is the maximum flow rate through the 
streams in litres per minute (i.e. the maximum value of F2 and F3). The temperatures 
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Normalisation is important to bring the variables into the same range. Say, at the 
current operating point, the flow is 44% and temperature is 50°C: 
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The above unit analysis ensures that the units are consistent. The constants in 
Equation 5.35 are defined and described in Table 5.3. 
  The estimation of covariance matrix is: 











































Table 5.3: Constants 
Constant Description  Value  Units 
Fbasis Flow rate normalising coefficient 
3 10 6 . 6




Tbasis Temperature normalising coefficient  50  C °  
ρ  Density of water  1000  3 m
kg
 









a  Stream flow rate coefficient 




b  Stream flow rate coefficient  4 10 14594 . 1
− ⋅   - 
c  Stream flow rate coefficient  3 10 68836 . 2
− ⋅   - 
U  Overall heat transfer coefficient  1 − 10 594 . 3 ⋅   m
kJ
° ⋅ . min
2
 
At CSTR tank area  1 10 26 . 1
− ⋅  
2 m  
Tair Pilot plant air temperature  22  C °  
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Assuming Ψ is diagonal (i.e.  for all i and j):    0
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i σ ; covariance  ; and weight w
2
ij σ i. These values are calculated and made 
available by the process monitoring module (see Section 5.4). The code for the data 
reconciliation module was implemented using a C-based sequential quadratic 
programming optimisation software called CFSQP (Lawrence, Zhou & Tits 1997). 
See Appendix A.2 for the code. 
  The above optimisation problem should eliminate any random errors that might 
be present. However, before any data reconciliation takes place, a gross error 
detection test must be performed to identify whether there are any gross errors 
present. This process is detailed in the next section. 92  CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS 
Gross Error Detection 
As explained in the previous section, gross error detection takes place before data 
reconciliation can proceed. The reason for this is that the presence of gross errors 
invalidates the basis of data reconciliation procedures. The global test procedure 
described in the literature (Narasimhan & Jordache 2000; Romagnoli & Sánchez 
2000) was applied and is outlined below. 
  Before detailing the global test procedure, it is necessary to give a brief 
background on gross error detection (based on the references above). The most 
commonly used statistical techniques for detecting gross errors are based on 
hypothesis testing. In hypothesis testing, there are two hypotheses: (1) the null 
hypothesis, H0, that no gross error is present and (2) the alternative hypothesis, H1, 
that one or more gross errors are present in the system. All statistical techniques for 
choosing between these two hypotheses make use of a test statistic which is a 
function of the measurements and constraint model. The test statistic is compared 
with a prespecified threshold value (called the test criterion or critical value of the 
test) and the H0 is rejected or accepted respectively depending on whether the 
statistic exceeds the threshold or not. 
  Hypothesis testing is not always accurate. A test can commit a Type I error, 
which is where an error is declared when no error is present (i.e. H1 declared when 
H0 true), or a Type II error where the system declared error free when one or more 
gross errors exist (i.e. H0 declared when H1 true). The probability of a Type I error is 
α, which is the level of significance of the test. The probability of a Type II error is 
β  and  ) 1 ( β −  is referred to as the power of the test. 
  The global test is a simple test for detecting gross errors that uses the test statistic 
defined by: 
γ = minimum objective function value of data reconciliation problem 
That is, the test statistic above is equal to the minimum objective function value after 
applying the sequential quadratic programming technique to Equation 5.26. Under 
H0, γ follows a  (chi-squared)-distribution with υ degrees of freedom. If the test 
criterion is chosen as  , where   is the critical value of the  -distribution 
at the chosen α level of significance, the H
2 χ
2
, 1 υ α χ −
2
, 1 υ α χ −
2 χ
0 is rejected and a gross error detected, i.e. CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS  93 
if  . Otherwise, H
2
, 1 υ α χ γ − ≥ 0 is accepted. This choice of test criterion ensures 
α ≤ error)   I   P(Type  for the test. 
  As an example, the global test is applied to the problem defined in the previous 
section. Assume sequential quadratic programming is applied to Equation 5.26 and 
the result is γ = 2.322938. The test criterion at 5% (α = 0.05) level of significance 
drawn from  (chi-squared)-distribution with 
2 χ 5     4 9 = −  degrees of freedom is 
 and  07 . 11
2
5 , 95 . 0 1
2
5 , 05 . 0 1 = = − − χ χ 07 . 11 322938 . 2 ≤ = χ  so no gross error is detected. 
Thus, H0 is true with  0.05. error)   I   P(Type ≤  
  Gross error detection was implemented as a Java routine which compares γ (i.e. 
the minimum objective function value of the data reconciliation problem) with 
. If   then a gross error is detected and data reconciliation is not 
carried out until this gross error is physically removed. If, conversely,  , 
data reconciliation can proceed as normal. 
2
, 1 υ α χ −
2
, 1 υ α χ γ − ≥
2
, 1 υ α χ γ − <
  A point to note about the global test is that it only detects the presence of a gross 
error and does not provide information on the type and location of the gross error. 
Other gross error detection techniques exist which can also identify type and location 
of the gross error. However, for the purposes of this study, the global test was 
deemed sufficient. 
 
5.6 Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
Fault detection and diagnosis is essential for the safe operation of a chemical plant. 
There has been significant work carried out in the area of fault detection and 
diagnosis with a plethora of techniques being developed in the literature. A 
comprehensive three-part review of fault detection and diagnosis is provided by 
Venkatasubramanian et al. (2003). This review is especially useful because it groups 
the different techniques into categories and discusses each category individually. 
  For this study, artificial neural networks (or simply neural networks) were 
employed for the task of fault detection and diagnosis. Power (2004) provides a good 
definition of a neural network: ‘a neural network is a type of massively parallel 
computer architecture based on brain-like information encoding and processing 
models which exhibit brain-like behaviours such as learning, association, 94  CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS 
categorisation, generalisation, feature extraction and optimisation’. Numerous 
applications of neural networks for fault detection and diagnosis have been reported 
in the literature (Leonard & Kramer (1993); Neumann, Deerberg & Schlüter (1999); 
Vaidyanathan & Venkatasubramanian (1992); Venkatasubramanian & Chan (1989)). 
  Different types of neural networks were used for the implementation of the fault 
detection and diagnosis modules. The approach adopted can be classified as ‘divide 
and conquer’ because the neural networks divide the problem and work collectively 
to detect and diagnose faults (Malliaris & Salchenberger 2002; Sharkey, Chandroth 
& Sharkey 2000). The software chosen for the implementation of the neural 
networks was the Java Object Oriented Neural Engine (JOONE) (JOONE 2006). The 
following sections cover respectively: the data set preparation; data pre-processing; 
details of the fault detection and diagnosis neural networks development; and on-line 
usage of the neural networks. A basic knowledge of neural networks is assumed. 
 
Data Set Preparation 
The flowsheet for the separation and heating sections was provided in Figure 4.7 and 
a summary of set-point values listed in Table 4.2. The flowsheet contains 10 process 
streams (not including CSTR tank overflows) connecting 7 major unit operations 
(tanks and pumps) and 2 minor unit operations (piping tees), with 5 control valves. 
Although the control system is an integral part of any plant, the sensors, valves, 
control loops and associated controllers were not included in the major unit operation 
count, as they are not considered to be as such in the standard chemical engineering 
literature (McCabe & Smith 1976). 
  Figure 5.5 indicates the stream numbers (red), valves (dark blue) and leak valves 
(purple) not shown in Figure 4.7. When closed, a valve blocks the flow in a stream; 
when opened, it acts as though the stream has ruptured. A leak valve, when opened, 
simulates a leakage in the corresponding stream. Based on Figure 5.5, 13 faults were 
simulated using the available resources as summarised in Table 5.4. Faults were 
simulated by opening and closing valves and opening leak valves to the maximal 
extent. Thus, only large leaks (faults 2, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11), full blockages (faults 1, 3, 
4, 6 and 8) and equipment failures (faults 12 and 13) were considered. In addition, 
the faults were simulated for various durations since the responses vary and in some 






































































Figure 5.5: Detailed view of separation and heating sections 
 
Table 5.4: Simulated faults based on Figure 5.5 
Fault number  Fault name  Simulation technique  Fault 
duration 
1 Stream  1 
blockage 
Close valve 1 
completely 
10 min 
2 Non-linear  tank 
leak 
Open valve 2 
completely 
10 min 
3 Stream  2 
blockage 
Close valve 3 
completely 
2 min 
4 Stream  3 
blockage 
Close valve 4 
completely 
2 min 
5  Stream 3 leak  Open leak valve 2 
completely 
2 min 
6 Stream  4 
blockage 
Close valve 5 
completely 
2 min 
7  Stream 4 leak  Open leak valve 3 
completely 
2 min 
8 Stream  5 
blockage 
Close valve 6 
completely 
1 min 
9  Stream 5 leak  Open leak valve 4 
completely 
2 min 
10  CSTR3 leak  Open valve 7 
completely 
3 min 
11  CSTR1 leak  Open valve 9 
completely 
10 min 
12 CSTR3  agitator 
out 
Turn off CSTR 3 
agitator  
10 min 
13  No steam  Close steam valve  10 min 
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  The faults were simulated and a data set obtained for the training of the neural 
networks. The sensors initially included in the data set were (refer to Figure 5.5): 
FCV-541, LT-542, FDP-521, FT-523, LT-501, NUFP-561, TT-568, FT-569, FCV-
570, FCV-622, TT-623, FCV-642, TT-643, FCV-662, TT-663, LT-667 and PT-669 
(all current operating points). These sensors formed the inputs to the neural network. 
Since it is desirable to have fewer inputs to a neural network, several of the inputs 
were removed in the following way: 
•  no correlated neural network inputs should be present, so controlled sensors 
inputs were removed (i.e. LT-542, FDP-521, NUFP-561, FCV-570, TT-623, 
TT-643 and TT-663); 
•  inputs with little or no variation throughout the simulation of the faults were 
removed (i.e. FCV-642 and FCV-662); 
•  inputs with information of little or no importance were removed (i.e. PT-669 
and TT-568). 
After following the above guidelines, six inputs remained: FCV-541, FCV-622, FT-
523, FT-569, LT-501 and LT-667. 
  Unfortunately, the data set is too voluminous to be displayed. Nevertheless, the 
waveforms of the 13 faults are displayed (with the above six sensors) in Appendix 
A.3. The procedure for data analysis and set preparation is summarised in Figure 5.6. 
The data set collected based on the simulation of the 13 faults is referred to as d1. 
This data set was fed into the fault detection neural network (see ‘Fault Detection 
Development’ section below) and the undetectable data (i.e. normal data) removed 
from the data set. At this stage, some data from fault 3 was removed which was 
unnecessary since it was a repetition of the first stage of the fault. In addition, some 
data from fault 11 was removed since its detection was patchy and undefined. The 
resulting detectable data is referred to as d2. 
 Data  d2 was now fed into the self-organising map (SOM) neural network (see 
‘Fault Diagnosis Development’ section below). Since the map used was of 
dimension two-by-two, the resulting data was grouped into four classes: A, B, C and 
D. The data was then divided into four groups based on the classification: classes A, 
B, C and D are referred to as d2A, d2B, d2C and d2D respectively. 
  Data from sets d2A, d2B, d2C and d2D was then analysed and any faults with 
less than four consecutive values in a class removed. Furthermore, the data was 
observed to determine if there were any similar inputs from different faults. If so, as CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS  97 
in the case of fault 10 in class D (the initial values are practically the same as fault 
11), these points were also removed. In addition, faults 6 and 8 had the same initial 
pattern so these two faults were grouped together and the extra data from fault 6 
removed so that its duration matched fault 8. The problem of similar inputs from 
different faults is an important one, since they will go to different outputs and this 
will result in problems while training the neural network. After this step of data 





d2A d2D d2C d2B
Data visualisation & analysis
d3A d3D d3C d3B
Original data (13 simulated faults)
Removal of undetectable data
Detectable data
Data classed into 4 classes
Individually classed data
Removal of similar inputs and faults
with less than four data points
Data used for training MLPs
 
Figure 5.6: Procedure for data analysis and set preparation 
 
 Data  d3A, d3B, d3C, d3D was now ready for use in training the neural networks 
so the outputs were allocated to each of the data sets. The outputs were binary coded 
with 1 representing a fault and 0 representing no fault. Once again, it was necessary 
to determine if there were any faults with similar or almost the same symptoms. If 
there are faults with almost the same symptoms, such as fault 3 and fault 4 and also 
fault 6 and fault 8, these outputs can be grouped together, since doing otherwise 
would lead to problems in training the neural network. Furthermore, in the case of 
similar faults such as fault 1 and fault 2, another level of neural networks were used 
to determine which fault had occurred by observing the trend/slope of the waveform 
of the fault (see section on ‘Fault Diagnosis Development’ below). 
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Pre-processing the Data Set 
Overall, none of the neural network inputs had a higher importance than the others. 
Furthermore, since the inputs have a wide range of values, this may cause some of 
the weights in the neural network to become saturated. To overcome this problem, 
the inputs can be normalised (scaled) during training to be between -1 and 1 (and 
later during recall). This process is done automatically by the JOONE software using 
the normaliser plug-in shown in Figure 5.7. 
  The normalisation looks at each of the six input columns separately and 
automatically detects the maximum and minimum (since ‘InputDataMax’ and 
‘InputDataMin’ are both set to 0.0), which then scales the data to a range of -1.0 to 
1.0 (since ‘OutputDataMin’ is set to -1.0 and ‘OuputDataMax’ is set to 1.0). 
  Inputs are normalised according to the following formula (Marrone 2004, p. 73): 
  LowerLimit ) LowerLimit it .(UpperLim
(x) max(x)-min
x-min(x)
norm(x) + − =  (5.41) 
where x refers to the value being normalised; norm(x) refers to the normalised value 
of x; min(x) is the minimum value of the input x or ‘InputDataMin’; max(x) is the 
maximum value of the input x or ‘ InputDataMax’;  UpperLimit is the maximum 
output value desired or ‘OuputDataMax’; and LowerLimit is the minimum output 
value desired or ‘OutputDataMin’. 
 
Fault Detection Development 
Fault detection was implemented through a linear principal component analysis 
(PCA) neural network using the Sanger synapse, shown in Figure 5.8 (the Sanger 
synapse is the arc which has an ‘S’ in the centre). The aim of this type of neural 
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network is essentially to reduce the dimension of a given data set. For more details, 
refer to the JOONE manual (Marrone 2004, pp. 33-34). 
  This type of neural network is trained using unsupervised learning (i.e. no teacher 
is present). Normal steady-state data was used as the input to the neural network and 
the network was run according to the settings in the control panel (see Figure 5.9). 
When the network in Figure 5.8 is trained in this manner, the weights of the Sanger 
synapse are continually updated according to the Sanger algorithm and input data. 
  Looking at Figure 5.9, which represents the control panel of the network in 
Figure 5.8, it can be seen that ‘learning’ was set to ‘True’ and ‘supervised’ to ‘False’ 
(since no teacher was present). The ‘training patterns’ variable was set according to 
the number of inputs patterns in the training data which in this case was 301. Also, 
‘epochs’ was set to 10,000 which is the number of iterations. 
  With this network, there is a reduction in dimension from six to two which allows 
the data to be mapped onto a two-dimensional map as shown in Appendix A.3. 
Based on the two-dimensional map produced, a geometrical shape was used to 
encompass the normal data. Any data inside this shape was considered to be normal 
operation, while any data outside was classified as faulty operation. The shapes 
tested were a circle and an ellipse. The ellipse was adopted because it was quicker 
and more responsive, and therefore, more effective in detecting faults. The derivation 
of the ellipse and how it was used is detailed in Appendix A.3. 
  On observing the data, it was apparent that faults 11 and 13 were initially 
undetected due to the slight changes in sensor readings produced by the fault. To 
counteract this problem, limits for FCV-622 and FCV-667 were imposed and added 
to the fault diagnosis routine. Thus, there were three stages to the fault detection, 
namely the ellipse and then the two limits. The overall fault detection mechanism is 
shown in Figure 5.10. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Linear PCA neural network using the Sanger synapse 100  CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS 
 













Figure 5.10: Overview of fault detection 
 
 
Fault Diagnosis Development 
Fault diagnosis was implemented through a self-organising map (SOM) using the 
Kohonen synapse to divide the data into classes followed by a multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) to diagnose the specific fault. The SOM is shown in Figure 5.11 (note that the 
figures are grouped together at the end of this section). For more details on these 
types of neural network, refer to the JOONE manual (Marrone 2004, pp. 32-33). CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL TASKS  101 
  The SOM neural network does not have a teacher and (like the linear PCA neural 
network) learns via unsupervised learning. The faulty data is fed into the input of the 
neural network and is classified based on the dimensions of the ‘WinnerTakeAll’ 
layer. Several two-dimensional configurations for grouping the data were tested 
including three-by-two, four-by-two and two-by-two. The two-by-two configuration 
gave the best result (because it grouped the data into the largest groups). The 
parameters of the control panel when running this neural network are shown in 
Figure 5.12. It can be seen that ‘learning’ was set to ‘True’ and supervised to ‘False’ 
(since no teacher was present). The training patterns variable was set according to the 
number of inputs patterns in the training data which in this case was 820. Also, 
‘epochs’ was set to 10,000 which is the number of iterations. When the network 
training was complete, an output was attached to the WinnerTakeAll layer and 
‘learning’ in Figure 5.12 was set to ‘False’, ‘epochs’ was set to one, then ‘Run’ was 
pressed. The data was subsequently classified into the four groups as discussed in the 
section on ‘Data Set Preparation’. 
  For the feed-forward MLP, shown in Figure 5.13, the back-propagation learning 
algorithm was used for supervised learning (note that validation was not carried out 
since neural network generalisation was not required – this is discussed further 
below). The parameters were set as in Figure 5.14. The inputs and outputs for each 
neural network were defined by the design specifications, but the number and layers 
of hidden units, momentum and learning rate were user defined. There were a total of 
5 MLPs to be trained: NN.A, NN.B, NN.C, NN.D and NN.B1. In the first four cases 
the number of inputs was 6 (representing the number of sensors) while in the case of 
NN.B1 the number of inputs was 18. The numbers of outputs were 5, 2, 3, 4 and 2 
respectively (representing the different faults). 
  Neural network NN.B1 was different to the other neural networks because it had 
the task of distinguishing between faults 1 and 2 in the later stages of these faults 
(since in the initial stages these faults were too similar to distinguish). The setup of 
this neural network is shown in Figure 5.15 and the settings of the delay layer are 
shown in Figure 5.16. This neural network required a temporal window of size 18 
(  in Figure 5.16), which is why the delay layer was necessary. The window 
size of 18 was arrived at empirically (a balance between accuracy and diagnosis 
time). In addition, only one row of data was required (FCV-541) in order to 
distinguish between faults 1 and 2. 
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  An important point to note relates to the generalisation ability of the neural 
networks. As mentioned above, it was not required for the neural networks to be able 
to generalise to new data. The main reason for this is that the overall aim of the study 
is to achieve the integration of the operational tasks and all that is required of the 
fault diagnosis module is to diagnose a fault. Therefore, taking the extra effort to 
enable the fault diagnosis neural networks to have the ability to generalise was not 
warranted. However, in an actual fault diagnosis system, the ability to generalise to 
new faults is very important. 
  The faults were diagnosed by the MLP and based on the result: 
•  the possible cause(s) was (were) given; and 
•  a possible sequence of actions to fix the problem presented. 
The result of a HAZOP, operator’s log or any other relevant information can be 
incorporated into the model. To avoid misdiagnosis and account for the possibility of 
novel faults, a special system was set up: 
•  the previous three diagnoses were observed in the history, and if they were 
the same, a preliminary diagnosis was declared; and 
•  the previous eight diagnoses were observed in the history, and if they were 
the same, a conclusive diagnosis was declared. 
The above system significantly reduces the likelihood of a misdiagnosis. A 
conclusive diagnosis gives a high probability that a particular fault has occurred but 
takes longer than a preliminary diagnosis. In contrast, a preliminary diagnosis is 
much quicker but also less accurate than the conclusive diagnosis. 
  An overview of the fault diagnosis process is shown in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.12: Control panel setting for the SOM neural network 
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Figure 5.15: NN.B1 setting 
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Figure 5.17: Overview of fault diagnosis 
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On-line Usage of the Neural Networks 
The neural networks outlined above must be used in recall mode when the system is 
in operation, i.e. when the system is in operation, the neural networks are fed with 
data from the plant on-line (updated at a certain time interval) and required to detect 
and diagnose faults. In JOONE, to use the network on-line and in the recall mode it 
firstly involves creating the neural network in the GUI editor and then using the 
export function to create a .snet serialised net file as shown in Figure 5.18. The 
serialised net file is then used in the Java program which automates the detection and 
diagnosis. 
  In recall mode, data is presented to the neural network as point values (or as a 
group in the case of NN.B1) so it needs to be normalised with respect to the original 
training data. For example, with neural network NN.A, the normalisation process is 
shown in Appendix A.3. The normalisation plug-ins are cascaded upon each other to 
process each new input to the neural network. The DataMax and DataMin values 
are obtained from each column of the training data for neural network NN.A. 
  The code for the fault detection and diagnosis is listed in Appendix A.3. It 
consists of a number of Java files: Cleandata which transforms the sensor data into 
a format required by the fault detection and diagnosis neural networks; PCA which 
performs principal component analysis followed by a number of other operations as 
described in Figure 5.10; SOM which classifies the data into four categories, hence 
determining the fault class; NNA, NNB, NNC, NND which are run if a class A, B, C or 
D fault is diagnosed respectively; Delay and NNB1 which are run respectively if it is 
 
 
Figure 5.18: The Export NeuralNet function 
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required to distinguish between faults 1 and 2; and Diagnosis which produces a 
diagnosis based on the fault number diagnosed. These files were tested in the pilot 
plant and their correct operation confirmed. 
 
5.7 Supervisory Control 
It was explained in Section 2.2 that supervisory control involves the on-line 
optimisation of set-points based on economic models of the plant, while also 
satisfying the operational constraints. Supervisory control is desirable and when 
implemented can lead to increased profits and plant efficiency. 
  For the pilot plant, no current economic model/data exists since it is used for 
purely research and instructive purposes. Thus, a hypothetical objective was assumed 
that has no realistic meaning but aids in demonstrating the overall mechanism of 
supervisory control and its subsequent function in the integrated system. The 
objective is related to minimising operating cost and is: 
Objective: minimise the cost of steam entering CSTR3 
This can be written: 




3 CSTR3 cv bv av + + ⋅ ⋅ = α
where cost(steamCSTR3) is the cost of steam for CSTR3 in $/day; α is the cost of 
steam in $/kg; a, b and c are constants as defined in Table 5.3; v3 is the optimisation 
variable; and the constant 1440  ) 24 60 ( ⋅ =  converts   from kg/min 
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The variables above were defined in Section 5.5 on data reconciliation. The bounds 
on the variables are: 
























































































The bounds for the temperature of CSTR3 (T13l and T13u) are defined by the user. The 
variables  F3 (=F2) and T1 are treated as constants and substituted into the 
constraints. The data used for the supervisory control consists of reconciled values 
from the data reconciliation module. 
  Since the supervisory control is an optimisation problem, it was implemented in 
the same way as the data reconciliation, i.e. using the CFSQP software to perform 
sequential quadratic programming. The code is listed in Appendix A.4. 
 
5.8 Scheduling and Planning 
Scheduling and planning were not implemented because there is no pilot plant 
application for these operational tasks. 
 
5.9 Conclusions 
This chapter has outlined the development of the operational tasks in preparation for 
their integration in Chapter 7 to form an integrated multi-agent system. All 
operational tasks were implemented except for scheduling and planning, which were 
outside the scope of this study. 
 Standard  techniques  for the operational tasks were adopted with no new 
techniques being developed. This approach is justified since the overall aim of the 
study is the integration of operational tasks rather than the operational tasks 
themselves. Nevertheless, an attempt was made to employ a number of solution 
techniques including neural networks and sequential quadratic programming for the 
operational tasks to test whether the integration technique introduced in subsequent 
chapters could account for this kind of heterogeneity. Chapter 6 
A Methodology for the Development of Multi-Agent 
Systems using JADE 
6.1 Introduction 
As explained in Chapter 3, it is often difficult to develop a system without some 
formal guidelines in the form of a methodology. It was also pointed out in Chapter 3 
that current methodologies in the area of multi-agent system development are lacking 
in a number of important areas, making them unsuitable for application in this study. 
Thus, before proceeding with the implementation of the integrated multi-agent 
system which links and automates the operational tasks developed in Chapter 5, a 
methodology developed as a part of this study is proposed in this chapter. 
  The methodology focuses on the analysis and design phases of the software 
development life cycle. It attempts to address (to a required degree) the shortcomings 
of existing methodologies, while also inherently taking into consideration the 
requirements for the linkage and automation of the operational tasks. The design 
phase specifically focuses on the JADE toolkit described in Chapter 3. 
  An overview of the methodology is provided in Section 6.2. The analysis and 
design phases are detailed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. Section 6.5 gives 
some brief details on the post design stage, while Section 6.6 provides a discussion 
on the applicability of the methodology to toolkits other than JADE. 
 
6.2 Overview of the Methodology 
It was mentioned in Section 3.6 that a methodology serves as a guide for the system 
designer when developing a system. The current focus of the proposed methodology 
is on the process and the artefacts that are produced, illustrating them through an 
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example. A draft notation is also introduced to be used in constructing these artefacts 
and, where relevant, some heuristic rules and design patterns are presented. 
  The described process covers the analysis and design phases of system 
development and is represented in Figure 6.1. The analysis phase is general in nature 
and independent of the adopted toolkit. Conversely, the design phase specifically 
assumes JADE as the implementation toolkit and focuses directly on the classes and 
concepts provided by JADE (the adaptability of the methodology to other toolkits is 
discussed in Section 6.6). Observing Figure 6.1, it can be seen that the methodology 
is of an iterative nature with no strict boundary between the analysis and design 
phases, thus allowing the designer to move back and forth between the analysis and 
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the methodology CHAPTER 6. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS USING JADE  111 
  At the end of the design phase, the developer should be able to progress straight 
to the implementation, which is where the actual coding occurs. In addition, most of 
this phase can probably be carried out by means of a proper tool which automates the 
implementation process. However, this point, and likewise, testing and deployment, 
are not addressed formally in this current version of the proposed methodology (as 
indicated in Figure 6.1), leaving them as a topic for further work (see Chapter 8). 
Note that some practical details regarding the implementation phase are discussed 
very briefly in Section 6.5. 
  The planning stage, like implementation and testing, is not formally addressed in 
the proposed methodology. However, for the sake of the methodology, a question is 
included (see Figure 6.1), which initially asks if the designer has made a rational 
decision on whether to use an agent-based solution. If the answer is yes, the designer 
moves on to the analysis, while if the answer is no, the designer should seek an 
alternative solution. As mentioned in Section 3.3.4, the decision on whether to adopt 
an agent-based solution is one which should be made by the designer only after 
consulting the literature, and, if possible, analysing the particular problem with 
respect to some guidelines. Furthermore, observing problem domains and cases 
where an agent-based solution has been implemented effectively, is also another 
good indicator of the appropriateness of an agent-based solution. 
  In the sections below, a number of preliminary details relating to the 
methodology are covered. First, some assumptions made in applying the 
methodology are given. Second, the definition of an agent assumed by the 
methodology is provided. Finally, the description of the cinema organiser scenario 
used to illustrate the steps in the methodology is described. 
 
Methodological Assumptions 
As with any methodology, some assumptions must be made. Specifically: 
•  the definition of an agent defined in the following section is assumed; 
•  the JADE toolkit is the toolkit of choice for design and implementation; 
•  there are a relatively small number of agents (i.e. less than 100); 
•  the organisational structure of system is static; 
•  no specific target domain is assumed; and 
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The fourth assumption above means that non-emergent (i.e. unanticipated) behaviour 
at runtime is not expected, and thus, not considered. 
 
Assumed Agent Definition 
The definition of an agent assumed by the proposed methodology is based on the 
weak notion of agency discussed in Section 3.2.1. Specifically, the methodology 
assumes the following definition for an agent: agents reside on a platform that, 
consistent with the weak notion of agency (i.e. an agent is autonomous, 
communicative and perceptive), provides the agents with a proper mechanism to 
communicate by names, regardless of the complexity and nature of the underlying 
environment (i.e. operating systems, networks, etc.). 
  While the JADE toolkit is neutral with respect to the definition of an agent, its 
conceptualisation of an agent is in accordance with the definition of an agent 
provided above. Specifically, JADE conceptualises an agent as (JADE 2006): ‘an 
independent and autonomous process having an identity, possibly persistent, and that 
requires communication (e.g. collaboration or competition) with other agents to fulfil 
its tasks’. This communication is implemented through an agent communication 
language (a form of asynchronous message passing) with well-defined and 
commonly agreed semantics. Therefore, the JADE toolkit can, essentially, be 
considered as a FIPA-compliant realisation of the weak notion of agency. As a result, 
the emphasis on the JADE toolkit (in the design onwards) is in accordance with the 
definition of an agent assumed by the methodology. 
 
Cinema Organiser Scenario 
The methodology is illustrated by applying it to a simple scenario referred to 
henceforth as the cinema organiser case study. 
  In the cinema organiser case study, it is assumed that a mobile telecom operator 
wants to provide a service to its subscribers (cinema organiser users), which will 
support a group of friends in organising an evening to the cinema. The service should 
allow a subscriber to: invite some friends to see a movie; collect preferences from 
both the inviter and the invitees; and suggest the option that best matches the average 
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  The service must be accessible by users through their mobile phones. It is also 
assumed that the mobile operator has proper agreements with one information 
provider for each city in which the cinema organiser service is going to be offered. 
These providers will make available all the information related to the cinemas in the 
local city as well as the schedules of movies in these cinemas. 
  Users can move freely between cities and the system must account for this. User 
localisation (i.e. where the user is situated) must be based on the mobile operator 
localisation system. The system allows for the retrieval of the position of a mobile 




The analysis aims to clarify the problem to a sufficient level of detail in preparation 
for the design phase. The steps in the analysis phase are outlined below. Note that the 
figures and tables corresponding to the individual steps are grouped together at the 
end of this section. 
 
Step 1: Use Cases 
Use cases are an effective way to capture the potential functional requirements of a 
new system. Each use case presents one or more scenarios that demonstrate how the 
system should interact with the end user or another system to achieve a specific goal. 
There are a number of standards for representing use cases. The most popular is the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification (UML 2006), which defines a 
graphical notation (as an alternative, it is also possible to produce written use cases). 
Though use cases are used extensively by object-oriented practitioners, their 
applicability is not restricted to object-oriented systems, because they are not object-
orientated in nature (Hampton et al. 1997). Hence, it is also possible to apply use 
cases (without modification) to capture the functional requirements of multi-agent 
systems. 
  Based on the description of the cinema organiser case study outlined in Section 
6.2, and after (for example) interviewing the potential system users, it is possible to 
build up a preliminary list of possible scenarios. Accordingly, the use cases can be 
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Step 2: Initial Agent Types Identification 
This step involves identification of the main agent types and subsequent formation of 
a first draft of the agent diagram. The following rules should be applied in this step: 
•  add one type of agent per user/device; and 
•  add one type of agent per resource (which includes legacy software). 
By applying the above rules to the cinema organiser case study, the initial diagram 
shown in Figure 6.3 is obtained. 
  The agent diagram is one of the main artefacts produced in the analysis phase and 
is progressively refined from Steps 2 to 5. With reference to Figure 6.3, the agent 
diagram includes four types of elements: 
1.  Agent types: The actual agent types, represented by circles. 
2.  Humans: People that must interact with the system under development, 
represented by the UML actor symbol. 
3.  Resources: External systems that must interact with the system under 
development, represented by rectangles. 
4.  Acquaintances: Represented by an arrow linking instances of the above 
elements, specifying that these linked elements will have to interact in some 
way while the system is in operation. Note that, at this stage, only 
acquaintances between agents and resources/humans are shown in the agent 
diagram (i.e. agent-agent interactions are deferred to a later step). 
It should be noted that in the agent diagram, unlike UML use case diagrams, a 
distinction is made explicitly between humans and external systems. Interacting with 
a human through a user interface presents additional problems with respect to 
interacting with an external system as is highlighted in Steps 6 and 7 of the design 
phase. 
  The way external systems and people interacting with the agents are accounted 
for in a multi-agent system is an important consideration. Furthermore, this is a 
particular aspect lacking in many currently available methodologies, as pointed out 
in Section 3.6. The proposed methodology accounts for existing systems and people 
using one or more of the three approaches discussed in Section 3.3.3 and displayed in 
Figure 3.5, i.e. via a transducer, wrapper or rewriting. The best approach for the 
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  In the agent diagram produced in this step (see Figure 6.3), the agents are acting 
as transducers, i.e. as an interface between the external systems and people and the 
other agents in the system. Transducers are seen, generally, as the most practical and 
efficient method for accounting for existing systems and are advocated in the 
proposed methodology. The reason is that by treating the existing systems as a black-
box, there is no need to tamper with or rewrite code, thus providing a quick means to 
get that resource functioning as part of the multi-agent system (though translating 
between agent communication language and the resources language is not always 
trivial). However, in some cases a wrapper may be more relevant, and to an extreme 
rewriting, but such considerations should be deferred to the design stage (i.e. in the 
analysis it generally suffices to assume the transducer approach). 
 
Step 3: Responsibilities Identification 
In this step, for each identified agent type, an initial list is made of its main 
responsibilities in an informal and intuitive way. The artefact resulting from this 
process is the responsibility table. 
  The following rules should be applied in this step: 
•  derive the initial set of responsibilities based on the use cases identified in 
Step 1; and 
•  consider the agents where these responsibilities are clearer first and delay the 
identification of responsibilities for other agents to later steps. 
By applying the above rules to the cinema organiser case study, the consideration of 
the cinema organiser agent is initiated and Table 6.1 is produced. 
  Several existing methodologies such as Gaia (Zambonelli, Jennings & 
Wooldridge 2003) and MESSAGE (Caire et al. 2002) propose a different approach in 
which atomic roles (roughly equivalent to responsibilities defined in this step) are 
initially identified and subsequently merged into agent types. This approach is, 
however, considered to be less intuitive because in certain cases it may become 
difficult to determine how the atomic roles should be aggregated into agent types, i.e. 
how many agent types there should be and which type should cover which atomic 
role(s). The definition of agent types followed by responsibilities, as in the proposed 
methodology, removes this ambiguity. 
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Step 4: Acquaintances Identification 
In this step, the focus is on who needs to interact with whom and the agent diagram 
(Figure 6.3) is updated by adding proper acquaintance relations connecting agents 
that need to have one or more interactions. The term acquaintance comes from Gaia, 
and is used in the same sense in this proposed methodology. 
  An obvious acquaintance relation in the cinema organiser case study is required 
between different cinema organiser agents: the inviter and the invitees. Then, since a 
cinema organiser agent must present cinema schedules to its user and this 
information is stored in the provider’s database and made available by the relevant 
provider agents, there will certainly be an acquaintance relation between the cinema 
organiser agent and the provider agent. Thus, by going one step backward (to Step 
3), some new responsibilities can be added to the cinema organiser agent and the 
provider agent. For the cinema organiser agent, these are: 
•  present (to the user) incoming invitations from other cinema organiser agents; 
•  let the user accept an incoming invitation; 
•  let the user reject an incoming invitation; and 
•  retrieve cinema schedules from the relevant provider agent. 
For the provider agent, the new responsibility is to: respond to cinema schedules 
retrieval requests from the cinema organiser agent. Therefore, the agent diagram is 
updated as in Figure 6.5, and the responsibility table updated as in Table 6.2. Note 
that no distinction is made between acquaintances and responsibilities, so that all 
acquaintances are placed in the responsibility table and are not separated. 
 
Step 5: Agent Refinement 
In this step, the set of agent types initially identified in Step 2 are refined by applying 
a number of considerations. These are related to: 
•  Support: What supporting information agents need to accomplish their 
responsibilities, and how, when and where this information is to be generated 
or stored. 
•  Discovery: How agents linked together via an acquaintance relation discover 
each other. 
•  Management and monitoring: Is the system required to keep track of 
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These considerations are highly dependent on the domain, and therefore, it is quite 
difficult to provide generic indications. In the cinema organiser case study, the only 
additional information with respect to what has already been taken into account is 
that the cinema organiser agent requires the city it is currently in. Thus, the cinema 
organiser agent is required to question the provider agent for details of the current 
city while retrieving the cinema schedules information. This information, however, 
can be obtained by accessing the localisation system through the localisation agent 
and therefore there is no need for any new agent type in this case. Going back to Step 
4, an acquaintance relation is therefore added between the cinema organiser agent 
and the localisation agent (see Figure 6.5), and (back again to Step 3) new 
responsibilities are added to the cinema organiser agent and the localisation agent: 
‘retrieve current city from the localisation agent’ and ‘respond to city retrieval 
requests from cinema organiser agents’, respectively (see Table 6.3, i.e. 
responsibilities 9 and 1 for cinema organiser and localisation agents respectively). 
 
Discovery 
In the simplest case, agent discovery can be accomplished by means of proper 
naming conventions. For example, in the cinema organiser case study, it can be 
assumed that the cinema organiser agent acting on behalf of a user and running on 
his or her mobile phone is named using the user’s telephone number. This 
immediately allows a cinema organiser agent to identify the other cinema organiser 
agents to send an invitation to when its user selects some friends to organise an 
evening at the cinema. Adopting naming conventions is very simple and efficient, 
but has some limitations: 
•  Agent names must be globally unique. Thus, while a convention based on 
telephone numbers is typically acceptable, a convention based on people’s 
names may often lead to duplication problems. 
•  Agents that are going to be involved in an interaction must typically be 
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agent has a predefined name ‘localiser’. This works well provided that it is 
known in advance that there is one, and only one, such agent. 
•  Assuming naming conventions is typically not very extensible. Referring to 
the cinema organiser case study, assume that the provider agent for a given 
city is named after that city, e.g. the provider agent for CityX is called 
CityXProvider agent. In this way, given a city, the provider agent to retrieve 
cinema schedules for that city is immediately known. If it was desired to 
extend the system so that there can be more providers for each city, or a given 
provider can cover more that one city, clearly the proposed naming system 
would no longer work. 
•  Naming conventions may lead to additional work when applied to an agent 
that can appear and disappear dynamically. The reason for this is that a 
naming convention does not provide any presence information, and therefore, 
addressed agents may not be available when an attempt is made to contact 
them. 
•  Naming conventions cannot be adopted when different users may start their 
own agents and choose names themselves. In such cases, there is no 
guarantee that a name’s uniqueness is preserved. 
A more sophisticated way to solve the agent discovery problem is the adoption of a 
yellow pages mechanism. This allows discovery of agents on the basis of their 
characteristics, e.g. the services they provide. A yellow pages mechanism can be 
fully distributed across all agents in the system or centralised with a single agent 
(with a well-known name) responsible for it. Even if this choice, at this point, is a 
high-level design choice, considering that the proposed methodology targets the 
JADE toolkit, it is strongly suggested that a centralised approach be adopted. This 
approach completely maps to the directory facilitator agent provided by JADE and 
thus saves a lot of work in successive phases of the development process. 
  In the cinema organiser case study, it is assumed that there are some extensibility 
requirements so that the ‘one provider per city’ relation may no longer be true in the 
future. A yellow pages mechanism is thus adopted for the discovery of provider 
agents and a yellow pages agent is added to the agent diagram (see Figure 6.5). 
  For more information about service discovery mechanisms (including centralised 
and decentralised solutions) in multi-agent systems, refer to Campo (2002) or 
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Management and Monitoring 
Other agent types can be added to address issues such as monitoring agent faults and 
restoring them; creation of supporting agents that are needed only under certain 
conditions; or for providing presence information. No new agent types need to be 
added in the cinema organiser case study for management and monitoring purposes. 
  Having refined the set of agent types, the process is to go back to Steps 2, 3 and 
4, and iterate them until sufficiently detailed descriptions of the agent types, their 
responsibilities, and acquaintance relations, respectively, are achieved (note that 
these iterations mentioned here have been – and may be – carried out partially before 
this point). On doing this, with respect to the cinema organiser case study, the 
artefacts shown in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.3 are obtained. 
 
Step 6: Agent Deployment Information 
Another artefact that can be useful to produce is the agent deployment diagram, 
where the physical hosts/devices that agents are going to be deployed (referred to as 
domains in some methodologies) are indicated. The agent deployment diagram for 
the cinema organiser scenario is shown in Figure 6.6. 
  It should be noted that this diagram is not intended to give any detailed 
information about deployment (in contrast to the UML deployment diagram, where 
details such as the communication modes between nodes are given). The sole 
purpose of the agent deployment diagram is to highlight basic deployment 
requirements that are referred to during the design phase when applying 
considerations such as agent splitting and merging (Step 1 of the design phase) or 
when considering communication efficiency. 
 
Analysis Summary 
Analysis aims to clarify the problem to a sufficient level of detail, with minimal 
concern about the solution. The steps in the analysis phase can now be summarised 
as shown below: 
•  Step 1: Use Cases. The system requirements are analysed and a use case 
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•  Step 2: Initial Agent Types Identification. By applying a set of rules, an 
initial diagram of the multi-agent system called the agent diagram is 
produced. 
•  Step 3: Responsibilities Identification. By observing the agent types 
produced in the agent diagram and applying a set of rules, an initial table of 
responsibilities is produced, called the responsibility table, for those agents 
whose responsibilities are clear initially. 
•  Step 4: Acquaintances Identification. The obvious acquaintances between 
agents are identified, and subsequently the agent diagram and responsibility 
table are updated. 
•  Step 5: Agent Refinement. The agent diagram and responsibility table are 
updated by applying a number of considerations related to support; discovery; 
and management and monitoring. 
•  Step 6: Agent Deployment Information. The agent deployment diagram is 
produced, where the agents and the physical hosts/devices the agents are 
going to be deployed are indicated. 
•  Iterate Steps 1-6. 
The important elements gained from carrying out the above steps are the artefacts. 
These artefacts form the basis for the design phase. The artefacts produced in each 
step and their relationships are summarised in Figure 6.7. 
 
















































Figure 6.3: Agent diagram for cinema organiser case study after Step 2 
 
 
Table 6.1: Responsibility table for cinema organiser case study after Step 3 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Serve requests to initiate invitations from the cinema organiser user. 
Let the cinema organiser user select friends to invite. 
Let the user insert preferences about movies and cinemas. 























Figure 6.4: Agent diagram for cinema organiser case study after Step 4 
 
 
Table 6.2: Responsibility table for cinema organiser case study after Step 4 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Serve requests to initiate invitations from the cinema organiser user. 
Let the cinema organiser user select friends to invite. 
Let the user insert preferences about movies and cinemas. 
Present cinema schedules. 
Present incoming invitations from other cinema organiser agents. 
Let the user accept an incoming invitation. 




Retrieve cinema schedules from the relevant provider agent. 
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Figure 6.5: Agent diagram for cinema organiser case study after Step 5 CHAPTER 6. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS USING JADE  123 
Table 6.3: Responsibility table for cinema organiser case study after Step 5 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
1. Serve requests to initiate invitations from the cinema organiser user. 
2. Let the cinema organiser user select friends to invite. 
3. Let the user insert preferences about movies and cinemas. 
4. Present cinema schedules. 
5. Present incoming invitations from other cinema organiser agents. 
6. Let the user accept an incoming invitation. 
7. Let the user reject an incoming invitation. 
8. Retrieve cinema schedules from the relevant provider agent. 




10. Retrieve the relevant provider agent from the yellow pages agent. 




2. Register with the yellow pages agent. 
1. Respond to city retrieval requests from cinema organiser agents.  Localisation  
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Figure 6.6: Agent deployment diagram for cinema organiser  




















Figure 6.7: Summary of the analysis phase CHAPTER 6. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS USING JADE  125 
6.4 Design 
As explained in Section 6.2, once the problem has been clarified to a sufficient level 
of detail, a move is made from analysis to the design phase, which aims to specify 
the solution with a specific focus on the JADE toolkit. Similar to the analysis, the 
design phase is carried out by following a number of logical steps with a certain 
degree of overlap. As already mentioned, the designer is not required to strictly 
follow these steps, and can add or remove steps and other relevant specifications as 
they desire. The steps in the design phase are outlined below. Note that the figures 
and tables corresponding to the individual steps are grouped together at the end of 
this section. 
 
Step 1: Agent Splitting/Merging/Renaming 
This step involves observing the artefacts produced in the design phase and 
determining whether the agent types produced in the agent diagram should be split or 
merged. This step is considered important since it has a direct effect on overall 
system efficiency and complexity. Based on this, the following rules should be 
applied in this step: 
•  Data duplication should be avoided. If there are two or more agents that share 
a large majority of the information required to carry out their tasks, these 
agents can possibly be merged into one. 
•  Duplication of code to access resources should be avoided. If there are two or 
more agents that need to access the same resource, these agents can possibly 
be merged. 
•  Avoid splitting agents unless there are good reasons for doing this (see 
below). Dealing with too many agents increases the overall system 
complexity and decreases system efficiency since unnecessary 
communication between agents will possibly take place. 
•  Each agent is situated on a single machine. A major factor which leads the 
splitting of an agent is deployment issues (based on the deployment diagram 
created in Step 6 of the analysis phase). If two pieces of functionality must be 
provided on different machines, these pieces of functionality must be 
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•  Avoid having agents that are too big and complex. This makes them difficult 
to design and to maintain. 
•  In some cases where the wrapper approach (described in Step 2 of the 
analysis phase) is used, the agent is assumed to cover and take the size of the 
Java code it is wrapping. Thus, in such a case, it may be difficult to merge or 
split such an agent. 
The third and fifth rules may seem to contradict each other. However, what is being 
advocated here is a rational balance between an excessive number of simple agents 
and a small number of large complex agents. 
  In the case of the cinema organiser case study, there are a relatively small number 
of agent types identified in the analysis phase. Hence, the splitting or merging of 
agent types is not considered to be a major issue. 
 
Step 2: Interactions Specification 
In this step, for each agent type, all responsibilities that are related to an acquaintance 
relation with another agent (based on the responsibility table produced in analysis 
phase) are taken into account and an interaction table is produced for each agent 
type. Each row in the table will represent an interaction and will include: 
•  A descriptive name for the interaction. 
•  The responsibility (identified in the responsibly table produced in the analysis 
phase) that originates this interaction. This links design artefacts to analysis 
artefacts and can be used later to check consistency. 
•  A suitable interaction protocol (IP) chosen to implement the interaction. The 
standard FIPA interaction protocols should be considered as a candidate first 
(FIPA 2002). If none of these protocols are deemed suitable, an ad-hoc 
interaction protocol should be defined, as described in Step 3 of the design 
phase. 
•  The role played by the considered agent in the interaction protocol. This can 
be I for initiator or R for responder. Other roles can possibly be added if 
required. 
•  The agent type and name (if relevant) of the complementary role. 
•  The trigger condition, i.e. when this interaction takes place. This condition 
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Table 6.4 shows how the interaction table might look for the cinema organiser agent. 
  Similar tables can be filled for the other agent types identified in the analysis 
phase. It should be noted that since the focus is now on JADE, it is necessary to 
consider the features provided by the JADE toolkit. Hence, it is possible to start 
mapping the yellow pages agent with the ready-made JADE directory facilitator. 
More information on this is provided in Step 4 of the design phase. 
 
Step 3: Ad-Hoc Interaction Protocol Definition 
Whenever possible, existing interaction protocols defined by FIPA should be adopted 
(FIPA 2002). However, it is often the case that an interaction requires an ad-hoc 
interaction protocol to be defined (i.e. when none of the FIPA defined interaction 
protocols are deemed to be adequate). In such cases, the interaction protocol should 
be defined by means of a proper formalism. Two options are suggested for this: 
•  The interaction protocol formalism defined in AUML (Agent UML) (AUML 
2004), which is a formalism based on UML for specifying multi-agent 
interactions. 
•  Other (possibly user-defined) interaction protocols such as the FSM-based 
(FSM is the abbreviation for finite state machine) formalism (a possible topic 
for further work, see Chapter 8), Petri nets (Cost et al. 1999), or enhanced 
Dooley graphs (Parunak 1996). Some good reviews on the modelling of agent 
conversation are provided in the literature (Nowostawski, Purvis & 
Cranefield 2001; Paurobally, Cunningham & Jennings 2003). 
The reason for including alternative interaction protocols in addition to AUML is 
that although AUML is suitable for simple conversations, it is not practical for 
expressing complex interaction sequences. 
  In the case where an ad-hoc interaction protocol is required, a schema should be 
provided with its definition. This schema should be compliant with the AUML 
formalism, or, in the future, with the proposed FSM-based formalism. 
 
Step 4: Message Templates 
All the interaction protocol roles identified in the previous step are implemented as 
JADE behaviours (see Step 8 of the design phase). In this step, suitable 
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incoming messages, and these templates are added to the rows of the interaction 
table. The following rules should be applied in this step: 
•  use message templates based on the conversation ID (identification) in 
behaviours implementing initiator roles (ensure conversation IDs generated 
within an agent are unique); 
•  merge in a single behaviour responder roles dealing with the same 
combination of initiation message performative, ontology, and language; 
•  use message templates based on the above combinations of performative, 
ontology and language, in all always-active behaviours implementing 
responder roles; 
•  analyse conflicts (this can be carried out by means of an automatic tool and is 
a good candidate for further work, see Chapter 8) and modify message 
template used in responder behaviours; and 
•  if conflicts cannot be solved by adequate definition of performative, 
ontology, and languages, consider applying the dynamic template pattern 
described below. 
  It should be noted that at this stage some assumptions are made about the 
ontology and language used in the system when specifying the templates. This will, 
therefore, necessitate refinements in later steps. Based on the above rules, Table 6.4 
can be updated to Table 6.5 which is partially shown. 
 
The Dynamic Template Pattern 
The dynamic template pattern shown in Figure 6.8 is based on the usage of a 
jade.lang.acl.ConversationList object inside the agent. All initiator 
behaviours register to the ConversationList in their onStart method and 
deregister in their onEnd method. The ConversationList therefore can keep track of 
all interactions initiated by the agent and is able to provide a message template that 
matches all messages not belonging to any of these conversations. Responder 
behaviours with conflicting templates can then use the template provided by the 
ConversationList (properly refined with combinations of performative, ontology, and 
language) to avoid conflicts with all initiators. 
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Step 5: Description to be Registered/Searched (Yellow Pages) 
In this step, the naming conventions and the services registered/searched by agents in 
the yellow pages catalogue maintained by the JADE directory facilitator are 
formalised (when relevant). 
  Naming conventions are mainly domain dependent and it is suggested to use 
plain English to specify them. Furthermore, a class diagram form is proposed to 
describe service registrations/searches as shown in Figure 6.9 with reference to the 
cinema organiser case study. 
 
Step 6: Agent-Resource Interactions 
It is often the case that one or more agents in the system must interact with external 
resources such as databases, files storing information, or legacy software. In certain 
cases, some hardware appliances must be controlled or monitored, but this always 
happens through some dedicated software that actually hides the hardware behind it. 
Agents interacting with external resources have been identified in Step 2 of the 
analysis phase and are expressed in the agent diagram by an acquaintance relation 
with a resource element. Such resources can be classified into two main categories: 
•  Passive resources: Resources that change their status only as a consequence 
of some stimulus issued by the agent controlling the resource itself. 
•  Active resources: Resources that may change their status independently from 
the controlling agent. 
Agent interactions with passive and active resources as defined above are covered in 
the following two sections respectively. 
 
Passive Resources 
Examples of passive resources are a database fully controlled by the interacting 
agent, a data file in the local file system or a C library providing computational 
functions.  Interacting with passive resources is beyond the scope of this 
methodology. Moreover, a JADE agent is, after all, a piece of Java code and standard 
Java techniques can be used to handle these cases. For example, in the case of a 
database, JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) should be used, in the case of a data 
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Interface) should be used. These are standard Java techniques and their explanation is 
out of the scope of the proposed methodology. 
 
Active Resources 
Examples of active resources are a database where a human operator (or an external 
program) can insert or modify data, a log file continuously filled (updated) by an 
external program, an appliance that can raise alarms and software controlling a 
sensor detecting changes in the local environment. Active resources may provide a 
listener-based interface so that the controlling agent can immediately detect changes 
inside the resource. In other cases, the resource may provide an interface with 
methods that block until a change is detected, e.g. a network socket where some data 
is expected to be received. Finally, in certain cases the only way to detect relevant 
changes in an active resource is to periodically poll the resource itself.  
  Though several approaches are possible to deal with active resources, a single 
approach is proposed, which attempts to homogenise all the possible combinations of 
cases described above. This approach is based on the following rules: 
•  If no listener-based interface is available, use a dedicated Java thread, or pool 
of threads, to emulate it, i.e. to detect relevant changes inside the resource and 
act as a listener notifier. 
•  Provide the notifier with a listener implemented so that each call from the 
notifier results in adding a proper Behaviour to the agent according to the 
Listener adding behaviours pattern depicted in Figure 6.10. 
•  Use a jade.util.Event object and its waitUntilProcessed and 
notifyProcessed methods to synchronise the listener and the added 
behaviour when a result (produced by the behaviour) must be passed back to 
the notifier as the return value of a method of the listener interface. 
  The proposed approach is quite flexible and avoids synchronisation problems 
between the notifier threads and the agent thread since all relevant operations are 
carried out by the agent thread within the added behaviours. Moreover, using 
different behaviours to serve the events generated by the notifier transparently deals 
with the case where the notifier holds several threads that may notify events 
concurrently. 
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Active Resources: Querying a Relational Database 
A particular case that deserves some more consideration is that of a relational 
database. Since querying a database is typically performed using a very flexible 
language such as SQL (Structured Query Language), just applying the transducer 
approach discussed in Step 2 of analysis phase to a database, may not be the right 
choice, since only the controlling agent (i.e. the transducer) can actually exploit the 
power of SQL. Another agent wishing to retrieve information from the database 
should send a query expressed in, for example, SL (see Step 10 of the design phase 
for more information on content languages including SL) to the transducer, that, on 
its turn, should translate it into SQL, get the result from the database, and send them 
back to the initiator. However, expressing SQL queries in SL is definitely not a 
trivial task and typically one ends up having to map all possible queries that other 
agents may wish to perform on the database to dedicated actions, thus making the 
domain ontology much more complex than it should be. 
  The approach proposed is to stick to the transducer approach and avoid 
embedding JDBC code inside all agents that may need to query the database, as 
depicted in Figure 6.11, and is based on the Iterated version of FIPA-Request-like 
protocols and on the JDBC ontology that is currently under development. The former 
is just an extension of the normal FIPA-Request protocol, but allows one to obtain 
the results divided in chunks, rather than all together. The latter is an ontology that 
provides a single concept basically mapping the JDBC ResultSet. 
  The proposed solution preserves the full power of SQL/JDBC without the need 
for embedding JDBC code (and the related complexity) inside all agents that need to 
perform queries on the database. Furthermore, this confirms the effectiveness of the 
transducer approach over other approaches. 
 
Step 7: Agent-User Interactions 
In many cases, an agent needs to interact with a user. Agents interacting with users 
have been identified in Step 2 of the analysis phase and are expressed in the agent 
diagram by an acquaintance relation with an actor element. 
  There are several ways a user can interact with a piece of software such as a 
JADE agent. Here, the focus is on the graphical user interface (GUI), which is by far 
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•  a local GUI, typically implemented using Swing, the Abstract Windowing 
Toolkit (AWT) or some other graphical toolkit; or 
•  a web GUI implemented using JavaServer Pages technology. 
In both cases, it could be argued that a GUI can be viewed as an active resource and 
the rules listed in Step 6 of the design phase should apply to the agent-user 
interactions too. On the contrary, however, it can also be argued that there are 
elements which make the GUI case more complex with respect to a generic external 
resource. Thus, it is necessary that the local GUI and the web GUI cases are 
discussed in more detail in the following two sections respectively. 
 
Local GUI 
Here, the main issue is that the agent and the GUI must typically work on the same 
data (the agent to perform its domain specific tasks, and the GUI to present the data 
to the user), but must organise this data in different ways. As an example, the 
developer may want to organise a list of elements as a tree to support fast searches 
based on some criteria, while a java.awt.List would be the best structure to keep 
the same data from an AWT GUI point of view. The risk, therefore, is to end up with 
duplication of data and consequent problems in keeping this data consistent. 
  Using a toolkit such as Swing, which implements the Model-View-Controller 
architecture (Sun 2002), it is possible to overcome this problem by applying the 
following rules: 
•  store data inside the agent in structures that are suitable to accomplish agent 
tasks; 
•  make these structures fully synchronised; 
•  make these structures implement the proper swing model interfaces and link 
them to the related graphic classes inside the GUI module; and 
•  define proper renderer classes when necessary. 
  With reference to the example above, by applying these rules it is possible to end 
up with a tree structure optimised to perform fast searches and it would be made to 
implement the javax.swing.ListModel interface. Inside the GUI module, a 
javax.swing.JList object would be kept linked to the ListModel implemented 
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  Unfortunately, the Swing model interfaces are often quite complex, and as a 
consequence, following the presented approach may not be straightforward. 
Therefore, the decision on whether or not to adopt it is left to be decided by the 
developers on a case-by-case basis. 
  Additional indicators in this regard are left for possible future refinements of the 
methodology. 
 
Web GUI based on JSP 
This section provides guidance about the development of a web interface to a JADE 
multi-agent system implemented using JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology (Sun 
2006). The proposed approach is based on the creation of a dedicated agent inside the 
JSP, acting as a gateway between the JSP and the JADE world (i.e. the other agents 
in the system). In particular, it is suggested to use the JADEGateway and 
GatewayAgent classes included in the jade.wrapper package in JADE 3.3 (the 
current version of JADE at the time of writing), which hides the volatile nature of the 
agent acting as a gateway from the JSP developer’s point of view. This is to say that 
an agent created inside a JSP is not guaranteed to stay alive forever, since the JSP 
container may suddenly shut it down. Therefore, managing a direct pointer to the 
agent may become complex since the designer always needs to take into account that 
the agent may have died in the meantime. The JADE Gateway is essentially a proxy 
that hides to JSP developers the abovementioned complexity and automatically 
manages agent re-creations when needed. 
  There is a singleton JADEGateway object that embeds a container and a gateway 
agent within it. The JADE Gateway provides the execute method by means of 
which generic objects can be submitted to the gateway agent inside the JADE 
Gateway. The processCommand method of the gateway agent must be redefined to 
process objects passed to the JADE Gateway execute method. The execute 
method returns as soon as the gateway agent processing the object passed to the 
execute method calls the releaseCommand method specifying that object as its 
argument. 
  An efficient way to exploit these classes can be achieved by applying the 
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•  Do not embed any status information inside the gateway agent. Status 
information is intrinsically embedded into the multi-agent system and there is 
no need to duplicate it. Caching status information inside the gateway agent 
to improve performances is typically not relevant since the performance 
bottleneck is always web related. 
•  Use domain specific bean-behaviours as arguments when invoking the 
JADEGateway.execute method. The term bean-behaviours refers to 
behaviours with proper get and set methods for all domain specific 
parameters to be passed by the JSP to the JADE system and from the JADE 
system back to the JSP. 
•  Extend the gateway agent redefining the processCommand method as 
shown in the code segment below: 
      protected void processCommand(Object obj) { 
  addBehaviour(Behaviour)  obj); 
   }  
•  Call the releaseCommand method of the GatewayAgent inside the onEnd 
method of each bean-behaviour as shown in the code segment below: 
   public int onEnd() { 
  ((GatewayAgent)  myAgent).releaseCommand(this); 
  return  super.onEnd(); 
   }  
 
Step 8: Internal Agent Behaviours 
The actual job an agent has to do is typically carried out within the agent’s 
behaviour(s). Hence, in this step, the system designer should look at the agent 
responsibilities (via the responsibility table) identified in the analysis phase and map 
them to agent behaviours. 
  First of all, the following rule should be applied: for a responsibility related to an 
interaction in the interaction table described in Step 2 of the design phase, obtain the 
JADE class implementing the interaction protocol and role selected for that 
interaction and provide a suitable extension. In the cinema organiser case study, for 
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responsibility corresponds to an interaction in the interaction table where the cinema 
organiser agent plays the initiator role in a Contract-Net protocol. Therefore the 
behaviour implementing that responsibility should be a proper subclass of the 
jade.proto.ContractNetInitiator class. 
  Other responsibilities must be implemented using completely application-specific 
behaviours and therefore it is quite difficult to provide a formal guidance for this 
process. The suggestion, in any case, is not to extend the jade.core.Behaviour 
class directly, but to start from the JADE classes that implement the skeletons for 
commonly required types of task. These classes include: 
•  OneShotBehaviour: Implementing an atomic task that runs once and 
terminates immediately. 
•  CyclicBehaviour: Implementing a task that is always active, and performs 
the same operations each time it is scheduled. 
•  TickerBehaviour: Implementing a task that periodically executes the same 
operations. 
•  WakerBehaviour: Implementing an atomic task that runs once after a 
certain amount of time, and then terminates. 
  When dealing with complex responsibilities, it is suggested to attempt splitting 
them into a number of simpler tasks combined together and adopt one of the 
composite behaviour classes provided by JADE. These composite behaviour classes 
include: 
•  SequentialBehaviour: Implementing a composite task that schedules its 
subtasks sequentially. 
•  FSMBehaviour: Implementing a composite task that schedules its subtasks 
according to a finite state machine (FSM). A FSM is a software (or hardware) 
entity that, when working, can be modelled as a sequence of states, such that 
the entity is only in one state at a time. A FSM is typically represented using 
a state diagram. 
  Composite behaviour can be nested and therefore there can be, for instance, a 
subtask of a SequentialBehaviour that is on its turn a FSMBehaviour and so on. In 
particular, all complex responsibilities that can be modelled as finite state machines 
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  To demonstrate an example of a complex responsibility, take for instance the ‘let 
the cinema organiser user select friends to invite’ responsibility (see Table 6.3). This 
responsibility can be modelled as a FSM, and is shown by the state diagram in Figure 
6.12 (note that this is a hypothetical example to demonstrate the point and does not 
necessarily represent efficient operation). 
  The state diagram in Figure 6.12 demonstrates that for the responsibilities 
defined in the analysis phase, there may be many sub-responsibilities (unanticipated 
responsibilities arising from the main responsibilities in the responsibility table) 
when mapping to agent behaviours (leading to an update of the responsibility table). 
Moreover, during the process of defining agent behaviours, an interaction may arise 
that was unanticipated in the earlier stages of the design phase. For example, the 
‘update friends list’ state (sub-responsibility) shown in Figure 6.12, requires an 
interaction with the other cinema organiser agents in order to update the friends list. 
This will lead to the update of the interaction table and subsequent definition of a 
behaviour that is a proper subclass of the jade.proto.ContractNetInitiator 
class (in this case the cinema organiser agent will play the Initiator role in a Query 
protocol). 
 
Step 9: Defining an Ontology 
When agents in the system interact, they exchange information that refers to entities, 
abstract or concrete, that exist in the environment agents reside in. These entities may 
be primitive, such as a String or a number, or may have complex structures defined 
by templates specified in terms of a name and a set of slots whose values must be of 
a given type. These complex entity templates are referred to as concepts. For 
example, in the cinema organiser case study, there may be concepts such as: 
 
Movie 
  - title (String) 
  - duration (long) 
 
Cinema 
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Address 
  - city (String) 
  - street (String) 
  - number (int) 
 
Moreover, entities are typically related by means of relations that can be either true 
or false. Similar to complex entities, relations also have structures defined by 
templates and again, these templates are specified in terms of a name and a set of 
slots whose values must be of a given type. These relation templates are referred to 
as  predicates and, considering in the cinema organiser case study, there may be 
predicates such as: 
 
IsScheduled 
  - what (Movie) 
  - where (Cinema) 
  - when (time) 
 
Finally, a particular kind of complex entity is represented by descriptors of actions 
that agents can perform. The templates of these action descriptors are referred to as 
agent actions. A possible agent action (to be performed by the localisation agent) 
relevant to the cinema organiser case study may be for example: 
 
LocatePhone 
  - number (int) 
 
Actions, when executed, may produce an effect and/or generate a result to be sent 
back to the requester. For instance, the LocatePhone action will return to the 
requester the city where the mobile phone, whose number is specified as parameter 
of the action, is currently in. 
  An ontology is a set of concepts, predicates and agent actions referring to a given 
domain. Some more details on expressing ontologies are provided in the following 
sections. 
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Formalisms for Expressing Ontologies 
Different formalisms can be adopted for expressing an ontology. In the proposed 
methodology, a graphical formalism is advocated, based on UML class diagrams as 
shown in Figure 6.13. 
  The following points should be noted in relation to Figure 6.13: 
•  each ontological template is expressed as a class; 
•  the stereotype is used to differentiate between concepts, predicates and agent 
actions; 
•  a slot of an ontological template whose type is primitive is expressed as an 
attribute of the corresponding class; 
•  a slot of an ontological template whose type is itself a concept in the ontology 
is expressed as a role of an association linking the ontological element that 
owns the slot with the concept representing the type of the slot; and 
•  effects and results produced by the execution of an action are documented as 
comments attached to the agent action. 
The inheritance relation is used (not shown in Figure 6.13) as usual to indicate that 
an ontological template is a specialisation of another ontological template. 
 
Heuristic Rules 
Defining an ontology is typically not an easy task since the same domain can 
typically be described by means of several different sets of concepts, predicates and 
agent actions, i.e. by means of several different ontologies. For example, an 
alternative ontology for the cinema organiser domain is represented in Figure 6.14. 
  Generally, there are a number of choices that must be made. The most important 
ones are indicated in the following three sections. It should be noted that the details 
that motivate the outcome of each choice become clearer as the development process 
progresses. For this reason, the ontology is typically refined while iterating through 
the steps in the design phase. 
 
Ontology Boundaries 
An ontology is essentially a model of the application domain addressed by the 
system. Moreover, it is not always trivial to decide which types of entities and 
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ontology as simple as possible, while on the other hand, it must be ensured that the 
ontology is complete enough to allow agents to perform their jobs. The guideline 
provided to drive this choice is the following: include in the ontology only concepts 
and predicates that agents need to talk about, i.e. whose instances must be encoded 
inside the content of ACL messages exchanged by two or more agents in the system. 
 
Predicates Versus Concept Slots 
Each time entities of a complex type X are related to entities of type Y, this can be 
expressed either by adding a slot of type Y in concept X or by adding a predicate that 
relates X and Y. For example, the fact that a cinema has a given address, can be 
expressed either by a slot of type Address in the Cinema concept (as in Figure 6.13) 
or by a predicate IsIn that relates a cinema and an address (as in Figure 6.14). 
To guide this choice, the following heuristic rule is provided: when, given an 
entity of type X, the related entity of type Y is fixed and will never change, use a 
slot; conversely, when the latter can change during the lifetime of the system that is 
being developed, use a predicate. In the example above, applying the rule would lead 
to the first choice, since it can be confidently assumed that the address of a given 
cinema will never change. 
 
Information Retrieval 
It is often the case that an agent in the system must retrieve some information from 
another agent. Using ACL language, as JADE agents do, this may be achieved 
through either a QUERY_REF message including a proper identifying referential 
expression (e.g. (iota ?x (p ?x))) as content, or a REQUEST message 
specifying an action whose result is the information that must be retrieved. This 
choice is clearly related to the ontology. If the cinema organiser case study is 
considered, a cinema organiser agent needs to retrieve from the localisation agent the 
current city. In the ontology depicted in Figure 6.13, the cinema organiser agent 
would have to request the localisation agent to perform the LocatePhone action, 
i.e.: 
 
(REQUEST (action …. (LocatePhone :number <phone number>))) 
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In the ontology depicted in Figure 6.14, on the contrary, it would have to query the 
localisation agent for the city that makes the IsLocated predicate hold for its phone 
number, i.e.: 
 
(QUERY_REF (iota ?c (IsLocated <phone number> ?c))) 
 
There are advantages and disadvantages in both alternatives. Defining predicates in 
the ontology is the tidiest and most flexible approach and typically allows one to 
keep the ontology smaller. In contrast, dealing with an identifying referential 
expression is more complex. As a heuristic rule, the following is provided: if the 
agent providing the information to be retrieved includes a knowledge base that is 
able to handle identifying referential expression directly, define predicates in the 
ontology; otherwise, define actions. 
 
Tools for Defining an Ontology 
This section is tied to the implementation phase but some details are nevertheless 
provided. JADE provides a sophisticated mechanism, described in Caire and 
Cabanillas (2004), to handle ontological elements as instances of Java classes that are 
basically beans with proper get and set methods for all the slots in the template and 
to automatically convert them back and forth strings to be used as message contents. 
When moving from the design to implementation phase, the creation of these 
ontological Java classes is very straightforward but may be quite time consuming 
(especially when dealing with large ontologies having many templates). A proper 
plug-in, called Beangenerator (Beangenerator 2005) makes it possible to define the 
ontology using Protégé (Protégé 2006), and then let Beangenerator automatically 
create the ontology definition class and the predicates, agent actions, and concepts 
classes. Use of this approach is particularly convenient when: 
•  there are several templates in the ontology; or 
•  the ontological classes do not require any method other than the get and set 
methods corresponding to the ontological template slots. 
Furthermore, if other methods or fields are added manually after the automatic 
generation, and if the ontology must subsequently be modified and therefore re-
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Step 10: Content Language Selection 
JADE provides codecs for two content languages: the SL language and the LEAP 
language (through the jade.content package). Furthermore, a codec can be 
defined by a programmer if they desire for the agents to ‘speak’ a different content 
language (Caire & Cabanillas 2004). 
  The SL language is a human-readable string-encoded content language, while 
LEAP is a non-human readable byte-encoded content language. Based on this, some 
heuristics on choosing the appropriate content language are as follows: 
•  SL is suitable for agent based applications that are (or can become) open (i.e. 
where agents from different developers, running on different toolkits must 
communicate). 
•  The  LEAPCodec class is lighter (i.e. requires less resources) than the 
SLCodec class. Thus, when there are strong memory limitations the LEAP 
language is preferable. For example, for applications that rely on portable 
devices such as mobile phones, the LEAP language is much more preferable. 
Conversely, for applications where high capacity computers are involved, the 
SL language is more suitable. 
•  When it is required that a content language be used that should be readable by 
people, SL should be chosen; otherwise, if there are no such requirements, it 
is advisable to use LEAP. 
•  If the developer wishes to define their own codec, they should do so in such a 
way that it is consistent with the languages handled by the resources, e.g. 
SQL, XML, RDF, etc. For more information, refer to the literature on JADE 
(Caire & Cabanillas 2004; Quarta 2003; Turci 2001). 
  In the case of the cinema organiser case study, since mobile phones are involved, 
which have a low capacity compared to computers, the LEAP language is 
undoubtedly the best option. 
 
Design Summary 
Once the analysis has been carried out, a move is made to the design phase, which 
aims to specify the solution. The solution focuses on the JADE toolkit. It is possible 
to move back and forth between the analysis and design whenever necessary. The 
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•  Step 1: Agent Splitting/Merging/Renaming. By considering system 
performance and complexity in relation to the agent deployment diagram 
produced in analysis, agents are split, merged or left as is. 
•  Step 2: Interaction Specification. All responsibilities in the responsibility 
table related to an acquaintance relation with another agent are considered, 
and the interaction table produced for each agent type. 
•  Step 3: Ad-Hoc Interaction Protocol Definition. In the case that an existing 
interaction protocol cannot be used for an interaction, an ad-hoc interaction 
protocol is defined using a suitable formalism. 
•  Step 4: Message Templates. The interaction table is updated to specify 
suitable  MessageTemplate objects in behaviours to receive incoming 
messages. 
•  Step 5: Description to be Registered/Searched (Yellow Pages). The 
naming conventions and the services registered/searched by agents in the 
yellow pages catalogue maintained by the JADE directory facilitator are 
formalised. A class diagram form is used as a representation. 
•  Step 6: Agent-Resource Interactions. Based on the agent diagram produced 
in analysis, passive and active resources in the system are identified, and it is 
determined how agents will interact with these resources. 
•  Step 7: Agent-User Interactions. Based on the agent diagram produced in 
analysis, agent-user interactions are identified and detailed. 
•  Step 8: Internal Agent Behaviours. Based on the responsibility table 
produced in analysis, the agent responsibilities are mapped to agent 
behaviours. Different types of responsibilities (including interactions) will 
require different types of agent behaviours to be specified. 
•  Step 9: Defining an Ontology. An appropriate ontology for the domain is 
specified, by making a number of considerations. 
•  Step 10: Content Language Selection. By following some rules, a suitable 
content language is selected. 
•  Iterate Steps 1-10. Move back and forth between analysis and design 
whenever necessary. 
The artefacts produced in each step of the design and their relationships to those 
produced in the analysis are summarised in Figure 6.15 (note that design 
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Table 6.4: Interaction table for cinema organiser agent after Step 2 of design 
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Table 6.5: Interaction table for cinema organiser agent after Step 4 of design 
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Figure 6.9: Service registrations and searches in the 
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Figure 6.12: State diagram for ‘let the cinema organiser user select  
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6.5 Post Design 
As stated in Section 6.2, the proposed methodology does not attempt to formalise 
implementation and related issues such as deployment and testing. However, by 
completing the steps of analysis and design, the multi-agent system designer should 
have a good idea as to how to proceed with the implementation using the JADE 
toolkit. Thus, the systems designer can proceed to implementation by consulting the 
rich set of tutorials, programming APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) and 
other documentation on the JADE website (JADE 2006), which has been provided 
by both the JADE team and third-party contributors. Furthermore, the development 
of an automatic code generation tool to produce code based on the results of the 
design phase would be very useful, and hence, is left as possible candidate for further 
work (see Chapter 8). The user should always remember that in the end, the 
development of a multi-agent system using JADE is done through the Java language, 
and hence, standard Java coding practices should be adhered to. 
 
6.6 Applicability to Other Toolkits 
The ideas presented in the analysis and design steps can be adapted to other toolkits 
if the designer wishes. Specifically, the concepts of agent behaviours, ontologies, 
interactions between agents, content language selection, etc., are all abstract concepts 
of the agent paradigm, and hence, can be adapted to other toolkits which have the 
means to support such concepts. It should be noted that if the desired toolkit is FIPA-
compliant (as JADE is) the adaptation of this methodology should be easier. 
Furthermore, as mentioned in several parts of the methodology, the steps provided in 




This chapter has introduced a methodology for the development of multi-agent 
systems using the JADE toolkit. It has covered the analysis and design phases of 
multi-agent system development, with the design specifically focusing on JADE. The 
methodology presented here is very important to this study because it inherently 
accounts for the requirements of an integrated multi-agent system overlooked by CHAPTER 6. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS USING JADE  149 
existing methodologies. That is, in addition to standard requirements such as 
communication, it accounts for existing systems (e.g. software) and people (e.g. the 
operator) which form an essential part of the system. By focusing specifically on the 
JADE toolkit and the constructs provided therein, it avoids the abstract nature of 
existing methodologies. Nevertheless, it is possible for the methodology to be 
applied to other FIPA-compliant toolkits which provide facilities similar to those 
provided by JADE. 
  The methodology acts as a guide for those wishing to adopt the agent-based 
solution for the integration of operational tasks in chemical plants, but are unfamiliar 
with multi-agent systems. It is applied in the next chapter for the integration of the 
operational tasks developed in Chapter 5. 
  
 Chapter 7 
Development, Verification and Evaluation of the 
Integrated Multi-Agent System 
7.1 Introduction 
The operational tasks fundamental to this study have been developed in Chapter 5 
and a methodology was proposed for multi-agent system development in Chapter 6. 
In this chapter, the operational tasks are integrated according to the methodology. 
The resulting integrated multi-agent system is shown in operation and subsequently 
evaluated with respect to previous techniques that were identified in Chapter 2. 
 
7.2 Analysis of the Integrated Multi-Agent System 
The steps in the analysis phase of the multi-agent system development methodology, 
detailed in Section 6.3, were applied to the pilot plant case study. The application of 
these steps is discussed below. Note that the figures and tables corresponding to the 
individual steps are grouped together at the end of this section. 
 
Step 1: Use Cases 
The use case diagram for the pilot plant case study is shown in Figure 7.1. This 
diagram describes the functionality of the control room computers and is relatively 
straightforward. 
  The control room computers execute the operational tasks (i.e. data acquisition; 
regulatory control; data reconciliation; monitoring; fault detection and diagnosis; and 
supervisory control) and the plant operator interacts with these tasks (hence the 
association between the operator and the operational tasks). In addition, the data 
acquisition and regulatory control tasks are provided by the SCAN 3000 and Station 
software (hence the association). Each of the operational tasks includes a number of 
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functionalities which are represented by the include relationship. For example, the 
data reconciliation use case includes the gross error detection and removal of random 
errors use cases since these two functionalities are included in the data reconciliation 
use case. 
 
Step 2: Initial Agent Types Identification 
The initial agent diagram for the pilot plant case study is shown in Figure 7.2. The 
considerations made in the formation of this diagram are discussed below. 
  The operational tasks were intentionally spread over six computers, with an 
additional computer being assigned to the operator (i.e. seven computers in total, all 
situated in the pilot plant control room). The operational tasks are carried out by one 
or more programs (developed in Chapter 5) and are represented collectively as a 
resource (i.e. a rectangle) in the agent diagram. There is an agent corresponding to 
each of these resources with an appropriate name. Moreover, this agent is situated on 
the same computer as the resource. Since it was known at this point where the 
operational tasks would be running (i.e. on which computers), it was possible to 
represent this fact in the diagram. 
  On observation of Figure 7.2, it can be seen that ENGLAB26 runs the SCAN 
3000 and Station software. SCAN 3000 has been designed to interoperate with 
Microsoft Excel using Network Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE). This means that 
sensor data can be downloaded into an Excel spreadsheet in real-time and used by 
other programs. As shown in Figure 7.2, data is downloaded in this fashion into an 
Excel spreadsheet in real-time and transferred via an Excel Macro into a text file. 
This text file, which is updated every five seconds, is used by the other resources (via 
a shared drive) to perform their required tasks. Arrows connect the resources in 
Figure 7.2. Some of these arrows correspond to one resource using another (hence 
the uses keyword), while others correspond to one resource producing another (hence 
the produces keyword). 
 
Step 3: Responsibilities Identification 
The initial responsibility table for the pilot plant case study is shown in Table 7.1. 
These responsibilities were derived from the use case diagram produced in Step 1 
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Step 4: Acquaintances Identification 
This step involved the identification of interactions between agents, referred to as 
acquaintances. In the methodology, it suggests only the definition of those 
acquaintances that are obvious and the deferment of less obvious ones to later steps. 
Since the system is well-defined, most acquaintances were obvious at this point, and 
as a result, could be specified. The acquaintances defined at this point were as 
follows: 
•  Between the operator agent and all other agents in the system, since the 
operator needs to be informed about the status of the other agents and their 
corresponding operational tasks. Also, since the operator agent has the role of 
system coordinator, it has to advise the other agents in the system when to 
start, stop and die. This requires a two-way communication, i.e. sending the 
request and subsequently receiving the notification. 
•  Since inconsistencies in data will have an effect on agents using data, there is 
an interaction between all agents requiring data (i.e. all other agents in the 
system), and the data acquisition agent (formerly referred to as the data 
acquisition & regulatory control agent) which verifies data consistency. The 
data acquisition agent also has the responsibility of informing other agents 
that data has been updated, i.e. after it has been verified that the updated data 
is consistent. 
•  There is an interaction between the data reconciliation agent and the 
monitoring agent because the data reconciliation agent requires some data to 
be created by the monitoring agent (related to the sensors). This is a two-way 
communication since the data reconciliation agent requests for the data to be 
created, then receives an acknowledgment from the monitoring agent once 
this data has been created. Another interaction between the data reconciliation 
and monitoring agent results because the data reconciliation agent should be 
informed by the monitoring agent whether the plant is at steady-state before 
proceeding with its functions. 
•  Related to the point above, there should be an interaction between the data 
reconciliation and fault detection agents because the data reconciliation agent 
should be informed by the fault detection agent as to whether a fault exists 
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•  There is an interaction between the fault detection and fault diagnosis agents 
because the fault detection agent should inform the fault diagnosis agent 
when a fault has occurred indicating that it should initiate the diagnosis 
process. 
The agent diagram with the acquaintances identified is shown in Figure 7.3. The 
updated responsibility table based on Figure 7.3 is shown in Table 7.2. Note that the 
regulatory control agent has been removed and the responsibilities of acquiring and 
changing set-points are transferred to the operator. 
 
Step 5: Agent Refinement 
There are three considerations in this step: support; discovery; and management and 
monitoring. With respect to support, no supporting information is required. With 
respect to discovery, the system is closed and proper naming conventions are used, 
hence, no yellow pages agent is required. With respect to management and 
monitoring, no new agent types are required. Thus, no changes were made to the 
agent diagram and responsibly table in this step. 
 
Step 6: Agent Deployment Information 
The agent deployment diagram for the pilot plant case study is shown in Figure 7.4. 
This diagram was produced by observing the agent diagram and determining where 
each of the agents would be situated. 
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Figure 7.2: Agent diagram for pilot plant case study after Step 2
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Table 7.1: Responsibility table for pilot plant case study after Step 3 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Fault detection agent  Detect faults. 
Fault diagnosis agent  Diagnose faults. 
Monitoring agent  1. Determine if plant is at steady-state. 
2. Perform exponential filtering of data. 
3. Calculate mean value of sensor data over a specified 
time period. 
4. Calculate standard deviation and variance of sensor 
data over a specified time period. 
5. Calculate covariance of two sensors over a specified 
time period. 
6. Perform sensor limit checking. 
Data acquisition & 
regulatory control agent 
1. Check data consistency. 
2. Change set-points. 
3. Acquire current set-point values. 
Supervisory control 
agent 
Optimise sensor values. 
Data reconciliation 
agent 
Reconcile sensor data. 
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Table 7.2: Responsibility table for pilot plant case study after Step 4 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Fault detection agent  1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Detect faults. 
3. Receive start request from operator agent. 
4. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
5. Receive die request from operator agent. 
6. Inform relevant agents (fault diagnosis agent and 
operator agent) that a fault has occurred. 
7. Satisfy requesting agent request on whether a fault has 
occurred. 
8. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
9. Update GUI. 
Fault diagnosis agent  1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Diagnose faults. 
3. Receive start request from operator agent. 
4. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
5. Receive die request from operator agent. 
6. Receive inform from fault detection agent to diagnose a 
fault. 
7. Inform the operator agent which fault has occurred 
when (preliminary then conclusive) diagnosis complete. 
8. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
9. Update GUI. 
Monitoring agent  1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Determine if plant is at steady-state. 
3. Perform exponential filtering of data. 
4. Calculate mean value of sensor data over a specified 
time period. 
5. Calculate standard deviation and variance of sensor 
data over a specified time period. 
6. Calculate covariance of two sensors over a specified 
time period. 
7. Perform sensor limit checking. 
8. Receive start request from operator agent. 
9. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
10. Receive die request from operator agent. 
11. Inform the operator on change of plant state. 
12. Satisfy request from other agents (data reconciliation 
agent) querying plant status. 
13. Receive request from data reconciliation agent to 
create data. 
14. Perform relevant data creation for data reconciliation 
agent. 
15. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
16. Update GUI. 
Data acquisition 
agent 
1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Check data consistency. 
3. Inform relevant agents that data updated. 
4. Receive start request from operator agent. 
5. Receive stop request form operator agent. 
6. Receive die request from operator agent. 
7. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
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Table 7.2 Continued 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Supervisory control 
agent 
1. Alert operator agent that initialised. 
2. Optimise sensor values. 
3. Receive start request from operator agent. 
4. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
5. Receive die request from operator agent. 
6. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
7. Update GUI. 
Data reconciliation 
agent 
1. Alert operator agent that initialised. 
2. Reconcile sensor data. 
3. Request monitoring agent to create required data. 
4. Query plant status from monitoring agent 
5. Query if fault exists from fault detection agent. 
6. Receive start request from operator agent. 
7. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
8. Receive die request from operator agent. 
9. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
10. Update GUI. 
Operator agent  1. Receive initialised message from agents. 
2. Send start request to agents. 
3. Send stop request to agents. 
4. Send die request to agents. 
5. Receive status updates from other agents. 





























Figure 7.4: Agent deployment diagram for 
pilot plant case study after Step 6 
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7.3 Design of the Integrated Multi-Agent System 
Once analysis was complete, the steps in the design phase of the multi-agent system 
development methodology, detailed in Section 6.4, were applied to the pilot plant 
case study. The application of these steps is discussed below. Note that the figures 
and tables corresponding to the individual steps are grouped together at the end of 
this section. 
 
Step 1: Agent Splitting/Merging/Renaming 
For the pilot plant case study, there are a relatively small number of well-defined 
agent types identified in the analysis phase. Hence, splitting or merging of agents is 
not necessary. 
 
Step 2: Interactions Specification 
After going through the responsibility table produced in the analysis phase (see Table 
7.2) and highlighting the responsibilities requiring an interaction (see underlined 
responsibilities in Table 7.3), it was possible to define the interaction table for each 
agent as shown in Tables 7.4-7.10. Here, an interaction refers to an agent-agent 
interaction (and not agent-resource interaction). 
 
Step 3: Ad-Hoc Interaction Protocol Definition 
Since all the interactions could be specified using existing FIPA-defined interaction 
protocols, it was not required to define any ad-hoc interaction protocols. 
 
Step 4: Message Templates 
The agents in the pilot plant case study are involved in simple conversations. It is, 
therefore, sufficient for agents to receive messages based on: 
•  either performative, sender or content; 
•  if a conflict may arise, a suitable combination (pair) of the above; and 
•  in the case when an agent initiates a message, then waits for a reply, the 
message template for the reply should be based on the conversation ID of the 
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Since the definition of message templates is straightforward, Tables 7.4-7.10 are not 
updated. 
 
Step 5: Description to be Registered/Searched (Yellow Pages) 
The names of all agents and the services they provide are known at runtime, so no 
yellow pages agent is required for the pilot plant case study. 
 
Step 6: Agent-Resource Interactions 
Before determining how the agents and resources will interact, it is first necessary to 
identify the passive and active resources. The agent-resource interactions, based on 
the agent diagram, are as follows: 
•  between fault detection agent and the fault detection resource; 
•  between fault diagnosis agent and the fault diagnosis resource; 
•  between monitoring agent and the monitoring resource; 
•  between data reconciliation agent and the data reconciliation resource; 
•  between supervisory control agent and the supervisory control resource; and 
•  between all agents and the data text file. 
All the above resources are passive resources (i.e. the resource only changes its status 
via the controlling agent) except for the data text file (updated independently of the 
data acquisition agent by SCAN 3000 via Excel) which is an active resource (i.e. the 
resource changes its status independent of the controlling agent). 
  In the case of a passive resource, the interaction with its corresponding agent is 
highly dependent of the nature of the resource. The fault detection and fault 
diagnosis resources are composed of a number of compiled Java .class files which 
should be run in a particular sequence. The agent should be aware of this sequence 
and execute the files accordingly (without human intervention). The agent does not 
directly interact with the Java files. Instead, the Java files are executed and the results 
channelled into a text file periodically. It is these text files which the agent reads to 
obtain the necessary information. This procedure is similar to application integration 
using text files discussed in Section 2.5.2. 
  In the case of the data reconciliation and supervisory control resources, both of 
these resources are C-based and have a corresponding executable file (produced 
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subsequently channelled into a text file. Then, as with the fault detection and 
diagnosis agents, the data reconciliation and supervisory control agents are only 
required to read these text files to obtain the required information. 
  The monitoring resource is composed of a number of Java classes, which contain 
the required functions. The required functions are collectively invoked using a 
special Java program (see Section 7.4) and the results subsequently channelled into a 
text file. This text file is read by the monitoring agent. 
  In all the above cases where agents interact with passive resources, the agent 
executes the files (Java or executable) in a particular sequence and the results are 
obtained through text files (at each stage in the sequence) rather than directly 
invoking the functions in the files. This method is seen to be the simplest and most 
effective means for gaining results from passive resources in this case study. 
  As mentioned above, the only active resource is the data text file. The data text 
file is produced by an Excel file (via an Excel macro) that is constantly updated with 
current sensor data by SCAN 3000. All agents in the pilot plant case study are 
required to interact with this active resource at some point in time since it contains 
the plant data that is fundamental to all the operational tasks. The data acquisition 
agent has the responsibility of detecting when the data has been updated (it is 
notified by Excel) and subsequently checking the data for consistency. If the data is 
consistent, it informs the other agents in the system that the data has been updated 
and it is consistent. The data is made available to all agents via a shared drive and all 
agents are able to read data from this text file. 
 
Step 7: Agent-User Interactions 
The major agent-user interaction in the pilot plant case study is between the operator 
agent and the operator. This interaction occurs through a GUI situated on the 
operator’s computer (ENGPC135). This GUI presents the operator with an 
aggregated overview of the operational tasks in addition to allowing the operator to 
control (to some extent) the other agents in the system (i.e. to start, stop and kill the 
other agents). The GUI is updated by the operator agent based on events occurring in 
the system, i.e. other agents make the operator agent aware of these particular events 
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between the agent and the user by bringing events to the attention of the user and 
demanding direct and prompt feedback. 
  In addition to the operator’s GUI, each agent has a personal GUI associated with 
it. The agent updates this GUI based on the status of its corresponding operational 
task. The operator agent has an identical output to the individual agent’s GUIs. 
  In all cases, the data which is required to be displayed on the GUI is stored within 
the agent in the form of global data structures. The agent has the responsibility of 
updating the GUI. This prevents duplication of data. The GUIs were implemented 
using Java Swing. More details on agent-user interactions are discussed in Section 
7.5, where screenshots of the systems in operation are presented. 
 
Step 8: Internal Agent Behaviours 
In this step, the agent behaviours were specified for the individual agents using state 
diagrams where necessary. These behaviours were later directly mapped to actual 
agent behaviours when the agents were coded in the implementation phase. The 
behavioural specifications for the individual agents are provided below. 
 
Fault Detection Agent 
The state diagrams for the fault detection agent are shown in Figures 7.5-7.7. All 
required behaviours and the updated interaction table are given in Tables 7.11 and 
7.12 respectively (updated responsibilities are indicated by *). 
  It should be noted that the state diagrams in Figures 7.5 and 7.7 are common to 
all agents except the operator agent. There are, however, some slight changes in the 
responsibility numbers between agents, which are indicated in the footnotes. 
  Note also that in Figure 7.6, the FaultDetectionAgentCoordination 
behaviour which carries out the state diagram is itself composed of several 
behaviours. For example, it is composed of the CheckSteadyState behaviour 
which checks at the outset to see if the plant is at steady-state. These behaviours are 
added and removed (using the addBehaviour and removeBehaviour functions in 
JADE) by FaultDetectionAgentCoordination based on the position in the 
state diagram. That is, the FaultDetectionAgentCoordination behaviour is 
essentially a coordinator of behaviours as its name suggests. Other agents have 
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Fault Diagnosis Agent 
The state diagram for the fault diagnosis agent is shown in Figure 7.8. All required 




The state diagrams for the monitoring agent are shown in Figures 7.9-7.12. All 
required behaviours and the updated interaction table are given in Tables 7.15 and 
7.16 respectively. 
 
Data Acquisition Agent 
The state diagram for the data acquisition agent is shown in Figure 7.13. All required 
behaviours and the updated interaction table are given in Tables 7.17 and 7.18 
respectively. 
 
Supervisory Control Agent 
The state diagram for the supervisory control agent is shown in Figure 7.14. All 
required behaviours and the updated interaction table are given in Tables 7.19 and 
7.20 respectively. 
 
Data Reconciliation Agent 
The state diagram for the data reconciliation agent is shown in Figure 7.15. All 




No state diagrams were required to represent the operator agent’s behaviours. All 
required behaviours and the updated interaction table for the operator agent are given 
in Tables 7.23 and 7.24 respectively. 
 
After the above considerations have been made, the agent diagram (Figure 7.3) and 
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updated. With regard to the agent diagram, the only additional interaction is between 
the data reconciliation and supervisory control agents (i.e. an association between 
these two agents in Figure 7.3). The responsibility table is updated by including the 
elements of the updated interaction tables produced in this step: a very 
straightforward process. 
 
Step 9: Defining an Ontology 
In the pilot plant case study, the majority of messages that need to be passed between 
agents consist of atomic data. Thus, it was sufficient to use Strings to represent the 
content of messages, with each agent having the ability to recognise these Strings 
and act accordingly. 
 
Step 10: Content Language Selection 
Since, as mentioned in the previous step, Strings were used for defining the possible 
messages between the agents, the standard SL language provided by JADE was 
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Table 7.3: Responsibilities requiring an interaction (underlined) 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Fault detection agent  1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Detect faults. 
3. Receive start request from operator agent. 
4. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
5. Receive die request from operator agent. 
6. Inform relevant agents (fault diagnosis agent and 
operator agent) that a fault has occurred. 
7. Satisfy requesting agent request on whether a fault has 
occurred. 
8. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
9. Update GUI. 
Fault diagnosis agent  1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Diagnose faults. 
3. Receive start request from operator agent. 
4. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
5. Receive die request from operator agent. 
6. Receive inform from fault detection agent to diagnose a 
fault. 
7. Inform the operator agent which fault has occurred 
when (preliminary then conclusive) diagnosis complete. 
8. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
9. Update GUI. 
Monitoring agent  1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Determine if plant is at steady-state. 
3. Perform exponential filtering of data. 
4. Calculate mean value of sensor data over a specified 
time period. 
5. Calculate standard deviation and variance of sensor 
data over a specified time period. 
6. Calculate covariance of two sensors over a specified 
time period. 
7. Perform sensor limit checking. 
8. Receive start request from operator agent. 
9. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
10. Receive die request from operator agent. 
11. Inform the operator on change of plant state. 
12. Satisfy request from other agents (data reconciliation 
agent) querying plant status. 
13. Receive request from data reconciliation agent to 
create data. 
14. Perform relevant data creation for data reconciliation 
agent. 
15. Inform operator agent if an error occurs.
16. Update GUI. 
Data acquisition 
agent 
1. Alert operator that initialised. 
2. Check data consistency. 
3. Inform relevant agents that data updated. 
4. Receive start request from operator agent. 
5. Receive stop request form operator agent. 
6. Receive die request from operator agent. 
7. Inform operator agent if an error occurs. 
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Table 7.3 Continued 
Agent type  Responsibilities 
Supervisory control 
agent 
1. Alert operator agent that initialised. 
2. Optimise sensor values. 
3. Receive start request from operator agent. 
4. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
5. Receive die request from operator agent. 
6. Inform operator agent if an error occurs.
7. Update GUI. 
Data reconciliation 
agent 
1. Alert operator agent that initialised. 
2. Reconcile sensor data. 
3. Request monitoring agent to create required data. 
4. Query plant status from monitoring agent 
5. Query if fault exists from fault detection agent. 
6. Receive start request from operator agent. 
7. Receive stop request from operator agent. 
8. Receive die request from operator agent. 
9. Inform operator agent if an error occurs.
10. Update GUI. 
Operator agent  1. Receive initialised message from agents. 
2. Send start request to agents. 
3. Send stop request to agents. 
4. Send die request to agents. 
5. Receive status updates from other agents. 
6. Update GUI (including alerts and pop-up messages 
when necessary). 
 
Table 7.4: Fault detection agent interaction table 
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reconciliation 
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Table 7.4 Continued 
Interaction Resp. IP  Role  With  When 
Inform operator 










Table 7.5: Fault diagnosis agent interaction table 
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agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
fault diagnosis 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
fault diagnosis 
agent dying (I). 
Receive inform 
from fault 
detection agent to 


































Table 7.6: Monitoring agent interaction table 















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 










R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
monitoring agent 
stopped (I). 
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Table 7.6 Continued 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 




operator agent on 






Change of plant 
state detected. 
Satisfy queries 
from other agents 
regarding status 









status of plant 
received (R); 











R, I  Data 
reconciliation 
agent 
Request for data 
creation received 
(R); data has 
been created (I). 
Inform operator 











Table 7.7: Data acquisition agent interaction table 













I All  other 
agents 
Data update 









R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
data acquisition 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
data acquisition 











requires die (R); 
data acquisition 
agent dying (I). 
Inform operator 
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Table 7.8: Supervisory control agent interaction table 















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
supervisory control 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
supervisory control 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
supervisory control 
agent dying (I). 
Inform operator 










Table 7.9: Data reconciliation agent interaction table 































(I); plant status 
known (R). 
Query if fault 




















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
data reconciliation 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
data reconciliation 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
data reconciliation 
agent dying (I). 
Inform operator 
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Table 7.10: Operator agent interaction table 

















I, R  All other 
agents 
Operator presses start 
button on GUI (I); start 









I, R  All other 
agents 
Operator presses stop 
button on GUI (I); 
stopped message received 








I, R  All other 
agents 
Operator presses kill 
button on GUI (I); dead 







R All  other 
agents 
Certain events of 
importance occur (data 
inconsistency, fault, 
preliminary or conclusive 
diagnosis, state change, 
outside limits, gross error, 
random error, set-point 






Inform oa initialised (1)
then wait for start















Wait until agent fully
created & registered
with main container
Agent Idle Agent Running
ReceiveStartRequest
† 3 becomes 8 for monitoring agent,
4 for data acquisition agent and
6 for data reconciliation agent.
 
Figure 7.5: Agent startup  



































Inform fida & oa (6)




























Agent Stopped Agent Dead
Die request
received
& inform sent (5)
ReceiveStopRequest
† 4 & 5 becomes 9 & 10 respectively for monitoring agent,
5 & 6 respectively for data acquisition agent and
7 & 8 respectively for data reconciliation agent.
 
Figure 7.7: Agent shutdown  
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Table 7.11: Fault detection agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveStartRequest CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
start request. 
ReceiveStopRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
stop request. 
ReceiveDieRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
die request. 
FaultDetectionAgentCoordination  CyclicBehaviour  Coordinates behaviours 
based on Figure 7.6. 
CheckSteadyState  CyclicBehaviour 
Checks if the plant is at 
steady-state (every 7.5 
seconds until steady-state 
reached). 
RunFaultDetectionBehaviour  CyclicBehaviour  Runs the fault detection 
module. 
DealWithFaultBehaviour  CyclicBehaviour  Deals with a fault when 
it occurs. 
ReceiveDataUpdatedMessage CyclicBehaviour  Receives message that 
data has been updated. 
AnswerFaultQuery CyclicBehaviour 
Answers query from 
other agents if there is a 
fault in the plant. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour  Updates the GUI display 
when changes occur. 
 
Table 7.12: Fault detection agent interaction table updated 















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
fault detection 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
fault detection 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
fault detection 
agent dying (I). 
Inform relevant 




















R, I  Data 
reconciliation 
agent 
Requested by data 
reconciliation agent 
(R); known if fault 
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Table 7.12 Continued 
Interaction Resp. IP  Role  With  When 
Inform operator 










occurs (I); fault 
detection module 
error fixed (R). 
Determine 






I, R  Monitoring 
agent 














agent detected that 
data updated with 
no errors. 
Receive reply 





















































Figure 7.8: State diagram for fault diagnosis agent 
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Table 7.13: Fault diagnosis agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveStartRequest CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
start request. 
ReceiveStopRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
stop request. 
ReceiveDieRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
die request. 
FaultDiagnosisAgentCoordination  CyclicBehaviour  Coordinates behaviours 
based on Figure 7.8. 
MainFaultDiagnosisBehaviour  CyclicBehaviour  Runs the fault detection 
module. 
ReceiveDataUpdatedMessage CyclicBehaviour  Receives message that 
data has been updated. 
ReplyDiagnosisOperatorAgent CyclicBehaviour  Tells the operator agent 
which fault has occurred. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour  Updates the GUI display 
when changes occur. 
 
 
Table 7.14: Fault diagnosis agent interaction table updated 















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
fault diagnosis 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
fault diagnosis 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
fault diagnosis 
agent dying (I). 
Receive inform 
from fault 
detection agent to 
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Table 7.14 Continued 
Interaction Resp. IP  Role  With  When 
Inform operator 










error occurs (I); 
fault diagnosis 
module error fixed 
(R). 
Determine when 








agent detected that 























































Figure 7.10: State diagram for monitoring agent – exponential filtering 
































































Figure 7.12: State diagram for monitoring agent – data creation 
 
Table 7.15: Monitoring agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveStartRequest CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
start request. 
ReceiveStopRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
stop request. 
ReceiveDieRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries out 
die request. 
MonitoringAgentCoordination  CyclicBehaviour  Starts and stops the 
following six behaviours. 
MainMonitoringBehaviour  CyclicBehaviour 
Runs the steady-state 
detection module based on 
Figure 7.9. 
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Behaviour Type  Description 
PerformExponentialFiltering CyclicBehaviour Exponential filtering based 
on Figure 7.10. 
PerformSensorLimitChecking CyclicBehaviour  Sensor limit checking 
based on Figure 7.11. 
AnswerSteadyStateQuery CyclicBehaviour  Satisfy queries on whether 
plant is at steady-state. 
PerformReconciliationRequest CyclicBehaviour 
Creates data for data 
reconciliation agent based 
on Figure 7.12. 
ReceiveDataUpdatedMessage CyclicBehaviour  Receives message that data 
has been updated. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour  Updates the GUI display 
when changes occur. 
 
Table 7.16: Monitoring agent interaction table updated 
Interaction Resp. IP  Role  With  When 














R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 










R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
monitoring agent 
stopped (I). 
Receive die request 





R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
monitoring agent 
dying (I). 
Inform the operator 






Change of plant 
state detected. 
Satisfy queries from 
other agents 












status of plant 











R, I  Data 
reconciliation 
agent 
Request for data 
creation received 
(R); data has been 
created (I). 
Inform operator 






I, R  Operator 
agent 
Monitoring module 
error occurs (I); 
monitoring module 
error fixed (R). 
Determine when 








agent detected that 
data updated with 
no errors. 
































Figure 7.13: State diagram for data acquisition agent 
 
Table 7.17: Data acquisition agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveStartRequest CyclicBehaviour Receives and carries out 
start request. 
ReceiveStopRequest  CyclicBehaviour Receives and carries out 
stop request. 
ReceiveDieRequest  CyclicBehaviour Receives and carries out 
die request. 
DataAcquisitionAgentCoordination  CyclicBehaviour Coordinates behaviours 
based on Figure 7.13. 
DataUpdatedMessage CyclicBehaviour Sends message that data 
has been updated. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour
Updates the GUI 
display when changes 
occur. 
 
Table 7.18: Data acquisition agent interaction table updated 













R, I  All other 
agents 
Data update 









R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
data acquisition 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
data acquisition 
agent stopped (I). 
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Table 7.18 Continued 











requires die (R); 
fault detection 
agent dying (I). 
Inform operator 










occurs (I); data 
acquisition module 
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Figure 7.14: State diagram for supervisory control agent 
 
Table 7.19: Supervisory control agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveStartRequest CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries 
out start request. 
ReceiveStopRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries 
out stop request. 
ReceiveDieRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries 
out die request. 
SupervisoryControlAgentCoordination  CyclicBehaviour 
Coordinates 
behaviours based on 
Figure 7.14. 
RunDataReconciliation  CyclicBehaviour  Reconciled data 
request. 
RunSupervisoryControl OneShotBehaviour Runs the supervisory 
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Table 7.19 Continued 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveOperatorInforms CyclicBehaviour 
Receive Informs 
from the operator 
agent. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour 





Table 7.20: Supervisory control agent interaction table updated 















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
data acquisition 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
fault detection 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
fault detection 
agent dying (I). 
Inform operator 





















I, R  Data 
reconciliation 
agent 













I, R  Operator 
agent 
Set-point change is 
necessary (I); need 
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Figure 7.15: State diagram for data reconciliation agent 
 
Table 7.21: Data reconciliation agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
ReceiveStartRequest CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries 
out start request. 
ReceiveStopRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries 
out stop request. 
ReceiveDieRequest  CyclicBehaviour  Receives and carries 
out die request. 
DataReconciliationAgentCoordination  CyclicBehaviour 
Coordinates 
behaviours based on 
Figure 7.15. 
RunDataReconciliation  CyclicBehaviour 





that data has been 
updated. 
CheckFaultExists CyclicBehaviour 
Checks if plant at 
steady-state (every 
7.5 seconds). 
ReplyToSupervisoryControlAgent  CyclicBehaviour 
Replies to 
supervisory control 
agent on whether it is 
okay to access data. 
ReceiveOperatorInforms CyclicBehaviour 
Tells the operator 
agent which fault has 
occurred. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour 
Updates the GUI 
display when 
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Table 7.22: Data reconciliation agent interaction table updated 































(I); plant status 
known (R). 
Query if fault 




















R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires start (R); 
data reconciliation 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires stop (R); 
data reconciliation 








R, I  Operator 
agent 
Operator agent 
requires die (R); 
data reconciliation 
agent dying (I). 
Inform operator 










occurs (I); data 
reconciliation agent 
module error fixed 
(R). 
Inform operator 






I, R  Operator 
agent 
Gross error 
detected (I); gross 
error fixed (R). 
Inform operator 



























control agent on 











agent requires data 
for set-point 
optimisation (R); 
determined if okay 
to use data (I). 
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Table 7.23: Operator agent behaviours 
Behaviour Type  Description 
DetectAllAgentsInitialised CyclicBehaviour Detect that all agents 
have been initialised. 
SendStartRequestToAgents  OneShotBehaviour  Sends start request to 
all agents. 
DetectAllAgentsStarted  CyclicBehaviour  Detects that all 
agents have started. 
SendStopRequestToAgents  OneShotBehaviour  Sends stop request to 
all agents. 
DetectAllAgentsStopped  CyclicBehaviour  Detects that all 
agents have stopped. 
SendKillRequestToAgents OneShotBehaviour  Sends kill request to 
all agents. 
DetectAllAgentsDead CyclicBehaviour  Detects that all 
agents have died. 
ReceiveStatusOfModules  CyclicBehaviour 
Receives messages 
on status of all 
agents. 
UpdateCurrentOperatingPointGUI CyclicBehaviour 
Update the current 
operating point on 
the GUI. 
UpdateGuiDisplay  CyclicBehaviour 




Table 7.24: Operator agent interaction table updated 

















I, R  All other 
agents 
Operator presses 
start button on GUI 










I, R  All other 
agents 
Operator presses 
stop button on GUI 
(I); stopped 
message received 








I, R  All other 
agents 
Operator presses 
kill button on GUI 








R, I  All other 
agents 
Certain events of 
importance occur 
(see Table 7.10) 
(R); acknowledge 
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7.4 Implementation of the Integrated Multi-Agent System 
Based on the artefacts produced in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, the system was implemented 
and tested in the pilot plant. The description of the pilot plant and its associated 
settings were provided in Chapter 4. The code for agents, their corresponding 
graphical user interfaces and related files is provided in Appendices B. 
  One important point to note is that the agents are required to operate without 
human intervention. It is, therefore, essential that the agents be able to execute, by 
themselves, the modules realising the operational tasks developed in Chapter 5. 
Often, this requires the execution of several separate programs in a particular 
sequence (as discussed in Step 6, Section 7.3). These programs consist of Java class 
files, executable files and batch files. A Java class called StreamGobbler was 
employed for this purpose (Daconta 2000) and was included in the code of each 
agent (except the operator agent). The use of this code allows the agents to execute 
the programs in any desired sequence without the need for human intervention (just 
as if the program was being executed from the command-prompt by a person). 
Furthermore, with this additional code, each individual agent is capable of executing 
several of the programs in parallel if required. This mechanism means that the agent 
becomes a completely autonomous entity, which is one of the defining characteristics 
of being an agent (see Section 3.2.1). 
  In addition to the behaviours defined in Step 8 of Section 7.3, the agents have 
methods which carry out useful tasks (as with regular Java programs). For example, 
the data acquisition agent has the checkDataConsistency method, which allows 
it to check the consistency of the data. The definition of these methods is standard 
Java programming practice. 
  The operation of the integrated multi-agent system is described in the following 
section through a sequence of screenshots. 
 
7.5 The Integrated Multi-Agent System in Operation 
This section describes the operation of the integrated multi-agent system by 
providing some screenshots and explaining them. The screenshots start with the 
initial stages of system initialisation and normal operation, then move on to show the 
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system shutdown. After the screenshots have concluded, an insight is provided into 
the message passing between the agents which happens in the background within the 
command-prompt that initialised the agent. Note that the figures related to the 
different phases of system operation are grouped together at the end of this section. 
 
System Initialisation 
The system initialisation involves the initialisation of all the agents. Firstly, the 
operator agent is initialised, followed by all other agents in the system. The 
command entered into the command-prompt to initialise the agents is shown below: 
 
For the operator agent: 
java jade.Boot -gui oa:OperatorAgent 
 
For the data reconciliation agent, for example: 
java jade.Boot -container -host engpc135.murdoch.edu.au 
dra:DataReconciliationAgent 
 
Since the operator agent is the first to be initialised, the container holding this agent 
becomes the main container. The -gui command creates a GUI when the operator 
agent initialisation is complete (on the operator agent’s computer), which gives an 
overview of the containers in the system. All other agents register with this agent on 
initialisation and thus need to define the location of the computer where the main 
container is situated (using the -host command). 
  The GUI of the operator agent and the data reconciliation agent (an example 
agent) are shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17 respectively. Once all the agents have 
been initialised on their respective computers (using the above commands), the 
operator agent receives a pop-up message: ‘Agents are ready to start’ and the ‘Status 
of Agents’ pane at the top of the GUI changes to ‘Idle’ (from ‘NA’) as shown in 
Figure 7.18. This signals to the operator that the agents can be started whenever 
desired. The overview of the containers in the system after all agents have been 
initialised is shown in Figure 7.19. The main container contains the operator agent, 
while all other agents are assigned individual containers since they are on separate 
computers. 
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System Running 
As mentioned above, once all agents have been correctly initialised, the status of the 
agents becomes ‘Idle’ and the operator is alerted with a pop-up message that the 
agents are ready to start (see Figure 7.18). The operator proceeds by clicking ‘OK’ 
on the pop-up window and then the ‘Start Agents’ button at the top of the operator 
agent’s GUI. This starts all the agents. 
  Once all the agents have been started (and informed the operator agent of this), 
the status of the agents changes from ‘Idle’ to ‘Running’ and the pop-up message 
‘Agents have been started’ appears, as shown in Figure 7.20. The operator clicks 
‘OK’ and the system is now operating normally as shown in Figure 7.21. It can be 
seen in Figure 7.21 that each of the operational tasks has a display which shows its 
status. This status is identical to that of the individual agent’s GUI. The data 
reconciliation agent’s GUI is shown in Figure 7.22 as an example. Also, at the 
bottom of the operator agent’s GUI is a display showing the current operating point 
and a button ‘Plot History’ which allows the history of the sensors to be plotted. 
  A point to note is that in Figure 7.20, the monitoring operational task pane is 
highlighted pink. The reason for this is that when the operator’s GUI is started, the 
plant’s status is initially set to non-steady-state (hence the ‘Steady-State: false’ in the 
monitoring pane). When certain events such as a departure from steady-state occur, 
the corresponding operational task pane is highlighted pink to aid in the notification 
of the operator. In other cases where important information is presented, the pane is 
highlighted light-blue in colour. The pane automatically goes back to normal after 
the important information has been acknowledged or the problem causing the 
abnormal event rectified (i.e. a display similar to that in Figure 7.21). 
 
Event: Fault 
In order to demonstrate the system’s response in the event of a fault, a fault was 
simulated in the pilot plant. Specifically, fault number 7 (see Section 5.6) was 
simulated, which involved the opening of valve in stream 4 (to simulate a rupture in 
stream 4). 
  Once the fault was introduced into the plant, the system promptly detected this 
and alerted the operator as shown in Figure 7.23. After a brief period, a pop-up 
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state appeared as shown in Figures 7.24 and 7.25 respectively. This occurred because 
the presence of the fault meant that the plant was no longer at steady-state and the 
sensors were also outside their limits. Eventually, the fault was diagnosed correctly 
by the fault diagnosis agent and a message indicating this presented to the operator, 
as shown in Figure 7.26 (note that the pane behind the pop-up highlighted in blue 
reads ‘Fault Number: f7, Preliminary Diagnosis: f7, Conclusive Diagnosis: f7, 
Module Status: operational’). The fault was physically repaired in the system and the 
‘Yes’ button pressed in the pop-up window shown in Figure 7.26. The fault detection 
and diagnosis panes went back to normal as shown in Figure 7.27 since the fault had 
been repaired. The monitoring, however, still indicated that the plant was not at 
steady-state and that the sensors were outside their limits. This was expected since it 
takes some time for the plant to return to steady-state after a fault has been rectified. 
A plot of the sensors history (obtained by pressing the ‘Plot History’ button) is 
shown in Figure 7.28 as the system was returning to steady-state after the fault had 
been rectified in the plant. Once the plant reached steady-state, a display similar to 
that in Figure 7.21 was obtained. 
 
Event: Gross Error 
In order to demonstrate the system’s response in the event of a gross error, a gross 
error was simulated in the pilot plant. The gross error was simulated by deliberately 
altering the settings of a sensor in the plant. The data reconciliation module picked 
up this gross error promptly and alerted the operator as shown in Figure 7.29. In 
addition to the alert, the operator was asked whether the gross error had been fixed. If 
‘Yes’ was pressed, the system checked if this statement was true and returned back to 
normal, giving a display similar to that in Figure 7.21. Note that it is the 
responsibility of the operator to locate the gross error and not the multi-agent system. 
 
Event: Random Error 
In order to demonstrate the plant’s response in the event of random errors, some 
random errors were simulated in the pilot plant. The random errors were introduced 
by deliberately creating disturbances in different sections of the plant. The data 
reconciliation module picked up these random errors promptly and alerted the 
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would be used in any calculations required by other operational tasks. This 
reconciled data contains a more accurate representation of the pilot plant than the raw 
sensors values because the random errors are removed. Once the ‘OK’ button was 
pressed, the system returned back to normal, giving a display similar to that in Figure 
7.21. 
 
Event: Set-Point Change 
In some instances, it is determined by the supervisory control module that a set-point 
change is desirable in the pilot plant. In such a case, the operator is alerted that a set-
point change is desirable as shown in Figure 7.31. The operator has the choice of 
viewing the optimised set-points. If ‘Yes’ is pressed, the set-points are presented 
(after being calculated by the supervisory control module) as in Figure 7.32 and the 
system then returns back to normal, giving a display similar to that in Figure 7.21. 
The operator views the optimised set-points and closes this window when finished. If 
the operator wishes to change the set-points, he/she can do so manually through the 
Station software (which interoperates with SCAN 3000). 
 
System Shutdown 
Once the operator has finished using the system, it can be shut down by performing a 
number of steps. First, the agents must be stopped. This is done by pressing the ‘Stop 
Agents’ button at the top of the operator agent GUI. Once this button is pressed and 
all agents have stopped, the alert in Figure 7.33 is obtained. The status of the agents 
changes from ‘Running’ to ‘Stopped’. The GUI for the data reconciliation agent (a 
typical agent) once it has been stopped on request from the operator agent is shown 
in Figure 7.34. 
  The next step in the shutdown is to ‘kill’ the agents. This can be done by pressing 
the ‘Kill Agents’ button at the top of the operator agent GUI. Once this button is 
pressed and all agents have been stopped, the alert in Figure 7.35 is obtained. Killing 
the agents means that all agents have deregistered with the main container and no 
longer exist (i.e. each agent’s command-prompt has returned). 
  The final step in the system shutdown is to kill the operator agent. When all the 
agents have been killed, the display in Figure 7.35 is obtained as mentioned above. 
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killed by pressing the close button in the top right of the operator agent’s GUI as in 
Figure 7.36. When the close button is pressed, the operator agent is terminated and 
its command-prompt returns. 
 
Message Passing 
The above sections progressed through some screenshots which focus entirely on the 
graphical user interfaces corresponding to the agents in the system. While the GUIs 
have the task of presenting the most important information to the user, the specific 
details of the work done by the agents can be best observed via the agent’s 
command-prompt. The command-prompt output for each agent shows exactly what 
function the agent is carrying out and also shows its communication patterns (i.e. 
message passing) with the other agents in the system. 
  The command-prompt output for each agent (from its initialisation and startup to 
its termination) is presented in Figures 7.37 to 7.42. The expanded version of the 
messages exchanged between agents is shown adjacent to the agent’s abbreviated 
name inside square brackets. Note also that for brevity, only segments of output for 
each agent have been shown. 
  The first four lines and last five lines of text are common to all the agents (except 
the operator agent). The first four lines indicate: (1) the agent has been initialised, (2) 
the agent has sent an inform message to the operator agent indicating it has been 
initialised, (3) the agent has received a request message from the operator to start and 
(4) the agent has informed the operator agent that it has started. The last five lines 
indicate: (1) the agent has received a request message from the operator agent to 
stop, (2) the agent has sent an inform message to the operator agent that it has 
stopped, (3) the agent has received a die request from the operator agent, (4) the 
agent has sent an inform message to the operator agent that it is dead and (5) the 
agent is terminating. 
  In between the agent’s initialisation and termination, it carries out its associated 
operational task which consists of one or more functions (represented by 
‘FUNCTION:’ followed by the particular function name) in accordance with the 
behaviours defined in the design phase (see Section 7.3). For example, the data 
acquisition agent (see Figure 7.37) carries out its checking data consistency function; 190  CHAPTER 7. DEVELOPMENT, VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRATED MAS 
or, the monitoring agent (see Figure 7.40) carries out, in series: (1) monitoring of 
steady-state, (2) exponential filtering of data and (3) sensor limit checking.  
  Based on its behaviours, an agent also needs to exchange messages at certain 
points in time. For example, in the case of the supervisory control agent (see Figure 
7.41), it is required that reconciled data be used in the supervisory control function. 
This requires a request message to be sent from the supervisory control to the data 
reconciliation agent and a reply indicating to the supervisory control agent that it is 
permitted to use the reconciled data. Message passing occurs very frequently 
between the agents as can be seen in Figures 7.37 to 7.42. 
  The operator agent’s command-prompt output is shown in Figure 7.42. This 
agent is different to the other agents because it is assigned the role of coordinator and 
must interact extensively with the user. Looking at Figure 7.42 from the top and 
moving downwards, it is evident that the operator agent exchanges a large number of 
messages with the other agents. Firstly, the operator must receive messages from the 
other agents indicating that they are all initialised (six messages in total). Then, it 
must send messages to each individual agent to start and then receive an inform 
message from each agent indicating that it has started. A similar exchange of 
messages occurs when the operator agent is required to stop and kill the other agents 
in the system. In between initialisation and termination, the operator agent exchanges 
messages with the other agents, based on events occurring in the pilot plant, and 
updates its GUI accordingly. 
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Figure 7.17: Data reconciliation agent’s GUI initialisation 
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Figure 7.19: The GUI provided by JADE giving an overview of containers after all 
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Figure 7.23: Operator agent alerted that a fault has occurred 
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Figure 7.25: Operator alerted that plant no longer at steady-state 
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Figure 7.26: Operator alerted that fault has been diagnosed and asked whether fault 
has been rectified 
 
 
Figure 7.27: Display after fault rectified in plant CHAPTER 7. DEVELOPMENT, VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRATED MAS  197 
 
Figure 7.28: Plot of sensor history as system is returning to steady-state after fault 
rectified in the plant 
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Figure 7.30: Operator alerted that random error detected and that reconciled data 
will be used for any subsequent calculations 
 
 
Figure 7.31: Operator alerted that a set-point change is desirable and asked whether 
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Figure 7.35: Operator agent’s GUI after agents have been killed 
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Figure 7.36: Operator agent’s GUI before operator agent is killed 
Data Acquisition Agent (daa) has been initiated... 
 
[daa] Initialised - message sent to oa. 
 
[daa] Request to start received from oa. 
[daa] Informed oa that started. 
 
FUNCTION: Checking data consistency 
 
[daa] Informed ma that data updated. 
[daa] Informed fdia that data updated. 
[daa] Informed fda that data updated. 
[daa] Informed dra that data updated. 
[daa] Informed oa that data updated. 
 
FUNCTION: Checking data consistency 
 
[daa] Informed ma that data updated. 
[daa] Informed fdia that data updated. 
[daa] Informed fda that data updated. 
[daa] Informed dra that data updated. 





[daa] Request to stop received from oa. 
[daa] Informed oa that stopped. 
 
[daa] Request to die received from oa. 
[daa] Informed oa that dead. 
 
Data Acquisition Agent (daa) terminating... 
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Data Reconciliation Agent (dra) has been initiated... 
 
[dra] Initialised - message sent to oa. 
 
[dra] Request to start received from oa. 
[dra] Informed oa that started. 
 
[dra] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Received request from sca. 
[dra] Informed sca of result of request. 
[dra] Informed by ma that plant not at steady-state. 
[dra] Received request from sca. 
[dra] Informed sca of result of request. 
[dra] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Informed by ma that plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Requesting ma to create necessary data files. 
[dra] Informed by ma that data created. 
 
FUNCTION: Data reconciliation 
Global Test Statistic = 5.70841669282573 
No random error exists 
[dra] Informed oa that no random errors exist. 
[dra] Received request from sca. 
[dra] Informed sca of result of request. 
[dra] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Informed by ma that plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Requesting ma to create necessary data files. 
[dra] Informed by ma that data created. 
 
FUNCTION: Data reconciliation 
Global Test Statistic = 10.0455211708026 
Random error exists 












[dra] Informed oa that random errors acknowledged. 
[dra] Received request from sca. 
[dra] Informed sca of result of request. 
[dra] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Informed by ma that plant is at steady-state. 
[dra] Requesting ma to create necessary data files. 
[dra] Informed by ma that data created. 
 
FUNCTION: Data reconciliation 
Global Test Statistic = 15.0749427971678 
Gross error exists 
[dra] Informed oa that gross error exists. 
[dra] Informed oa that gross error fixed. 
[dra] Received request from sca. 
[dra] Informed sca of result of request. 
[dra] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 





[dra] Request to stop received from oa. 
[dra] Informed oa that stopped. 
 
[dra] Request to die received from oa. 
[dra] Informed oa that dead. 
 
Data Reconciliation Agent (dra) terminating... 
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Fault Detection Agent (fda) has been initiated... 
 
[fda] Initialised - message sent to oa. 
 
[fda] Request to start received from oa. 
[fda] Informed oa that started. 
 
[fda] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[fda] Informed by daa that data updated. 
[fda] Informed by ma that plant not at steady-state. 
[fda] Informed by daa that data updated. 
[fda] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[fda] Informed by daa that data updated. 
[fda] Informed by ma that plant is at steady-state. 
 
FUNCTION: Fault detection 
Current operating point: 
------------------------ 
 FCV-541: 59.80464 
 FCV-622: 50.01221 
 FT-523: 17.8022 
 FT-569: 17.53358 
 LT-501: 70.28083 
 LT-667: 93.62637 
------------------------ 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Output: 18.851998916441577, -23.5679216304424 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detector value: -0.9186723871998765 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detected: No 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Threads running: false 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Finished 
[fda] Informed by daa that data updated. 
 
FUNCTION: Fault detection 
Current operating point: 
------------------------ 
 FCV-541: 59.82906 
 FCV-622: 50.01221 
 FT-523: 17.63126 
 FT-569: 17.6801 
 LT-501: 70.25641 
 LT-667: 93.79732 
------------------------ 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Output: 18.91883487231407, -23.59706524834742 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detector value: -0.7919289835390373 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detected: No 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Threads running: false 




FUNCTION: Fault detection 
Current operating point: 
------------------------ 
 FCV-541: 60.39072 
 FCV-622: 49.96337 
 FT-523: 19.1453 
 FT-569: 12.86935 
 LT-501: 56.8254 
 LT-667: 93.84615 
------------------------ 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Output: 16.407506530796123, -25.1771277797751 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detector value: 179.6383742720236 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detected: Yes (by ellipse) 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Threads running: false 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Finished 
A fault has been detected... 
 
[fda] Informed fdia that fault has occured. 
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[fda] Informed by oa that fault fixed. 
[fda] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 




[fda] Querying ma as to whether plant is at steady-state. 
[fda] Informed by daa that data updated. 
[fda] Informed by ma that plant is at steady-state. 
 
FUNCTION: Fault detection 
Current operating point: 
------------------------ 
 FCV-541: 59.8779 
 FCV-622: 49.96337 
 FT-523: 17.75336 
 FT-569: 17.3138 
 LT-501: 69.64591 
 LT-667: 92.89378 
------------------------ 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Output: 18.639204058882143, -23.5259662043966 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detector value: -0.7506278629598455 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detected: No 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Threads running: false 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Finished 
 





[fda] Request to stop received from oa. 
[fda] Informed oa that stopped. 
 
[fda] Request to die received from oa. 
[fda] Informed oa that dead. 
 
Fault Detection Agent (fda) terminating... 
 
Figure 7.38 Continued 
Fault Diagnosis Agent (fdia) has been initiated... 
 
[fdia] Initialised - message sent to oa. 
 
[fdia] Request to start received from oa. 
[fdia] Informed oa that started. 
 
[fdia] Informed by daa that data updated. 








[fdia] Informed by daa that data updated. 
 
FUNCTION: Fault diagnosis 
Current operating point: 
------------------------ 
 FCV-541: 51.45299 
 FCV-622 : 50.59829 
 FT-523 : 82.00244 
 
Figure 7.39: Fault diagnosis agent’s command-prompt output 
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 FT-569 : 0.34188 
 LT-501 : 36.01954 
 LT-667 : 93.30891 
------------------------ 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Output: 8.004281048651787, -31.74685113115878 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detector value: 4088.1348877092196 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Fault detected: Yes (by ellipse) 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Threads running: false 
[main] [DEBUG] - PCA - Finished 
[main] [DEBUG] - SOM - Threads running: true 
[main] [DEBUG] - SOM - Output: 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 
[main] [DEBUG] - SOM - Class C fault 
[main] [DEBUG] - SOM - Threads running: false 
[main] [DEBUG] - SOM - Finished 
[main] [DEBUG] - NNC - Threads running: true 
[main] [DEBUG] - NNC - Output:  
[main] [DEBUG] - NNC -   f5: 0.000, f7: 1.000, f9: 0.003 
[main] [DEBUG] - NNC - probable fault: f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - NNC - Threads running: false 
[main] [DEBUG] - NNC - Finished 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - History (time; fault detected; diag.): 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:21;Yes;SOM-A 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - ---------------- 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:25;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:30;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:36;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:40;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:46;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - -------- 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:51;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:57:56;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - 11:58:01;Yes;SOM-C, MLP.C - f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - -------- 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - ---------------- 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Preliminary Diagnosis: f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Conclusive Diagnosis: f7 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Diagnosis time: 11:57:36 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Fault time: - 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Fault name: Stream 4 Leak 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Fault location(s): Stream 4 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Possible cause(s) for f7: 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis -   1. Stream 4 ruptured 
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis - Action(s) to fix fault:  
[main] [DEBUG] - Diagnosis -   1. Check stream 4 
 
Conclusive Diagnosis: f7 
[fdia] Advised oa of conclusive diagnosis. 
[fdia] Queried by oa as to which fault has occurred (conclusive). 








[fdia] Informed by daa that data updated. 





[fdia] Request to stop received from oa. 
[fdia] Informed oa that stopped. 
 
[fdia] Request to die received from oa. 
[fdia] Informed oa that dead. 
 
Fault Diagnosis Agent (fdia) terminating... 
Figure 7.39 Continued 
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Monitoring Agent (ma) has been initiated... 
 
[ma] Initialised - message sent to oa. 
 
[ma] Request to start received from oa. 
[ma] Informed oa that started. 
 
[ma] Has received steady-state query. 
[ma] Informed requesting agent of plant state. 
[ma] Has received steady-state query. 
[ma] Informed requesting agent of plant state. 
[ma] Informed by daa that data updated. 
 
FUNCTION: Monitoring steady-state 
(18 values) 
FCV-541 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
FCV-622 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
FCV-642 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
FCV-662 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
FT-523 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
FT-569 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
LT-501 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
LT-667 
Steady-state from: 11:54:30 to 11:55:55, duration: 85 seconds 
Steady-state: true 
 
FUNCTION: Exponential filtering of data (see H:/ExpFilteredData/) 
 









Sensors within limits: true 
 
[ma] Informed oa that state changed. 




[ma] Request from dra. 
 
FUNCTION: Creating relevant files for data reconciliation module 




[ma] Informed by daa that data updated. 
 
FUNCTION: Monitoring steady-state 
(18 values) 
FCV-541 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 85 seconds 
FCV-622 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 85 seconds 
FCV-642 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 85 seconds 
FCV-662 
 
Figure 7.40: Monitoring agent’s command-prompt output 
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Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 85 seconds 
FT-523 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 85 seconds 
FT-569 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 80 seconds 
Non-steady-state at: 11:57:22, duration: 5 seconds 
LT-501 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 80 seconds 
Non-steady state at: 11:57:22, duration: 5 seconds 
LT-667 
Steady-state from: 11:55:57 to 11:57:22, duration: 85 seconds 
Steady-state: false 
 
FUNCTION: Exponential filtering of data (see H:/ExpFilteredData/) 
 






FT-569: abnormal - low 
LT-501: abnormal - low 
LT-667: normal 
Sensors within limits: false 
 
[ma] Informed oa that sensors outside limits. 





[ma] Request to stop received from oa. 
[ma] Informed oa that stopped. 
 
[ma] Request to die received from oa. 
[ma] Informed oa that dead. 
 
Monitoring Agent (ma) terminating... 
 
Figure 7.40 Continued 
Supervisory Control Agent (sca) has been initiated... 
 
[sca] Initialised - message sent to oa. 
 
[sca] Request to start received from oa. 
[sca] Informed oa that started. 
 
[sca] Requesting dra to perform data reconciliation. 
[sca] Informed by dra that not permitted to use reconciled data. 
[sca] Requesting dra to perform data reconciliation. 
[sca] Informed by dra that not permitted to use reconciled data. 
[sca] Requesting dra to perform data reconciliation. 
[sca] Informed by dra that permitted to use reconciled data. 
 
FUNCTION: Supervisory control 







[sca] Advised oa that set point change desirable. 
[sca] Informed by oa that set points acknowledged. 
Figure 7.41: Supervisory control agent’s command-prompt output 





[sca] Request to stop received from oa. 
[sca] Informed oa that stopped. 
 
[sca] Request to die received from oa. 
[sca] Informed oa that dead. 
 
Supervisory Control Agent (sca) terminating... 
Figure 7.41 Continued 
 
Operator Agent (oa) has been initiated... 
 
 
[oa] Informed that fdia has been initialised. 
Total number of initialised messages received: 1. 
[oa] Informed that sca has been initialised. 
Total number of initialised messages received: 2. 
[oa] Informed that fda has been initialised. 
Total number of initialised messages received: 3. 
[oa] Informed that ma has been initialised. 
Total number of initialised messages received: 4. 
[oa] Informed that daa has been initialised. 
Total number of initialised messages received: 5. 
[oa] Informed that dra has been initialised. 
Total number of initialised messages received: 6. 
 
[oa] Start request sent to ma. 
[oa] Start request sent to fda. 
[oa] Start request sent to fdia. 
[oa] Start request sent to daa. 
[oa] Start request sent to dra. 
[oa] Start request sent to sca. 
 
[oa] Informed that daa has started. 
Total number of started messages received: 1. 
[oa] Informed that dra has started. 
Total number of started messages received: 2. 
[oa] Informed that sca has started. 
Total number of started messages received: 3. 
[oa] Informed that ma has started. 
Total number of started messages received: 4. 
[oa] Informed that fdia has started. 
Total number of started messages received: 5. 
[oa] Informed that fda has started. 
Total number of started messages received: 6. 
[oa] Informed that data updated by daa. 
 
[oa] Informed by ma that state changed. 
[oa] Informed that data updated by daa. 
[oa] Informed that data updated by daa. 
[oa] Informed by dra that no error exists. 
[oa] Informed that data updated by daa. 
[oa] Informed by sca that set-point change desirable. 




[oa] Stop request sent to ma. 
[oa] Stop request sent to fda. 
[oa] Stop request sent to fdia. 
[oa] Stop request sent to daa. 
[oa] Stop request sent to dra. 
[oa] Stop request sent to sca. 
Figure 7.42: Operator agent’s command-prompt output 
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[oa] Informed that fda has stopped. 
Total number of stopped messages received: 1. 
[oa] Informed that daa has stopped. 
Total number of stopped messages received: 2. 
[oa] Informed that dra has stopped. 
Total number of stopped messages received: 3. 
[oa] Informed that fdia has stopped. 
Total number of stopped messages received: 4. 
[oa] Informed that sca has stopped. 
Total number of stopped messages received: 5. 
[oa] Informed that ma has stopped. 
Total number of stopped messages received: 6. 
 
[oa] Die request sent to ma. 
[oa] Die request sent to fda. 
[oa] Die request sent to fdia. 
[oa] Die request sent to daa. 
[oa] Die request sent to dra. 
[oa] Die request sent to sca. 
 
[oa] Informed that fda has died. 
Total number of dead messages received: 1. 
[oa] Informed that daa has died. 
Total number of dead messages received: 2. 
[oa] Informed that dra has died. 
Total number of dead messages received: 3. 
[oa] Informed that ma has died. 
Total number of dead messages received: 4. 
[oa] Informed that fdia has died. 
Total number of dead messages received: 5. 
[oa] Informed that sca has died. 
Total number of dead messages received: 6. 
Figure 7.42 Continued 
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7.6 Comparison with Previous Techniques 
In Section 2.4, three major works aimed at the integration of operational tasks in 
chemical plants were identified and discussed. These were: (1) a framework for 
integrated process supervision, (2) the CHEM project and (3) the Coordinated 
Knowledge Management Method. In addition to these major works, a number of 
base technologies and integration styles were identified and explained in Section 2.5. 
In the sections below, a comparison is made with these major works, followed by the 
base technologies and integration styles in an effort to ascertain the significance of 
the proposed multi-agent solution. 
 
Comparison with Major Works 
It should be made clear that since the aim of this study and the previous works is the 
development of a system, a comparison based on data is not possible (i.e. this study 
is qualitative rather than quantitative). On the contrary, the basis for comparison and, 
therefore, evaluation, is based on factors such as: the characteristics of the final 
system; ease of system development; and its applicability to a general industrial 
environment. A comparison of the three major works with the agent-based solution 
developed in this study are summarised in Table 7.25. 
  From Table 7.25, it immediately becomes clear that the framework for integrated 
process supervision provides little more than an expansion of the problem of 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants and a theoretical foundation for 
future projects (discussed in Chapter 2). It does not present any conclusive 
integration framework and gives no specific technical details (except for some 
passing references to the G2 software platform). Another issue which reduces the 
current relevance of this project is the fact that it was completed during the mid-
1990s, which was a time when software was still relatively immature; there have 
been huge advances since then. 
  Compared to the remaining two projects, which are much more recent than the 
framework for integrated process supervision (both completed in 2004), there is a 
significant shift away from the G2 software platform. The use of the open source 
JADE toolkit to realise the system based on the agent paradigm meant a large cost 
saving in comparison to the relatively expensive G2 software platform. Furthermore, 
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integrating the operational tasks could be carried out by the JADE platform and there 
was no need for the use of G2. 
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  Compared to the other projects, this study was the only one to consider high-level 
computing paradigms for the purposes of integration. This represents a significant 
shift from a reliance on low-level software practices and technologies (as in the 
CHEM project) which are constantly changing based on developments in the IT 
industry. High-level paradigms such as the agent-based computing represent a way 
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to major changes over relatively short periods of time. As discussed in Section 4.2, 
agent-based computing naturally lends itself to this problem and provides several 
ready-made constructs which save a lot of time during system development. In 
addition, agent-based computing is consistent with the current long term trends in 
computing towards service-oriented architectures and autonomic architectures. 
  With regards to software considerations and ease of system development, the 
agent-based approach developed in this study and the CHEM projects are the best 
performers based on Table 7.25. Both this study and the CHEM project directly 
consider the problem of integration of operational tasks in chemical plants as 
essentially one of application integration. They also provide explicit support for 
legacy software, which is an important consideration when in comes to integrating 
the operational tasks since some of the software may be pre-existing. In contrast, the 
Coordinated Knowledge Management Method takes a much more theoretical 
approach which is separated from the solution. Additionally, both this study and the 
CHEM project provide a methodology to aid the system developer in developing the 
system and thus simplify this process to a great extent. This study and the CHEM 
project are, therefore, much more significant from a practical perspective than the 
Coordinated Knowledge Management Method. 
  A final point of comparison in Table 7.25 is whether the technique can 
accommodate large plants. That is, as the plant size increases will the 
implementation of the technique become so complex that it is rendered impractical? 
The Coordinated Knowledge Management Method explicitly states that the Petri net 
approach is not suitable for large plants since as plant size increases, so will the Petri 
net, making it very complex. It is difficult to evaluate the CHEM project in this 
regard, since it has only been implemented on a small-scale. Based on the results of 
this study, it can not be determined for certain whether the agent-based solution can 
accommodate large plants which are found in industry. The reason for this is that the 
technique was not implemented in a large-scale industrial setting as part of this study 
(see further work, Chapter 8). However, since there is usually only one agent per 
computer, and this agent can often cope with the requirements of the operational task 
it encapsulates, there should not be any specific problems regarding complexity 
when the technique in employed in a large plant. 
  Overall, the above comparison has demonstrated that the agent-based solution 
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based solution removes the assumption that G2 has to be used in the integration 
platform which leads to significant cost savings if software such as JADE is adopted. 
Secondly, it follows the software perspective adopted by the CHEM project but 
focuses on the naturally suited high-level agent paradigm, rather than low-level 
technologies which are constantly becoming obsolete. Thirdly, the definition of a 
methodology greatly facilitates the process of system development. Finally, the 
agent-based solution has considerable potential to be adopted in large scale industrial 
plants based on the results obtained from this study. 
 
Comparison with Base Technologies and Integration Styles 
The base technologies and integration styles (referred to here as integration 
techniques) which were reviewed in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 respectively are 
compared with the agent-based solution in this section. The most significant fact to 
be taken from the following discussion is that the agent-based solution and the 
integration techniques actually complement rather than compete with one another. 
  As explained in Chapter 3, no proven agent-oriented programming languages 
currently exist, so agent toolkits are implemented using common object-oriented 
programming languages and middleware. For example, whilst JADE is classified as 
an agent development toolkit, it is actually developed using the object-oriented Java 
language and also employs middleware such as Java RMI and CORBA. Therefore, 
the agent paradigm, which has been described as a particular type of software 
abstraction, is actually implemented in practice using the base technologies discussed 
in Chapter 2. 
  The same applies with respect to the integration styles. That is, when employing 
the agent-based solution, it is sometimes necessary to complement the 
implementation with techniques such as file transfer and a shared database. In the 
case of this study, for example, interoperation between the software applications 
realising the operational tasks and the corresponding agents was carried out through 
a form of file transfer. The applications realising the operational tasks produced a file 
with the required results based on the agent’s instruction, and the agent read this text 
file to obtain the necessary information. Furthermore, the agent communication 
which agents use to communicate with each other is actually a form of asynchronous 214  CHAPTER 7. DEVELOPMENT, VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRATED MAS 
message passing. Many concepts from message passing have been adopted by FIPA 
in producing the standards for FIPA agent communication language. 
  As discussed in Chapter 2, the integration techniques are, at the present time, 
used extensively in chemical plants for the integration of the operational tasks. This 
fact cannot, however, be confirmed since there is very little publicly available 
literature on this topic for proprietary reasons. It should be noted that, based on the 
application guidelines presented in Chapter 3, the agent-based solution presented in 
this study may be an overkill in certain situations. That is, if it is determined in the 
planning phase of system development that the integration techniques discussed in 
Chapter 2 are more suitable for implementation, they should be adopted in preference 
to the agent-based solution. For example, if the integration of operational tasks in a 
particular chemical plant involves allowing a few applications to interoperate on a 
single computer, and it is determined that the file transfer approach is the simplest 
solution, this approach should be adopted in preference to an agent-based solution. 
  In summary, therefore, the integration techniques reviewed in Chapter 2 and the 
agent-based solution should be viewed, in practice, as complementing rather than 
displacing each other. In addition, the agent paradigm relies a great deal on the 
integration techniques in order to realise the vision of an agent and correspondingly a 
multi-agent system. Finally, if it is determined in the planning phase of system 
development that the integration techniques may provide a simpler solution, they 
should be adopted in preference to the agent-based solution. Otherwise, the agent-
based solution should be seriously considered. 
 
7.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has detailed the development, verification and evaluation of the 
integrated multi-agent system. It opened by going through the application of the steps 
in the analysis and design phases of the methodology developed in Chapter 6 to the 
pilot plant case study. The operational tasks developed in Chapter 5 were distributed 
over a number of computers in the pilot plant and subsequently integrated, based on 
the methodology. The application of the steps was very straightforward and this was 
for the most part because of the methodology. 
  After providing details of the system implementation, the focus of the chapter 
then shifted to the operation of the integrated multi-agent system. The multi-agent CHAPTER 7. DEVELOPMENT, VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRATED MAS  215 
system was demonstrated in normal operation and subsequently in the presence of 
different events such as faults and gross errors. All the necessary information about 
the system was collectively provided for the operator via an informative graphical 
user interface. In addition, the operator could interact with the system in the case of 
an event via this same graphical user interface. The significance of this is that the 
agents in the system carry out the operational tasks independently, which were 
previously performed by the operator, resulting in a reduced operator workload and a 
safer plant. 
  The chapter concluded by comparing the agent-based solution developed in this 
study, with previous techniques addressing the integration of operational tasks in 
chemical plants. The comparison with the major works discussed in Chapter 2 
revealed that the agent-based solution has a number of advantages, making it an 
important technique which is naturally suited for achieving integration of operational 
tasks in chemical plants. The comparison with the base technologies and integration 
styles also revealed an important point. That is, the agent-based solution should be 
considered as a technique which complements these technologies and styles, rather 
than one which competes with them. In addition, the base technologies and 
integration styles have contributed a great deal to the realisation of the agent 
paradigm. Finally, if it is determined that the base technologies or integration styles 
present a simpler solution for achieving integration of operational tasks in chemical 




 Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Research Directions 
8.1 Conclusions 
This study has achieved the specific objectives stated in Section 1.2. That is: 
1.  It has examined and structured the available literature directed towards the 
integration of operational tasks in chemical plants. 
2.  It has identified and reviewed the current trends and technologies in 
computing which have a role to play in the integration of the software 
applications realising the operational tasks. 
3.  It has identified and described multi-agent systems as a natural solution tool 
for achieving integration and overcoming the limitations of previous solution 
methods. 
4.  It has developed the operational tasks using existing techniques in the 
literature and subsequently integrated these tasks using the proposed 
methodology on-line in the pilot plant at Murdoch University. The resulting 
integrated multi-agent system was then evaluated with respect to previous 
solution methods and currently available integration techniques. 
The following paragraphs outline the major contributions of this study. 
  The most fundamental contribution of this study was the investigation of multi-
agent systems as a possible tool for integration of operational tasks in chemical 
plants, i.e. in the development of an automated framework which links together and 
coordinates the different operational tasks in a chemical plant. This is the first major 
study to propose multi-agent systems for this purpose. It was shown that a multi-
agent system is a natural solution for achieving integration because it inherently 
provides many of the required facilities. For example, it accounts for a heterogenous 
environment by encapsulating, through agents, the software applications realising the 
operational tasks and thus assimilating them into the multi-agent system. It also 
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permits scalability, since the addition of software applications can be accounted for 
by existing agents or through the inclusion of new agents. Other important facilities 
inherently provided by a multi-agent system include: automation through agent 
autonomy; an agent communication language for communication between and 
coordination of the operational tasks; the ability of an agent to execute multiple 
functions in parallel; and an infrastructure which explicitly accounts for and greatly 
simplifies distributed processing. 
  Another contribution of this study was to provide a new direction in this area of 
research. Of the three previous studies located that treat this topic, only one, referred 
to as the CHEM project, considered the problem from a software perspective. In 
addition, it was shown that the CHEM project only focussed on the use of low-level 
integration technologies, which can rapidly become obsolete. Another issue with the 
three previous studies was an over-emphasis on the G2 software platform, which is 
not necessarily the best platform for integration purposes and is also relatively 
expensive. This study looked at multi-agent systems, which are a high-level 
paradigm and consistent with the current trends in computing. Nevertheless, the low-
level technologies enabling integration were also reviewed and evaluated as a part of 
this study, which served to put multi-agent systems in context. This study also 
avoided assuming the G2 platform for the aforementioned reasons. The shift in 
research towards the investigation of high-level paradigms which are technology-
independent is viewed as one of the important contributions of this study. 
  Base technologies and integration styles employed for the integration of software 
applications were examined in this study. This review of base technologies and 
integration styles itself amounts to a significant contribution to the body of 
knowledge, since such an analysis from the standpoint of chemical plants is not 
available in the literature due to proprietary reasons. The review, therefore, can 
essentially serve as an initial guide for those interested in choosing a particular 
solution for the integration of operational tasks in a chemical plant. Another reason 
for the importance of the review of base technologies and integration styles is that it 
may be determined in the planning phase of system development that the use of the 
agent-based solution may amount to an excessive use of computing power, and one 
of the base technologies or integration styles allows for a simpler solution. In such a 
case the base technology or integration style should be employed rather than an 
agent-based solution. CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS  219 
 The  methodology developed as a part of this study can also be viewed as another 
significant contribution. It enhances the overall effectiveness of the proposed agent-
based solution for a number of reasons. Firstly, the methodology aids the designer by 
providing some guidelines for the analysis and design phases of system development. 
This removes a great deal of ambiguity, especially for those who are new to the field 
of multi-agent systems but would like to adopt this approach. Secondly, by 
accounting for the limitations of existing methodologies with regards to support for 
people and existing systems, it is much more comprehensive than existing 
methodologies. Thirdly, by focussing on the popular FIPA-compliant JADE toolkit, 
the transition from design to implementation becomes much more rapid compared 
with other methodologies which do not focus on a particular toolkit. As a final point, 
it should be mentioned that in addition to being relevant for the integration of 
operational tasks in chemical plants, the proposed methodology may also be suitable 
for other application areas which require the development of a multi-agent system. 
 
8.2 Future Research Directions 
During the course of this work, several areas of study were identified for future 
investigation. These are outlined in the following paragraphs. 
  Although the agent-based solution was tested on the pilot plant at Murdoch 
University, the evaluation of this approach has been of limited scope. That is, it has 
been restricted to a small-scale operation with the operational tasks developed solely 
for the purposes of this study. It is, therefore, necessary to apply the agent-based 
solution to a number of more complex case studies to strengthen the credibility of 
this approach. Furthermore, if the approach can be applied in an actual large-scale 
industrial chemical plant, the results will be even more significant and worthwhile 
from an industrial perspective. 
  The operational tasks of scheduling and planning were not considered in this 
study due to the pilot plant not requiring these functions. These two tasks are, 
however, important parts of chemical plant operations. Future investigation can, 
therefore, develop simple scheduling and planning software applications and bring 
them into the integrated multi-agent system developed as a part of this study. This 
will serve to complete the integrated system and demonstrate that all operational 
tasks can be integrated using the agent-based approach. 220  CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
  A long term research goal once the scheduling and planning have been included 
in the integrated multi-agent system (as explained in the above paragraph), is to 
connect the multi-agent system to the higher-level business management functions 
which exist in the chemical plant. This will serve to make the overall business more 
agile by allowing high-level decisions made by management to be rapidly and 
automatically propagated across the entire business including the chemical plant. To 
achieve this, the use of Web services can be investigated for the higher-level 
business tasks, since Web services are designed for the integration of business 
applications. Agent toolkits such as JADE already provide support for agents to 
communicate with Web services (JADE Board 2005). Specifically, the Web service 
becomes like another agent in the system, since as explained in Chapter 4, a multi-
agent is essentially a type of service-oriented architecture and a Web service is 
equivalent to an agent. 
  The methodology proposed in this study allowed the operational tasks to be 
integrated in a straightforward manner, thus aiding system development. However, if 
the agent-based solution is to be tested on more complex case studies, this may lead 
to refinements in the methodology and perhaps the addition of some new patterns or 
even steps. The methodology may, therefore, become an important source of 
investigation in future research. During the development of the methodology, a 
number of possible topics for further work were identified, though they may not have 
specific applicability to this study. These are documented in Nikraz, Caire and Bahri 
(2006). 
  The use of the G2 software platform was avoided in this study for the reasons 
mentioned in Section 8.1. It may be the case, though, that the operational tasks are 
implemented using G2 and integration would thus require working with G2. In such 
a case, there is still a possibility that an agent-based approach can be adopted using a 
similar procedure to the one presented in this study. The G2 software platform 
provides support for the development of agents through its G2 Agent Development 
Environment (Gensym 2006). Future research could, therefore, consider the 
adaptation of the agent-based technique introduced in this study to a system which 
has realised the operational tasks using the G2 software platform. Appendix A 
Operational Task Development 
The development of the operational tasks is detailed below. The figures and code are 
located at the end of this appendix respectively. 
 
A.1 Monitoring 
The code related to the monitoring module consists of the files: 
Sensor.java (see pp. 227-234) 
ExponentialFilter.java (see pp. 235-236) 
 
A.2 Data Reconciliation 
The code related to the data reconciliation module consists of the file: 
reconciliation.c (see pp. 236-241) 
 
A.3 Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
Appendix A.3 is divided according to the headings in the text. 
 
Data Set Preparation 
The waveforms of the 13 faults are displayed in Figure A.1. 
 
Fault Detection Development 
The two-dimensional map of the normal data is shown in Figure A.2. The ellipse 
used to encompass the two-dimensional map of the normal data and its 
corresponding equation is shown in Figure A.3. 
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On-line Usage of the Neural Networks 
The normalisation for NN.A is shown in Figure A.4. The code for the fault detection 
and diagnosis consists of a number of files that are run according to the flowchart 
shown in Figure A.5, which is based on Figure 5.17: 
ArrangeData.java (see p. 242) 
Cleandata.java (see pp. 243-244) 
PCA.java (see pp. 244-249) 
SOM.java (see pp. 249-254) 
NNA.java (see pp. 255-259) 
NNB.java (see pp. 260-264) 
Delay.java (see pp. 265-266) 
NNB1.java (see pp. 266-271) 
NNC.java (see pp. 272-276) 
NND.java (see pp. 276-280) 
Diagnosis.java (see pp. 281-288) 
Check_data.bat (see p. 289) 
Clear_for_start.bat (see p. 289) 
distinguish.bat (see pp. 289-290) 










A.4 Supervisory Control 
The code related to the supervisory control module consists of the file: 
supervisory_control.c (see pp. 291-296) 
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Figure A.1: Faults 1-13 224   APPENDIX A. OPERATIONAL TASK DEVELOPMENT 
















Figure A.2: Dimensionally reduced normal data 
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Figure A.3: Ellipse encompassing dimensionally reduced normal data APPENDIX A. OPERATIONAL TASK DEVELOPMENT  225 
 
 
NormalizerPlugIn norm1 = new NormalizerPlugIn(); 
NormalizerPlugIn norm2 = new NormalizerPlugIn(); 
NormalizerPlugIn norm3 = new NormalizerPlugIn(); 
NormalizerPlugIn norm4 = new NormalizerPlugIn(); 
NormalizerPlugIn norm5 = new NormalizerPlugIn(); 













































































Figure A.4: Normalisation of NN.A 
 





























java NNA java NNB java NNC java NND





1. update fault_result.txt 1. update fault_result.txt
1. update fault_result.txt
2. create/update f1_or_f2.txt
3. if count >= 18
create f1_f2_distinguish_run.txt



















1. determine fault number
 Worksheet
changed
Worksheet_Calculate (Excel) 1. Export to text file: Pilot_plant_data.txt










Figure A.5: Flowchart for fault detection and diagnosis 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Appendix B 
Multi-Agent System Development 
The development of the individual agents, which unite to form the integrated multi-
agent system, is detailed below. The code is located at the end of this appendix. 
 
Operator Agent 
The code related to the operator agent consists of the files: 
~\ENGPC135\ 
OperatorAgent.java (see pp. 301-336) 
OperatorAgentGui.java (see pp. 336-343) 
 
Data Acquisition Agent 
The code related to the data acquisition agent consists of the files: 
~\ENGLAB26\ 
DataAcquisitionAgent.java (see pp. 343-349) 
DataAcquisitionAgentGui.java (see pp. 350-354) 
 
Monitoring Agent 
The code related to the monitoring agent consists of the files: 
~\ENGLAB27\ 
MonitoringAgent.java (see pp. 354-366) 
MonitoringAgentGui.java (see pp. 366-370) 
DataExponentialFiltering.bat (see p. 371) 
DataReconciliationFunction.bat (see p. 371) 
Monitoring.bat (see p. 371) 
SensorLimitChecking.bat (see p. 371) 
297 298  APPENDIX B. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
~\ENGLAB27\Monitoring 
 AgentMonitoringFunctions.java (see pp. 372-373) 
ArrangeData.java (see pp. 373-375) 
Sensor.java (see Appendix A.1) 
~\ENGLAB27\Monitoring\DataReconciliationFunction 
Dividedata.java (see pp. 376-380) 
Sensor.java (see Appendix A.1) 
~\ENGLAB27\Monitoring\ExpFilteringFunction 
ArrangeData.java (see above) 
ExponentialFilter.java (see Appendix A.1) 
PerformExponentialFiltering.java (see pp. 380-382) 
Sensor.java (see Appendix A.1) 
~\ENGLAB27\Monitoring\SensorLimitChecking 
PerformLimitChecking.java (see p. 382) 
Sensor.java (see Appendix A.1) 
 
Data Reconciliation Agent 
The code related to the data reconciliation agent consists of the files: 
~\ENGLAB23\ 
DataReconciliationAgent.java (see pp. 383-399) 
DataReconciliationAgentGui.java (see pp. 400-404) 
Reconciliation_batch.bat (see p. 404) 
~\ENGLAB23\DataReconciliation 
  reconciliation.exe (see Appendix A.2) 
 
Fault Detection Agent 
The code related to the fault detection agent consists of the files: 
~\ENGPC14\ 
FaultDetectionAgent.java (see pp. 405-415) 
FaultDetectionAgentGui.java (see pp. 416-420) 
FaultDetection.bat (see p. 420) 
~\ENGPC14\FaultDetection (see Appendix A.3) 




Fault Diagnosis Agent 
The code related to the fault diagnosis agent consists of the files: 
~\ENGPC39\ 
FaultDiagnosisAgent.java (see pp. 420-431) 
FaultDiagnosisAgentGui.java (see pp. 431-435) 
FaultDiagnosis.bat (see p. 435) 
























Supervisory Control Agent 
The code related to the supervisory control agent consists of the files: 300  APPENDIX B. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
~\ENGLAB24\ 
SupervisoryControlAgent.java (see pp. 435-447) 
SupervisoryControlAgentGui.java (see pp. 447-451) 
Supervisory_batch.bat (see p. 451) 
~\ENGLAB24\SupervisoryControl 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Appendix C 
Acronyms 
The acronyms used in this thesis are listed below. 
 
A 
ACL - agent communication language 
ADELFE - Atelier de Développement de Logiciels à Fonctionnalité Emergente 
AL - ARCHON layer 
AMS - agent management system 
API - Application Programming Interface 
ARCHON - Architecture for Cooperative Heterogeneous ON-line systems 
AUML - Agent UML 
AWT - Abstract Windowing Toolkit 
 
B 
B2Bi - Business-to-Business Integration 
 
C 
CFP - call for proposal 
CFSQP - C code for Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming 
CIM - Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
CIPO - Computer Integrated Process Operations 
COBOL - Common Business Oriented Language 
COM - Component Object Model 
COM+ - Component Object Model Extension 
Conv-id - conversation identification 
CORBA - Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
453 454  APPENDIX C. ACRONYMS 
CSTR - continuous stirred tank reactor 
 
D 
Daa - data acquisition agent 
DCOM - Distributed Component Object Model 
DDE - Dynamic Data Exchange 
DF - directory facilitator 
DNA - Distributed interNet Architecture 
Dra - data reconciliation agent 
 
E 
EJB - Enterprise JavaBeans 
 
F 
FC - flow controller 
FCV - flow control valve 
Fda - fault detection agent 
Fdia - fault diagnosis agent 
FDP - flow disturbance pump 
FIPA - The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents 
FORTRAN - FORmulae TRANslation 
FSM - finite state machine 
 
G 
GUI - graphical user interface 
 
H 
HAZOP - Hazard and Operability study 
HTTP - HyperText Transfer Protocol 
 
I 
I - initiator APPENDIX C. ACRONYMS   455 
IBM - International Business Machines Corporation 
IP - interaction protocol 
IS - intelligent system 
IT - Information Technology 
 
J 
J2EE - Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition 
JADE - Java Agent DEvelopment Framework 
JDBC - Java Database Connectivity 
JMS - Java Messaging Service 
JNI - Java Native Interface 
JOONE - Java Object Oriented Neural Engine 
JSP - JavaServer Pages 
 
K 
KIF - Knowledge Interchange Format 
KQML - Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language 
 
L 
LAN - local area network 
LC - level controller 
LEAP - Light Extensible Agent Platform 
LT - level transmitter 
 
M 
Ma - monitoring agent 
MD - mode 
MESSAGE - Methodology for Engineering Systems of Software Agents 
MLP - multilayer perceptron 
MOM - message-oriented middleware 
MSMQ - Microsoft Message Queuing 
 
 456  APPENDIX C. ACRONYMS 
N 
NA - not applicable 
NLT - non-liner tank 
NN - neural network 
NT - New Technology 
NUFP - needle tank underflow pump 
 
O 
Oa - operator agent 
OLE - Object Linking and Embedding 
OMG - Object Management Group 
OP - operating point 
OPC - OLE for Process Control 
 
P 
PASSI - a Process for Agent Societies Specification and Implementation 
PC - personal computer 
PCA - principal component analysis 
Perf - performative 
PI - proportional-integral 
PID - proportional-integral-derivative 
PLC - programmable logic controller 
PT - pressure transmitter 
PV - process variable 
 
R 
R - responder 
RDF - Resource Description Framework 
RMI - Remote Method Invocation 
RPC - remote procedure call 
 
 
 APPENDIX C. ACRONYMS   457 
S 
Sca - supervisory control agent 
SL - Semantic Language 
SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol 
SOM - self-organising map 
SP - set-point 
SQL - Structured Query Language 
SS - steady-state 
 
T 
TC - temperature controller 
TILAB - Telecom Italia Lab 
TT - temperature transmitter 
 
U 
UDDI - Universal Description, Discovery and Integration 
UML - Unified Modeling Language 
 
X 
XML - eXtensible Markup Language 
 
  
 Appendix D 
Glossary of Technical Terms 
A glossary of technical terms is provided below. Those terms adequately defined in 
the text have not been reproduced here. 
 
A 
Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) 
The original Java class library for building Java graphical user interfaces. Largely 
supplanted by the Project Swing component set. See also Swing. 
Ada 
A high-level computer programming language used for military and other complex 
applications. 
Agent UML (AUML) 
A graphical language based on the modeling language UML (Unified Modeling 
Language). Its aim is to provide a notation for the design of multi-agent systems. It 
takes the elements (diagrams and stereotypes) from UML and adds new diagrams 
and stereotypes to account for agent characteristics such as autonomy. 
Application integration 
A process in which two or more software applications are linked. 
Application interoperation 
The ability of two or more software applications to exchange information and to use 
the information that has been exchanged. 
Application Programming Interface (API) 
The specification of how a programmer writing an application accesses the behaviour 
and state of classes and objects. 
459 460  APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
Artificial intelligence 
The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks usually 
requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, decision making and speech 
recognition. 
Automation 




A stored ‘batch’ of operating system commands carried out one after the other 
without user intervention. 
Bean 
A reusable software component that conforms to certain design and naming 
conventions. The conventions enable beans to be easily combined to create an 
application using tools that understand the conventions. 
Black-box 
Anything that you put input into and get output from, but don’t know what’s inside 
or how it works. The black represents the box being opaque so that you cannot see 
inside it. 
Bottom-up 
An approach which builds simple low-level objects into more complex higher-level 
objects. See also top-down. 
Business-to-Business Integration (B2Bi) 




A programming language, originally limited to the UNIX operating system, widely 
used to develop systems and software. 
C++ 
Enhancement to the C language, providing object-oriented programming features. 
 
 APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS   461 
Class 
In the Java programming language, a type that defines the implementation of a 
particular kind of object. A class definition defines instance and class variables and 
methods, as well as specifying the interfaces the class implements and the immediate 
superclass of the class. If the superclass is not explicitly specified, the superclass will 
implicitly be Object. 
Codec 
Compression/decompression. An algorithm or computer program for reducing byte 
consumption in large files and programs. 
Command-prompt 
The part of the command line interface where the user types commands. 
Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL) 
A high-level language developed for the business community to make its instructions 
approximate the way they would be expressed in natural English. 
Component 
A deployable, independent unit of software that is completely defined and accessed 
through a set of interfaces. 
Component-based software engineering 
The development of software by composing independent, deployable components. 
Concurrent engineering 
A systematic approach to integrated product development that emphasises the 
response to customer expectations. It embodies team values of cooperation, trust and 
sharing in such a manner that decision making is by consensus, involving all 
perspectives in parallel, from the beginning of the product life-cycle.
 
D 
Decision support system 
A computer-based system that aids the process of decision making. 
Distributed processing 
The process of aggregating the power of several computing entities to collaboratively 
run a single computational task in a transparent and coherent way, so that they appear 
as a single, centralised system. 
 462  APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) 
A software protocol in Microsoft Windows for inter-application communication. 
DDE allows a data acquisition application to share data real-time with Windows 
applications such as Microsoft Excel. DDE is an older protocol that has been 
replaced with COM and .NET protocols. 
 
E 
Enterprise Application Integration 
The integration of data between applications in a company. See also application 
integration. 
Expert system 
A computer system that embodies the specialised knowledge of one or more human 
experts and uses that knowledge to solve problems. 
 
F 
FORmulae TRANslation (FORTRAN) 
A high-level programming language that is used primarily for scientific, engineering 




An attribute of a neural network whose output for a new input vector tends to be 
close to outputs for similar input vectors in its training set. 
Graphical user interface (GUI) 
A computer interface that presents information (often applications) in a user-friendly 
way using pictures, graphics and icons. 
 
H 
Hazard and Operability study (HAZOP) 
A systematic technique for identification of potential failures in equipment or 
operation, which may lead to dangerous situations or operational problems. 
 
 APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS   463 
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
The Internet protocol used to retrieve hypertext objects from remote hosts. HTTP 




Identifying referential expression 
Expression identifying the entity (or entities) for which a given predicate is true, e.g. 
(iota ?x (p ?x)) may be read as ‘the x such that p is [is true] of x’; there must 




An object-oriented programming language developed by Sun Microsystems. 
Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) 
An environment for developing and deploying enterprise applications. The J2EE 
platform consists of a set of services, APIs, and protocols that provide the 
functionality for developing multi-tiered, Web-based applications. 
JavaBeans 
A portable, platform-independent reusable component model. A component that 
conforms to this model is called a bean. See also bean. 
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) 
An industry standard for database-independent connectivity between the Java 
platform and a wide range of relational databases. 
Java Messaging Service (JMS) 
An API for implementing asynchronous message-oriented clients. 
Java Native Interface (JNI) 
A programming framework that allows Java code running in the Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM) to call and be called by native applications (programs specific to a 
hardware and operating system platform) and libraries written in other languages, 
such as C, C++ and assembly. 
 
 464  APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) 
An extensible Web technology that uses template data, custom elements, scripting 
languages and server-side Java objects to return dynamic content to a client. 
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
A software ‘execution engine’ that safely and compatibly executes the byte codes in 
Java class files on a microprocessor (whether in a computer or in another electronic 
device). 
Java Object Oriented Neural Engine (JOONE) 
An open source Java-based network development framework. It is used to build and 
train neural networks with the aid of a visual environment. It has a modular design 




Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) 
A language that defines a Lisp-like syntax for the predicate calculus. There is an 
ANSII-standard that defines the KIF syntax and semantics. 
Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) 
A language and protocol, based on SGML (Standard Generalised Markup 
Language), for exchanging information and knowledge, proposed in 1993. 
 
L 
Local area network (LAN) 




In applications, a set of keystrokes and instructions recorded and saved under a short 
key code or macro name. When the key code is typed or the macro name is used, the 
program carries out the instructions of the macro. Users can create a macro to save 
time by replacing an often-used, sometimes lengthy, series of strokes with a shorter 
version. APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS   465 
Manufacturing 
The process of taking raw material and converting it into a finished product, usually 
by means of a large-scale industrial operation. 
Method 
A function defined in a class. 
Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) 
Application-level messaging software that allows applications to asynchronously 
send and receive messages in disconnected environments. 
Microsoft Visual Basic 
A version of the BASIC programming language from Microsoft that uses a graphical 
user interface for developing Windows applications. 
Model-View-Controller 
An architecture for programs that have graphical user interfaces. The architecture 
separates those parts of the program that handle the application data (the model) from 
those that present that data to users (e.g. graphically, on the screen) (the views) and 
from those parts that respond to changes made to the data (e.g. by the user 
manipulating data presented on the screen) (the controllers). The architecture defines 
the ways these parts of the program communicate. The parts of the architecture have 
high cohesion and they are connected in such a way as to give low coupling. 
Multithreaded 
Describes a program that is designed to have parts of its code execute concurrently. 




Principal building blocks of object-oriented programs. Each object is a programming 
unit consisting of data (instance variables) and functionality (instance methods). 
Open Linking and Embedding (OLE) 
A compound document standard developed by Microsoft Corporation. It enables a 
developer to create objects with one application and then link or embed them in a 
second application. Embedded objects retain their original format and links to the 
application that created them. 
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Open Management Group (OMG) 
A computing industry collaboration to promote object-oriented interoperability 
among heterogeneous computing environments. They continue to develop 
specifications which address the many aspects of this problem, the most popular of 
which is the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). 
Operating system 
The core software on a computer which provides the interface between its hardware 
(processor, peripherals, etc.), its software and the user. 
Object-oriented design 
A software design method that models the characteristics of abstract or real objects 
using classes and objects. 
Open source 





The protocol for transferring the state of a bean between its instance variables and an 
underlying database. 
Plug and play 
The ability to install equipment with little or no setup. 
Process 
A virtual address space containing one or more threads. 
Programmable logic controller (PLC) 
A highly reliable special-purpose computer used in industrial monitoring and control 
applications. PLCs typically have proprietary programming and networking 
protocols; and special-purpose digital and analog I/O (input/output) ports. 
Protégé 
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Recall mode 
In the recall mode, a neural network is presented with the feature vector of a single 
sample. The output of the network determines the class to which the sample belongs. 
Round robin scheduling 
An operating system algorithm used to allocate processor time to active processes 
evenly. 
Runtime 
The period of time during which a program is executing. 
 
S 
Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) 
Solving a non-linear program by a sequence of quadratic approximations and using 
quadratic programming to solve each one. The approximations are usually done by 
using the second-order Taylor expansion. 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
A lightweight protocol intended for exchanging structured information in a 
decentralised, distributed environment. It defines, using XML technologies, an 
extensible messaging framework containing a message construct that can be 
exchanged over a variety of underlying protocols. 
Smalltalk 
A highly object-orientated programming language popular with AI (artificial 
intelligence) programmers. 
Software application 
A loosely defined subclass of computer software that employs the capabilities of a 
computer directly to a task that the user wishes to perform. 
State diagram 
A means of depicting how elements of a model move from state to state. Changes of 
states are the result of transitions. Also referred to as a state transition diagram. 
Structured Query Language (SQL) 
The standardised relational database language for defining database objects and 
manipulating data. 
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Swing 
The Swing classes are part of a wider collection known as the Java Foundation 
Classes (JFC). Swing classes are defined in the javax.swing packages. They 
provide a further set of components that extend the capabilities of the Abstract 
Windowing Toolkit (AWT). Of particular significance is the greater control they 
provide over an application’s look-and-feel. 
System development life cycle 
A logical systematic process used to develop computer and information systems 
through planning, analysis, design and implementation. 
Systems Integration 
A vague term that essentially addresses the same problems covered by Enterprise 




The basic unit of program execution. A process can have several threads running 
concurrently, each performing a different job. When a thread has finished its job, it is 
suspended or destroyed. See also process. 
Top-down 
An approach which starts from a high (generalised) level and works towards lower 
(more specific) levels. See also bottom-up. 
Training 
In the training mode, a neural network is presented with the feature vectors of a large 
number of samples. During this mode it ‘learns’ the pattern of the data. 
 
U 
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) 
An online directory that gives businesses and organisations a uniform way to 
describe their services, discover other companies’ services and understand the 
methods required to conduct business with a specific company. 
UNIX 
A multi-user (used by many people at the same time), multi-tasking (can perform 
multiple tasks and operations at the same time) operating system. UNIX is written in APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS   469 
the C language and can be installed on almost any computer. It was originally 




In validation mode, a neural network is presented with a data set different from the 




Websphere MQ, formerly known as MQ (message queue) series, is an IBM standard 
for program-to-program messaging across multiple platforms. 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
The primary organisation for creating Web specifications and whose principal goal is 
interoperability.  
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